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Summary

Co-registered EEG-fMRI, i.e. the simultaneous acquisition of electroencephalography (EEG)
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), has emerged as a multimodal technique
in the 1990s. It is considered an essential research tool in basic and cognitive neuroscience, as
co-registered EEG-fMRI combines the high temporal resolution offered by EEG and the high
spatial resolution offered by fMRI. Hence, it allows high spatiotemporal measurements of
brain activity beyond the capabilities of each individual technique. In the past decades, coregistered EEG-fMRI has been applied in numerous neuroscientific and neurophysiological
studies, e.g. epilepsy, cognitive measures of memory performance and learning capabilities,
and neuropsychiatric disorders studies like depression and post-traumatic stress disorder.
Despite its promise for high spatiotemporal brain imaging, co-registered EEG-fMRI is still
deemed a challenging technique. This is because of the artefacts caused by the magnetic fields
of the MRI scanner that severely compromise the quality of the EEG recordings, as described
in Chapter 2 of this thesis. Most significantly, magnetic field gradients and RF pulses used in
MRI pulse sequences induce an interference voltage, the so-called gradient or imaging
acquisition artefact, in the electrical potential recorded in the scalp electrodes (i.e. scalp
potential).
Several correction approaches have been proposed to suppress the gradient artefact from the
scalp potential recordings and, consequently, improve the quality of the corrected EEG signal.
Most of the gradient artefact correction methods, including the often-used average artefact
subtraction (AAS) and the FMRI artefact slice template removal (FASTR) methods, are based
on comb-filtering. As discussed in Chapter 3, a common shortcoming of these approaches is
that the residual artefacts after correction still corrupt neuronal EEG bands higher than 80 Hz.
These residual artefacts are mainly a result of the broadening of the spectral lines due to
micro-movements of the subject within the MRI scanner. As the frequency range above 80 Hz
features the EEG gamma band and high-frequency oscillations (HFOs), some studies into
memory and attention processes, ERPs, and fast ripples in the onset of epileptic seizures and
others involving HFOs can be compromised or even not be performed. To access EEG high-
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frequency and ultra-high-frequency oscillations, correction approaches currently have to be
combined with customised MRI sequences that are not widely available to all investigators.
In Chapter 4, we describe the design of a novel comb-filtering approach, the optimised
moving-average (OMA) filter, which we combine with other filtering approaches in a novel
gradient artefact correction methodology. We propose the use of the finite impulse response
(FIR) moving-average filter as well as the exponential average filter within an iterative
filtering-based method to improve the gradient artefact correction and its correction-related
residuals in the high-frequency bands (Chapters 5 and 6). Additionally, we devised a novel
filtering approach based upon the difference between consecutive samples of the digital signal
to construct a non-linear low-pass filter specifically targeting residual artefacts (Chapter 7).
A second challenge in EEG-fMRI co-registration is the design of objective measures to
evaluate artefact removal and signal preservation. In this thesis, we propose a novel and
simple evaluation approach to assess this (Chapter 3). As most of the gradient artefact
correction evaluation strategies proposed in the literature do not take into account the
assessment of preservation of the EEG signal after performing the gradient artefact correction,
our novel approach can help future researches to compare different correction strategies and
evaluate which strategy is most suitable for their application.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we demonstrate that our proposed gradient artefact correction
methodology offers a better balance for the trade-off between artefact attenuation and
preservation of the EEG signal than the AAS and FASTR methods. Our methodology is
especially useful in the higher-frequency EEG bandwidth usually contaminated by residual
artefacts. Preliminary visual inspection performed by a trained EEG expert indicated that
epileptiform activity can be successfully identified in the resulting artefact-corrected EEG,
and is comparable to the epileptiform activity identified in artefact-corrected EEG after using
the FASTR method. Moreover, the proposed methodology was shown to be more robust to
alterations of the artefact waveform caused by head movements (Chapters 6 and 8). In
conclusion, we therefore believe that this methodology is a promising tool to obtain gradient
artefact-corrected EEG of a higher quality in scenarios in which abrupt head movements
cannot be prevented like in epileptic patients, as discussed in Chapter 9. In addition, we
envisage that the novel gradient artefact correction evaluation procedure adopted in this thesis
can potentially be used for performance evaluation of artefact correction methods in general.
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FT – Fourier Transform
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Measurement and monitoring of brain activity are of fundamental importance to understand
neuronal functions and neurophysiologic properties of the human brain. For those who deal
with research, diagnosis, or treatment of brain disorders, neurological imaging techniques can
provide valuable insight into the operation of the brain and the neurological status of the
subject. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), brain and neurological
disorders are a significant cause of disability in the global population and an emerging
challenge to healthcare systems. For instance, recent estimates show that stroke is the second
highest cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide, dementia, meningitis and migraine rank
in the top-30 factors in disability-adjusted life years, and epilepsy in the top-50 out of 315
diseases and injuries studied (World Health Organization, 2017a; Kassebaum et al., 2015).
Although research on the neurophysiologic properties of the human brain dates back
centuries, brain imaging has only become available in the recent past. This sparked numerous
breakthroughs in neurophysiologic brain mapping, and helped shaping a scientific basis for
the modern technology to measure brain processes (Savoy, 2001; Turner and Jones, 2003;
World Health Organization, 2006; Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Raichle, 2009; Gazzaniga et al.,
2013; World Health Organization, 2017b).
A significant number of methods are currently available for structural and functional brain
imaging and mapping; for example, electrocorticography (ECoG), electroencephalography
(EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), computerised tomography (CT), positron emission
tomography (PET), doppler sonography (fTCD), electrical impedance tomography (EIT),
functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), and optical imaging (Turner and Jones, 2003;
Siedband, 2010; Villringer et al.; 2010; Lloyd-Fox et al., 2010; Gibson et al., 2005; Gazzaniga
et al., 2013). However, individual brain imaging methods do not provide a sufficiently broad
and comprehensive view of brain processes and structures as they are limited to observing
specific aspects of the brain function. Moreover, a single method suffers from the trade-off
between good spatial resolution and good temporal resolution. Therefore, it has been
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proposed to combine different brain imaging modalities in order to provide complementary
neurophysiologic information and improve the spatiotemporal resolution, thus enhancing the
ability to characterise brain processes (Villringer et al., 2010; Uludağ and Roebroeck, 2014).
In this regard, simultaneous acquisition of EEG and fMRI data (or co-registered EEG-fMRI)
is considered to be a promising and powerful multimodal technique for neurophysiologic
brain mapping. The high temporal resolution of EEG associated with the high spatial
resolution of fMRI has been offering the opportunity to understand numerous questions in
basic and cognitive neuroscience (Villringer et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2011). Co-registered
EEG-fMRI was first applied in studies of epilepsy (Warach et al., 1996; Seeck et al., 1998).
Over the past years, its application has been extended to many other neuroscientific fields
such as cognitive measures of memory performance, learning capabilities, and decisionmaking; resting and sleep; pain research; and neuropsychiatric and mood disorders like
schizophrenia, depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD) (Ritter and Villringer,
2006; Horovitz et al., 2008; Villringer et al., 2010; Iannetti and Mouraux, 2010; Zotev et al.,
2016; Pisauro et al. (2017); Zotev et al., 2018).
However, the application of co-registered EEG-fMRI faces a major challenge that limits its
applications on a large scale: the occurrence of the gradient artefact in EEG data that are
recorded simultaneously with fMRI data. The gradient artefact follows from the voltage
interference induced by the magnetic field gradients and RF pulses used in MRI sequences,
which is picked up in the human scalp (scalp potential) by the EEG electrodes during coregistered EEG-fMRI. In this thesis, the technical challenge of gradients artefact suppression
will be addressed.
In the literature, a number of approaches have been proposed for this purpose, such as the
often-used average artefact subtraction (AAS) and the FMRI artefact slice template removal
(FASTR) methods. It has been demonstrated that these approaches substantially attenuate the
artefact activity while preserving the EEG signal in the frequency band up to 80 Hz.
Unfortunately, these existing gradient artefact correction methods do not allow assessment of
the higher-frequency EEG band. For studies on brain processes characterised by higher
frequencies (i.e. the gamma band and above in neuronal EEG), therefore, novel correction
methodologies are required. The EEG gamma rhythm ranges from 30 up to 100 Hz and is
crucial in clinical neurophysiology. It is also associated with event-related synchronisation of
the brain, the so-called event-related potentials (ERPs). The study of high-frequency
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oscillations (HFOs) between 100 and 500 Hz has recently received increased attention as well.
EEG rhythms of up to 150 Hz are associated with attention and memory processes, whereas
fast ripples in the frequency range of 200 – 500 Hz are mostly present in the onset region of
epileptic seizures. Existing gradient artefact correction methods may leave residual artefacts
in the gamma band and above and the use of conventional low-pass filters or further
correction approaches may wash out components of interest of the neuronal EEG (Allen et al.,
2000; Niazy et al., 2005; Spencer, 2015; Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Gotman, 2010). Until
now, assessment of the higher-frequencies in the gamma band and HFOs has only been
possible by employing customised MRI sequences that are not widely available to all
investigators (Freyer et al., 2009; Spencer, 2015).
A second challenge in co-registration of EEG and fMRI data is an objective quality
assessment of artefact correction methods. Artefact correction methods need to achieve a
good balance between artefact suppression and EEG signal preservation. However, objective
measures to compare artefact suppression while preserving the signal are scarcely used. This
complicates a systematic and consistent performance evaluation of the gradient artefact
correction methods. The risk of simultaneous removal of neuronal EEG activity during
application of the gradient artefact correction method can therefore not be assessed.
Moreover, the performance of gradient artefact correction among different EEG-fMRI
acquisition scanner setups and vendors has been poorly evaluated (Ritter et al., 2010;
Mandelkow et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2007; Grouiller et al., 2007). This issue will also be
addressed in this thesis.

1.1 Outline, objectives, and contributions of this work
1.1.1 Overview of EEG, fMRI, co-registered EEG-fMRI, and artefacts during co-registered
EEG-fMRI
In Chapter 2, an overview is provided of EEG, fMRI, co-registered EEG-fMRI, and the
artefacts that afflict the EEG and the fMRI acquisition during co-registration of EEG and
fMRI. Firstly, the use of EEG, fMRI, and co-registered EEG-fMRI for mapping the brain
activity is reviewed. Next, the main artefacts that occur in the co-registered EEG-fMRI
environment are described, with a special focus on the characteristics of the gradient artefact.
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1.1.2 Evaluation of the artefact attenuation and EEG signal preservation during gradient
artefact correction
The first objective of this work is the proposal of a systematic procedure to evaluate the
performance of gradient artefact correction approaches.
To this end, a critical literature overview of methods to suppress the gradient artefact and
evaluate their performance is presented in Chapter 3. Most of the gradient artefact
corrections evaluation approaches proposed in the literature do not take into account the
preservation of the EEG signal after performing the gradient artefact correction. Moreover,
the stochastic nature of the neuronal EEG is rarely taken into consideration when the degree
of EEG preservation is assessed (Spencer, 2015; Ritter et al., 2010; Ritter et al, 2007;
Grouiller et al., 2007; Mandelkow et al., 2010; Gonçalves et al., 2007). In order to assess the
degree of EEG preservation and simultaneously measure the artefact attenuation, we have
devised a novel and simple evaluation approach that accounts for the stochastic nature of the
neuronal EEG. This procedure is used throughout this thesis, and can also be used as a
systematic framework for performance evaluation of gradient artefact correction methods in
general. Evaluation of the gradient artefact correction performance in EEG data sets recorded
among different EEG-fMRI acquisition scanner setups and vendors is provided throughout
the thesis as well.
In addition, some features of the existing methods for pulse artefact correction are described
and discussed in Chapter 3. The pulse artefact in the EEG data is caused by the pulsatile
movement of the blood in scalp arteries within the static magnetic field of the MRI
equipment. The precise nature of the pulse artefact, however, remains an open question (Allen
et al., 1998; Debener et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015). As with the gradient
artefact, a number of solutions have been proposed for the correction of this artefact, but these
may not result in a good quality for the corrected EEG signal either. The evaluation of
correction strategies as presented in Chapter 3 can also be applied for the pulse artefact.
1.1.3 Design of novel filtering techniques for suppression of the gradient artefact and other
applications
The second and major objective of this thesis is the design and evaluation of novel filtering
techniques for the suppression of the gradient artefact, in order to improve the quality of the
EEG signal recorded simultaneously with fMRI data.
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Some filtering techniques such as the finite impulse response (FIR) moving-average filter
have the advantage of computational efficiency, thus are widely employed in signal
processing in general. Therefore, we propose an FIR moving-average filter within an iterative
filtering-based method to correct the gradient artefact and its correction-related residuals. In
addition, we devised an approach exploiting the difference between consecutive samples of
the digital signal to construct a non-linear low-pass filter. Implementation and application of
these novel filtering approaches are presented in the following chapters:
Chapter 4: a novel comb-filtering design through iterative moving-average filtering. We
describe in Chapter 4 the design of a novel comb-filtering technique named optimised
moving-average (OMA). Implementation of OMA is based on an iterative filtering
decomposition process (Lin et al., 2009), in which an FIR moving-average-based filter
(referred to as double average filter) is iteratively applied to decompose a signal into intrawave frequency modes or intrinsic mode functions. We show that exploitation of the first
intrinsic mode function jointly to the double average filter enables the OMA comb-filter to
provide larger attenuation in higher-frequency stop-bands than conventional comb-filtering
approaches. Moreover, we demonstrate that other iterative moving-average filter-based
approaches can be used to reduce the number of averages required during application of the
time-domain averaging approach as well as be exploited to design a highly selective notch
filtering (HSN) approach.
Chapter 5: gradient artefact correction using optimised moving-average filtering. In this
chapter, it is demonstrated that the larger attenuation in higher-frequency stop-bands provided
by the comb-filtering integrated in OMA is more effective than recent methods proposed in
the literature in compensating the broadening of gradient spectral lines around the artefact
bins associated with TR-slice in the EEG gamma band and above (Spencer, 2015; LeVan et
al., 2016). TR-slice corresponds to the time of acquisition of a single MRI slice, and the
results presented in Chapter 5 were obtained within a scenario in which the MRI parameter
repetition time, TR, is set as a multiple of TR-slice. Furthermore, the proposed approach is
shown to produce a better balance between suppression of the artefact and preservation of the
neuronal EEG signal than template subtraction by AAS. Additional outcomes of this chapter
indicate that our approach is capable of correcting the EEG data even within a scenario of
misalignment between the EEG sampling interval and TR-slice, without accurate information
about triggers and other MRI events, and without the use of customised fMRI pulse sequences
(Spencer, 2015; Freyer et al., 2009).
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Chapter 6: gradient artefact correction using iterative filtering in a broader case
scenario. In Chapter 6, we describe a variant of the OMA approach addressing the gradient
artefact activity associated with the MRI repetition time, TR. Design of such a variant is
necessary to counterbalance the undesirable reduction of the attenuation in lower-frequency
comb-filter stop-bands and the larger attenuation in higher-frequency comb-filter pass-bands
observed for OMA when applied for TR. This OMA variant is tested in a scenario where it is
not possible to switch off the dynamic stabilisation in the MRI equipment and, thereby, TR
cannot be set as a multiple of TR-slice. Whereas the average template subtraction is usually
applied using either TR or irregularly spaced artefact templates of length TR-slice, these
approaches are less effective in obtaining a good quality for the corrected EEG than using
regular templates of length TR-slice. The use of two averaging steps by AAS subsequently for
TR and TR-slice is also shown to degrade the quality of the corrected EEG (Mandelkow et al.,
2010). We demonstrate that OMA can be applied for both TR and TR-slice, thus achieving
additional attenuation of the artefact activity associated with TR-slice.
In addition, we designed a highly selective notch (HSN) filtering as well as a novel low-pass
filtering approach based on iterative application of the exponential average filter, the
optimised exponential average (OEA), to attenuate residual artefacts in the artefact-corrected
EEG. Although broadening of artefact spectral lines associated with TR-slice was effectively
corrected by OMA, we noticed a trade-off between the number of iterations used during OMA
application and the amount of residual artefacts left behind in the artefact frequency bins.
Thus, we proposed the use of HSN and OEA in combination with OMA to obtain a better
balance of this trade-off and to achieve a better preservation for the neuronal EEG, especially
at higher frequencies. We show that our methodology to correct the gradient artefact can
outperform the sliding averaging window by AAS as well as the often-used FASTR method.
In this way, larger attenuation in the artefact frequency bins associated with TR-slice, better
preservation of the higher-frequency EEG bandwidth, and improved robustness to alterations
of the artefact waveform due to movements of the subject head could be achieved. Moreover,
visual inspection performed by a trained EEG expert indicates that the proposed methodology
can be used in studies involving identification of epileptiform activity.
Chapter 7: a study of residual artefacts attenuation using signal slope adaption. In
Chapter 7, we investigate the large time course signal slopes associated with gradient artefact
samples. These signal slopes have been exploited as a parameter of a non-linear filter to
attenuate residual artefacts after gradient artefact correction. By making use of the difference
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between consecutive samples of the digital signal, the resulting filtering approach termed
signal slope adaption (SSD) is shown to be capable of selectively low-pass filtering the
residual artefact activity associated with broadening of artefact spectral lines. Furthermore, we
envisage that the SSD approach can be exploited for residual artefacts attenuation in the
higher-frequency EEG bandwidth as well.
Chapter 8: gradient artefact correction during abrupt head motions. In Chapter 8, we
elaborate on gradient artefact correction of EEG data affected by abrupt head movements by
the subject. In this scenario, the gradient artefact correction often requires special processing
that relies on the quantification of the head movement by sensors, camera track systems, or
using MRI equipment movement-related information (Moosmann et al., 2009; Sun and
Hinrichs, 2009; Spencer, 2015; Maziero et al., 2016). Here, we suggest a novel data-driven
approach based on cubic splines in order to enhance the quality of the gradient artefactcorrected EEG under the occurrence of signal transients continuously inserted by abrupt head
movements.
1.1.4 Concluding remarks and directions for future work
In Chapter 9, we conclude this thesis with an overall analysis, comparison, and discussion of
the results. Practical limitations and directions of future work are also indicated. The major
contribution of this work are the devised methodologies that can be employed to improve the
quality of the EEG data recorded during fMRI as well as the devised strategies to objectively
evaluate the performance of the gradient correction methods. The iterative filtering techniques
presented in this thesis can for example be used in clinical epilepsy studies involving the use
of co-registered EEG-fMRI data. Moreover, the novel filtering approaches can also be
employed in other types of signal processing applications, such as comb-filtering, notch
filtering, low-pass filtering, ECG peak detection, and harmonic analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

EEG, fMRI, Co-Registered EEG-fMRI, and the Problem
of Artefacts during Co-Registration of EEG and fMRI
data

2.1 Electrical activity of the brain: the EEG signal
Electrical signal fluctuations from the brain observed by placement of electrodes on the scalp
were described qualitatively for the first time by the English physiologist Richard Caton in
1875. However, the term electroencephalogram, (Greek, en, in; kephale, head; gram, writing,
drawing) was introduced by the German psychiatrist Berger, who recorded the signal for the
first time in 1924. After the first recording of the EEG signal, other researchers reproduced
the results of Berger and confirmed that the brain activity measured on the scalp could be
used as source of clinical information as well as for studies on brain functioning
(Niedermeyer, 1999; Shipley, 2001; Haas, 2003).
2.1.1 The origin of the EEG signal
The human brain is constituted by five main parts: the cerebrum, the diencephalon (including
the thalamus), the mesencephalon (midbrain), the cerebellum, and the brain stem. In particular,
the cerebrum is divided into two hemispheres (left and right), whose outer surface shows a
high convoluted pattern called cerebral cortex (Fig. 2.1). The cortex is mainly composed of
cell bodies and dendrites (short branches) that together act as input structures of neurons
(nerve cells), and constitute the grey matter. Any neuron has one branch that serves as the
output fibre which sends information (projects) to other neurons, the axon. For connections
among nearby neurons, axons are relatively short (e.g., a few centimetres) but often long
distances need to be bridged (in adult humans sometimes up to one metre), in which case the
axon usually is covered with a fatty, white substance (myelin), that enhances the speed of
conduction of information along the axon.
The cortex is separated into regions by fissures, the sulci (singular, sulcus). Within these
cortical regions, neurons are organised into columnar groups of cells (populations) that are
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believed to be involved in one or another neurological and/or cognitive function. A cortical
column has a perpendicular orientation with respect to the cortical surface and may contain
two types of neurons:
-

non-pyramidal neurons serve as cells that either process information within the population
(inter-neurons) or receive information from other neuronal populations, either from other
cortical areas (e.g., from the other hemisphere) or from the deeper structures such as the
midbrain or brainstem. Non-pyramidal neurons often have remarkable shapes and both
their dendrites and axon have no preferred orientation.

-

pyramidal cells are the output units of a cortical population and are named after their
anatomical shape. The cell body looks like a pyramid whose top (apex) points towards the
cortical surface. The axon arises from the bottom of the pyramid and runs down,
perpendicularly to the cortical surface. In pyramidal cells, two types of dendrites can be
recognised:
o basal dendrites basically run parallel to the cortical surface;
o the apical dendrite arises from the top of the pyramid and runs perpendicularly to
the cortical surface.

The cortex covers a massive collection of nerve fibres that lead to other parts of the brain and
the human body (white matter). A longitudinal structure named corpus callosum connects the
left and right cortical hemispheres by a large band of myelinated axons (Fig. 2.1). The
cerebrum includes the regions for movement control, conscious awareness of sensation,
complex analysis, and expression of emotions and behaviour (Sanei and Chambers, 2007;
Rangayyan, 2002).
Information related to physiological control processes, thought processes, and external stimuli
flows via the neurons (or nerve cells) and provokes synaptic activation in corresponding parts
of the brain cortex. Such information is encoded as temporary changes in the voltage
difference that under resting conditions is maintained across neuronal cell membranes. This
resting membrane potential causes the intracellular fluid to be negative relative to the
extracellular environment.
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Figure 2.1: Lateral and medial views of the human brain. Adapted from Sanei and Chambers (2007).

In this context, two types of mechanisms in and around neuronal cell membranes must be
mentioned:
-

action potentials (APs) are short duration phenomena (at most a few milliseconds) that
temporarily cause a reversal of the polarity of the membrane potential. An AP is initiated
when the membrane potential depolarises (becomes less negative) beyond a threshold,
after which an active process (the Hodgkin cycle) in and around the membrane takes over
and autonomously generates a local, temporary neuronal voltage “spike”. Because of the
local voltage differences that are generated between the active membrane area and the
adjacent inactive membrane sections that still are at rest, local ion currents are generated
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between adjacent membrane areas which, in turn, depolarise the neighbouring section thus
initiating an AP there as well. This way an AP, once initiated, is actively conducted across
the entire neuronal cell membrane. Action potentials are all-or-none phenomena: either
they are present or not; they do not add up neither in time or in space;
-

post-synaptic potentials (PSPs) are fluctuations in the membrane potential that occur at the
receiving, post-synaptic side of the junction between two different neurons when the first,
pre-synaptic, neuron receives an AP. An intricate biochemical process, often referred to as
synaptic transmission, generates a small, but relatively slow (up to several tens of
milliseconds) fluctuation of the membrane potential in the receiving, postsynaptic cell.
Such a fluctuation can be either inhibitory (IPSP; the membrane potential becomes more
negative) or excitatory (EPSP; the membrane potential becomes less negative). Due to the
local membrane potential differences with adjacent post-synaptic membrane areas, local
currents cause spreading of the PSP to nearby post-synaptic membrane sections. Contrary
to APs, this conduction is passive and attenuates rapidly with increasing distance from the
synapse. PSPs are graded phenomena: when a previous or a neighbouring PSP still is
active, the effect of a second one is superimposed on the ongoing local phenomenon. This
temporal and/or spatial summation may lead to a net depolarisation of the postsynaptic
membrane beyond the threshold, thus initiating an AP which – as described above – is
actively conducted across the entire post-synaptic membrane. This means that a postsynaptic AP always is preceded by a relatively slow, low-frequency sequence of stepwise
changes (either depolarising or hyperpolarising membrane potential fluctuations which
may take up to 100 milliseconds before the post-synaptic cell actually fires an AP.
Usually, one single post-synaptic cell receives input from thousands of synapses leading
to complex, but mainly slow temporal changes of post-synaptic membrane potentials.

Both APs and PSPs cause local currents in and around neuronal membranes. The extracellular
currents are not restricted to the neighbourhood but spread through the entire extracellular
space which must be regarded as one continuous space that mainly consists of water with
various kinds of organic and inorganic substances solved in it. Due to the abundant presence
of charged particles, the extracellular fluid of the brain tissue can be approximated as a linear
conductor with a specific conductance, σb. Similar linear conductor models can be constructed
for the structures that surround the brain: the Cerebro-Spinal Fluid (CSF), the skull and the
scalp, each having their own specific conductances, σcsf, σskull, and σscalp. The construction of
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realistic conduction head models is an intricate process that up to now is topic for scientific
debate. This, however, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
For this thesis, an important observation is that the electrical properties of the medium
between the neurophysiological membrane mechanisms (either AP or PSP) and the scalp
surface are purely resistive. Contrary to phenomena that occur across membranes, no
capacitive or inductive effects occur in the extracellular environment. This means that there is
only linear attenuation of electrical phenomena between source and scalp, no filtering. Using
the laws of volume conduction (i.e. applying Maxwell’s laws of electromagnetism in
biological tissue), it can be proven that the level of attenuation approximately is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance, D, between observation point and source. Another
consequence of the linearity of the extracellular environment is that the conduction is
instantaneous, implying that the sum of momentary AP and PSP activity contributes to the
measurable electrical activity in or close to the brain. The EEG signal constitutes the measure
of such an electrical activity over the scalp surface.
In summary, the following factors need to be taken into account to understand the various
patterns that are measured in the main signal of interest in this thesis, the scalp surface EEG:
-

In order to significantly contribute to the net extracellular currents, the direction of the
individual extracellular source currents needs to be such that they enhance each other; the
currents need to be more or less aligned towards the same direction.

-

In each cell of a specific cortical population, APs either are ongoing or not. Because of
their short duration, the probability of many APs to be active at the same time in multiple
cells is low, except in situations of so-called hyper-synchronisation. This may occur for
instance during an epileptic seizure.

-

Conversely, it is more than likely that, within a cortical population, there are many PSPs
simultaneously active. This in particular holds for the PSPs in the pyramidal cells, whose
dendrites are aligned either perpendicularly (apical) or parallel (basal) to the cortical
surface.

These factors lead to the conclusion that, in general, the neurophysiological sources of the
EEGs are post-synaptic potentials, either inhibitory or excitatory, of the pyramidal cells in the
cortex (Cluitmans, 2010).
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2.1.2 Main features of the EEG signal
EEG signals can be recorded by placement of electrodes on the intact scalp*, rather than the
first time they were registered, using simple galvanometers. Two electrodes are responsible
for measuring the signal, and a third electrode acts as signal-ground (reference). This
configuration is so-called bipolar montage whereby the signal is measured between adjacent
electrodes. Instead, if the signal is measured between the electrode and the reference, the
montage is named unipolar (Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Clark Jr., 2010).
In clinical practice, several channels of the EEG are recorded simultaneously from various
locations on the scalp for comparative analysis of activities in different regions of the brain
(Rangayyan, 2002). Figure 2.2 depicts the conventional electrode setting so-called 10-20
system for 21 electrodes, recommended by The International Federation of Societies for
Electroencephalography and Clinical Neurophysiology.

Figure 2.2: Conventional 10-20 EEG electrode placement. Adapted from Sanei and Chambers (2007) and
Oostenveld and Praamstra (2001).

*

When the electrodes are placed on the exposed surface of the cortex, this type of bioelectric measurement is
named electrocorticogram – ECoG (Clark Jr., 2010).
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According to the 10-20 system, the EEG electrodes are positioned on the scalp at points 10 or
20% distant from each other related either to the total distance taken: from the inion (the bony
protuberance in the middle of the back of the head) and the nasion (the bridge of the nose
directly under the forehead); or to the total distance taken between the two pre-auricular
points (the depression of the bone in front of the ear). A naming convention is adopted for
each electrode: the letters refer to the underlying cerebral lobes, “Fp” for prefrontal; “F” for
frontal; “C” for central; “P” for parietal; “T” for temporal; and “O” for occipital. Subscripts
indicate whether the electrode is positioned on the left (odd numbers), on the right (even
numbers) hemisphere of the head, or on the middle line (“z”). Two electrodes connected to
the earlobes are often used as reference, but other choices of placement of the reference
electrode, such as Fpz are also used (Sanei and Chambers, 2007).
In applications such as topographic methods to study spontaneous and evoked potentials,
extra electrodes are placed between and equidistant the existing ones, which results in the 1010 and 10-5 system (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001) (Fig. 2.3). For clinical purposes
requiring robust and/or long-term EEG monitoring, the most commonly used scalp electrodes
consist of Ag-AgCl disks, less than 3 mm in diameter, with long flexible leads that can be
plugged into an amplifier. In routine recording of the electroencephalogram, the recording
area on the surface of the scalp is initially degreased by cleaning it with alcohol. Afterwards, a
conducting paste is applied on the recording area, and then the electrodes are affixed with
glue (collodion). For short-term recordings and/or when patient-friendliness is crucial, readyto use electrode-caps made from some kind of elastic fabric that contain all required
electrodes has become increasingly popular (Clark Jr., 2010; Sanei and Chambers, 2007).
Figure 2.4 depicts a lateral and anterior view of the 10-5 electrode system shown in Fig. 2.3b,
together with a back view of an electrode-cap assembly placed on the head of the subject.
The EEG signal can be characterised as coloured with limited bandwidth, non-deterministic
(stochastic), and non-stationary. It is normally displayed in the time-domain, and could be
plotted on a plane paper with a grid, as was usually made in the old days of
electroencephalography registration. Nowadays, computerised systems are the most common
used manner for EEG visualisation, whereby the signal can be digitised, stored, and processed
as well.
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Figure 2.3: (a) 10-10 EEG electrode placement; (b) 10-5 EEG electrode placement. Black circles indicate
positions of the original 10-20 system as depicted in Fig. 2.2; gray circles indicate the extra electrodes introduced
in the 10-10 system; and open circles indicate additional positions used in the 10-5 system. Adapted from
Oostenveld and Praamstra (2001).
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Figure 2.4: (a), (b) Lateral and anterior view of the head showing up the 10-5 EEG electrode placement
according to Fig. 2.3b; (c) back view of an electrode-cap (BrainCap MR, Brain Products GmbH, Gilching,
Germany) placed on the head of the subject. Adapted from Oostenveld and Praamstra (2001) and Gutberlet
(2010).

A relevant advantage of the EEG signal visualised in the time-domain is its good temporal
resolution which allows measurement of the activity of large-scale neuronal networks at any
moment with millisecond resolution, depending on the sampling rate of the EEG device
(Michel and Brandeis, 2010; Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Cluitmans, 2010).
The amplitude of the EEG signal is much smaller in comparison with other bioelectrical
signals, and commonly lies within 10 to 100 μV on the scalp. Thereby, amplifiers are required
for a proper recording of the signal. After amplification, the EEG signal is converted from
analogue to digital mode, performed by means of multichannel analogue-to-digital converters
(ADC). Finally, the signal is calibrated and can be stored on a computer or made available for
signal processing. It is noteworthy that, before ADC conversion, the amplified EEG signal
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must be filtered using a low-pass filter (LP) to mitigate high-frequency noise components and
aliasing effects. A high-pass filter (HP) is also implemented before or after sampling for
ironing out undesired very low-frequency components (lower than 0.5 Hz). Notch filters with
a null frequency of 50 Hz (or 60 Hz) are often necessary to ensure sufficient rejection of
power-line interference (Sanei and Chambers, 2007).
In turn, the frequency range of the EEG signal typically extends from 0 to 150 Hz. For many
applications, the effective bandwidth can be limited to 100 Hz or even half of this value.
Therefore, a minimum sampling frequency of 100 Hz is often enough for sampling the EEG
signals without violating the Nyquist criterion. Other commonly used sampling frequencies
for EEG recordings are 250, 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. Frequency contents of the EEG signal
are associated with various physiological and mental processes whose response is translated
in the electroencephalogram as several patterns of rhythmic or periodic activity. When the
EEG is recorded with the subject relaxed or asleep, and there are no controlled conditions, it
is characterised as a spontaneous ongoing activity of the brain, the spontaneous EEG (Olson,
2010; Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Clark Jr., 2010). In the spontaneous EEG (also called
background EEG), some dominant EEG rhythms are commonly identified, associated with
certain physiological and mental processes, and with the following frequency (f) bands (Sanei
and Chambers, 2007; Rangayyan, 2002):
•

Delta (δ): 0.5 ≤ f < 4 Hz: occurs during deep-sleep stages.

•

Theta (θ): 4 ≤ f < 8 Hz: appears at the beginning stages of sleep, replacing alpha
rhythms.

•

Alpha (α): 8 ≤ f ≤ 14 Hz: main resting rhythm of the brain, and is common in wakeful,
resting adults, especially in the occipital area with bilateral synchrony.

•

Beta (β): 14 ≤ f ≤ 30 Hz: background activity that occurs in tense and anxious subjects.

Figure 2.5 shows the EEG signal with the typical amplitude levels and time basis for the four
brain rhythms described above. The occurrence of a certain pattern usually depends on the
region of the scalp in which the EEG is measured, and the waves also change with ageing.
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Figure 2.5: Typical dominant EEG rhythms observed in the spontaneous EEG. Adapted from Sanei and
Chambers (2007).

Although with very low amplitudes, another EEG rhythm that can be useful in clinical
neurophysiology is the gamma rhythm. It ranges from 30 to around 100 Hz, and its detection
can be used to confirm certain brain diseases. The gamma rhythm can also be associated with
event-related synchronisation of the brain, the so-called event-related potentials (ERPs). The
study of high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) between 100 and 500 Hz has currently received
increased attention as well. For instance, some EEG rhythms of physiological relevance up to
150 Hz are associated with attention and memory process, whereas fast ripples in the
frequency range of 200 – 500 Hz are mostly present in the onset region of epileptic seizures
(Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Gotman, 2010).
As for ERPs, they consist of measured responses in the EEG signal related to identifiable
nervous system events such as electrical stimulation, initiation of movement, certain thought
processes, et cetera. They are too small (1 – 30 μV) in comparison with the background EEG
activity, and can be quantitatively characterised across three main dimensions: the amplitude,
that provides an index of the extent of the neural activity; the latency, which indicates the time
point at which the peak amplitude occurs; and the scalp distribution, that provides the pattern
of the voltage gradient of a component over the scalp at any time instant (Sanei and
Chambers, 2007). Evoked potentials (EPs) are a particular instance of ERPs, and can be
defined as the response of the nervous system when an external stimulus (light, sound,
electrical, or other) is applied to the subject. The frequency contents of ERPs and EPs differ
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significantly from the spontaneous EEG and may include frequencies of up to 2 kHz (Sanei
and Chambers, 2007; Rangayyan, 2002; Sörnmo and Laguna, 2005; Cluitmans, 2010).
2.1.3 EEG signal for identification of brain states and abnormalities, and other
applications
EEG experts are familiar with manifestations of EEG rhythms in the electrical brain activity
in the time-domain. This is typically done based upon human pattern recognition by screening
all recorded EEG signals and interpreting their characteristics both in time and in distribution
across the scalp. This so-called spatiotemporal interpretation is a delicate process that mainly
relies on clinical evidence and experience rather than on physiological or physical models.
Nevertheless, in some situations, it is difficult to understand and classify the EEG rhythms,
even with trained eyes. In this scenario, the application of advanced signal processing tools
has become very important for analysis of the EEG signal. The occurrence of rhythmical
patterns associated with a specific EEG bandwidth induced the development of approaches
and technologies related to the analysis of EEG signals in the frequency-domain. Thus, the
usage of the Fourier transform and other spectral analysis techniques, as well as their
combination with time-domain methods, have contributed to enhancement of the extraction
and analysis of relevant features and clinical information in EEG signals (Sanei and
Chambers, 2007).
The inspection and analysis of the EEG signal is useful for diagnosis of many brain disorders.
Distortion and disappearance of normal rhythms, appearance and increase of abnormal
rhythms, or disappearance of all rhythms are an indicative of abnormality. Thereby, the EEG
signal is employed to diagnose mental disorders as well as for investigation of pathological
process and metabolic disturbances to focal intracranial lesions, drugs and anesthesia effects,
and information concerning etiology and chronicity (Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Cluitmans,
1990). The large range of applications encountered for the EEG signal ratifies the power of
the use of electroencephalography in the areas of clinical neurophysiology and neuroscience
research (Sanei and Chambers, 2007):
(a) monitoring alertness, coma, and brain death;
(b) locating areas of damage following head injury, stroke, and tumour;
(c) testing afferent pathways;
(d) monitoring cognitive engagement;
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(e) producing biofeedback situations;
(f) controlling anesthesia depth;
(g) investigating epilepsy and locating seizure origin;
(h) testing epilepsy drug effects;
(i) assisting in experimental cortical excision of epileptic focus;
(j) monitoring the brain development;
(k) testing drugs for convulsive effects;
(l) investigating sleep disorders and physiology;
(m) investigating mental disorders;
(n) providing a hybrid data recording system together with other imaging modalities.
One of the most important uses of the encephalogram is the epilepsy diagnosis as well as the
research of the focus in the brain causing epilepsy. Epilepsy is characterised by uncontrolled
excessive activity by either a part or all of the central nervous system (CNS). A person predisposed to epilepsy has attacks when the basal level of excitability of all or part of the
nervous system rises above a critical threshold. However, as long as the degree of excitability
is held below this threshold, no attacks occur. The onset of a clinical epileptic seizure is often
characterised by a sudden change of frequency and amplitude in the EEG measurement. The
epileptic seizure normally occurs within the alpha wave frequency band with a slow decrease
in frequency but an increase in amplitude during the seizure period. However, the onset
region of an epileptic seizure can show up high-frequency oscillations (HFOs), as mentioned
above (Clark Jr., 2010; Sörnmo and Laguna, 2005; Gotman, 2010).
A classical problem encountered in electroencephalography is the localisation of the accurate
position of the current sources responsible for the generation of the related potentials on the
scalp. In other words, in which exact regions or populations of neurons such potentials might
be originated. Several works have been carried out to investigate the answer to this question,
the so-called EEG inverse problem, whose solution could result in important breakthroughs in
neurophysiologic and neurocognitive research (Lopes da Silva, 2010; Lopes da Silva and van
Rotterdam, 1999; Pascual-Marqui, 1999). However, determination of the exact location of the
current sources is difficult, and the lack of precise information regarding the geometry as well
as the conductances, σcsf, σskull, and σscalp, of the shells surrounding the brain makes the
problem even worse to be solved. Moreover, the inverse problem has no unique solution, i.e.
different combinations of intra-cerebral sources can result in the same potential distribution
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on the scalp; and the EEG is a differential measure which is referenced to a reference point
that never could be ideal.
This limited spatial resolution of the EEG has entailed recent efforts to combine this
technique with others, like fMRI, in attempt to solve the EEG inverse problem (Niedermeyer,
1999; Michel and Brandeis, 2010; Ritter and Villringer, 2006).

2.2 Functional magnetic resonance imaging – fMRI
In comparison with the EEG, functional magnetic resonance imaging (or fMRI) is a brain
activity mapping technique much more recent which started to be used in the beginning of the
1990s, albeit the idea that cerebral blood flow (CBF) could reflect neuronal activity began
with experiments around one hundred years earlier, in 1890. In 1990, Ogawa et al. published a
ground-breaking study reporting the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for spatial
mapping of areas of brain activation in rats. According to this study, by using high speed MRI
sequences, the brain activation areas could be mapped by the contrast caused by the blood
oxygenation level in the magnetic resonance (MR) images. In 1991, Belliveau et al. reported,
for the first time, the successful application of MRI for blood volume mapping during resting
and activation in human brains, specifically in the visual cortex. Since then, fMRI has been
consolidated as a widespread and most used tool for non-invasive imaging of human brain
activity (Kim and Bandettini, 2006; Bandettini, 2009; Ritter and Villringer, 2006).
In 2017, there were already approximately 50,000 MRI units worldwide and, on average, 54%
of the countries had at least one MRI unit. Those MRI devices have been performing
hundreds of millions MRI scans per year, among which a considerable number is used for
fMRI purposes. In addition to being non-invasive, some properties can help to explain the
success of this technique: it utilises endogenous functional contrast; whole brain coverage;
non-interference of spatially separate activation sites; and good spatial resolution that could
be down to the scale of cortical columns and different cortical layers. Moreover, when
compared to other methods of brain imaging like X-ray, computerised tomography (CT), and
positron emission topography (PET), a great advantage of MRI is the use of non-ionising
radiation by the scanners (Rinck, 2017; World Health Organization, 2017b; Hornak, 2010;
Altman and Bernal, 2006).
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2.2.1 The basis of MRI physics: the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
The physical principles of MRI are underpinned by the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).
NMR can be characterised as the interaction between an applied magnetic field and an atomic
nucleus that possesses spin or “nuclear spin momentum”. The spin refers to the rotating of the
nucleus around its own axis at a constant rate velocity like a spin top. It constitutes, thereby, a
nuclear property of the atom, whose value depends on the precise atomic composition: the
nucleus does not show spin if the number of neutrons and the number of protons are both
even. However, if the number of neutrons plus the number of protons is odd, or the number of
neutrons and the number of protons are both odd, the nucleus has a half-integer (e.g., 1/2, 3/2,
5/2) or an integer spin (e.g., 1, 2, 3), respectively (Brown and Semelka, 2003; Goebel, 2007).
Parallel to its axis, the spin causes the appearance of a magnetic moment, as depicted in Fig.
2.6a. When the nucleus that possesses spin is placed inside a static magnetic field, B0, it starts
other type of rotational movement perpendicular to the magnetic field.

Figure 2.6: (a) Representation of the spin rotation and related magnetic moment B; (b) precessing of the nucleus
inside the applied magnetic field B0 and associated Larmor frequency (ω0). Adapted from Brown and Semelka
(2003).

This “precessing” movement, as it is also referred to, occurs because of the interaction of the
magnetic field with the spinning positive charge of the nucleus. It has a constant frequency,
ω0, named Larmor frequency which is proportional to B0 (Fig. 2.6b). As shown in Figs. 2.7a
and 2.7b, if instead of just one nucleus, several nuclei are placed inside the static magnetic
field, a non-zero net magnetic moment M0 will result from the sum of individual magnetic
moments induced by each nuclear precessional movement (Goebel, 2007). The number of
protons possessing magnetic moment with positive Z component is higher than those
possessing negative Z component, so that the net magnetic moment M0 is parallel to B0. M0 is
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null when the value of the applied magnetic field is zero because, in the absence of B0, nuclei
that possess spins are randomly oriented and individual magnetic moments cancel each other
out (Fig. 2.7c).

Figure 2.7: Net magnetic moment M0 resulting from the static magnetic field B0 above several nuclei: (a)
individual magnetic moments; (b) resulting net magnetic moment M0; (c) the absence of the static magnetic field
results in M0 = 0. Adapted from Brown and Semelka (2003).

The human body is primarily composed of water and secondly of fat, whose molecules
contain hydrogen atoms. The most abundant isotope for hydrogen encountered in biological
systems is the single proton 1H (also known as “protium”) which has a spin equal to 1/2 and is
ideally suited for MRI because it possesses particularly favourable magnetic properties
(Goebel, 2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003). Regarding the tissues of human body, the
magnetic moment M0 can be associated with the static field B0 in accordance with Eq. (2.1):

M 0 = χB 0 ,

(2.1)

where χ is the bulk magnetic susceptibility. In turn, the precessional Larmor frequency, ω0,
can be related to the magnitude of B0 by the expression:

ω0 = γB0 ,

(2.2)

where γ is a constant called gyromagnetic ratio, specific of each kind of atomic nucleus.
In short, the physics of a nuclear magnetic resonance measurement can be described in terms
of energy transfer: the patient or sample is exposed to the magnetic excitation at the “correct
frequency” that will be absorbed. A short time later, this energy is reemitted, in such a way
that the associated electromagnetic signal can be detected and processed. The correct
frequency is used to excite the protons with similar precessing frequency. Therefore, the
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nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is named after the physic principle of frequency
resonance that constitutes its basis (Goebel, 2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003).
Manipulation of the net magnetisation M0 allows the NMR signal acquisition. To this end, a
magnetic excitation pulse B1 is applied perpendicular to the static magnetic field B0 of the
MRI scanner, causing precession of spins in phase. Consequently, M0 turns towards the XYplane perpendicular to B0 (Fig. 2.8). The magnetic excitation pulse contains a range of
frequencies spread over a narrow bandwidth and centred at ω0, at which the protons absorb
the energy by resonance. Because the precession frequency is in the range of radiofrequency
waves, the magnetic excitation pulse B1 is also called radiofrequency (RF) pulse (Goebel,
2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003).

Figure 2.8: Manipulation of net magnetic moment M0, resulting from the application of the RF pulse B1
perpendicular to the static magnetic field B0. Adapted from Goebel (2007).

The strength and duration of B1 determines the rotation angle, φ, towards the XY-plane. For
φ = 90°, the net magnetic moment has only the transversal component MXY, located in the
XY-plane. When B1 is turned off, the spins begin to return to their original equilibrium
orientation, realigned to the static magnetic field. During this movement, termed dephasing or
transversal relaxation, the precessing protons induce a detectable current flow that can be
measured (received) in a coil (antenna) (Goebel, 2007). The current measured in the coil is
also known as the free induction decay (FID) and is induced by the exponential decay of
MXY:
*

M XY = M 0 e − t / T2 .

(2.3)

According to Eq. (2.3), the value of MXY depends on the values of M0 prior to the RF pulse
and decays with the time constant or relaxation time T2*. Computation of the value of T2*
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considers the presence of inhomogeneities in the static magnetic field and in biological
tissues. Instead, if no inhomogeneities are considered, FID decays with the time constant T2
with values in the range of 30 to 150 ms (Goebel, 2007). The relaxation time T2 corresponds
to the required time for MXY to decay to 37% of its initial value. However, the relaxation time
T2* makes MXY decay faster because of the inhomogeneities.
Local field inhomogeneities lead to different precession frequencies, increasing the speed of
dephasing. In parallel, local field inhomogeneities also have dependence on the local
physiological state, in particular the state of local blood oxygenation. The state of local blood
oxygenation itself depends on the state of local neuronal activity. As discussed later, it is an
important observation for fMRI, so that measurements of change of the local magnetic field
inhomogeneities (T2* parameter) provide an indirect measurement of local neuronal activity
(Goebel, 2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003).
Besides the dephasing relaxation time T2, the longitudinal relaxation time T1 is associated
with the spin realignment to the static magnetic field B0, after B1 is turned off. T1 is defined as
the required time for the component MZ to be re-established to 63% of the value of M0, and
ranges from 300 to 2000 ms (Goebel, 2007). Such a return process follows an exponential
growth in accordance with the following expression:

(

)

M Z = M 0 1 − e −t /T 1 .

(2.4)

In addition to FID, another current flow can be measured in the receiver coil, once a 180° RF
pulse is applied to reverse the dephasing effect of constant magnetic field inhomogeneities.
This causes the dephased protons to flip about the X-axis or the Y-axis in the rotating frame
of reference (Fig. 2.8). This reformation of phase induces a voltage named spin echo in the
coil. In this case, the proton dephasing only occurs through T2 because the contributors to T2*
disappear due to the elimination of the inhomogeneities. An additional 180° will generate a
second spin echo and so forth, as long as the energy of the signal is large enough. Spin echoes
have amplitude smaller than the FID amplitude because of losses due to spin-spin interactions
(Goebel, 2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003).
2.2.2 Magnetic resonance image reconstruction
Localisation of NMR signal sources with respect to different regions of the space, and
subsequent construction of the MR image, is typically based upon field dependence. It can be
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carried out by superimposition of small perturbations on the static magnetic field B0, by
magnetic field gradients. This provokes variation of the strength of the total applied magnetic
field with the distance from the centre of the magnet. Spins protons exposed to a higher
magnetic field precess faster than spins localised more distant from centre of the magnet. In
this case, the Larmor frequency, ωi, of a proton at a position ri, is given by Eq. (2.5):

ωi = γ (B0 + G ⋅ ri ) ,

(2.5)

where G is a vector that computes the total gradient amplitude and direction (Goebel, 2007;
Brown and Semelka, 2003).
The exact proton localisation can be accomplished through the use of three fundamental
techniques: selective slice excitation, frequency encoding, and phase encoding. By means of
the selective slice excitation, a gradient magnetic field known as the slice selection gradient is
used in conjunction with frequency-selective excitation to select a slice of the imaged object.
Eq. (2.6) describes the relationship between the slice thickness Δz, the amplitude of the slice
selection gradient Gs,Z, applied along the Z-axis, and the frequencies bandwidth Δωs
incorporated into the transmitted RF pulse:

Δωs = γΔ ( Gs , Z ⋅ Δz ) .

(2.6)

As Δωs is fixed, the slice thickness is determined by varying the amplitude of Gs,Z; therefore,
the larger the slice selection gradient, the thinner the slice and vice-versa. A gradient along the
the Z-axis will result in an axial slice, a gradient along the X-axis in a saggital slice, and a
gradient along the Y-axis in a coronal slice. Oblique slices can be obtained by applying two or
three gradients simultaneously. As depicted in Fig. 2.9, each position along the Z-axis has a
unique resonance frequency.
Frequency encoding (or readout gradient) consists of a magnetic field gradient applied along
one of the two remaining dimensions, while the slice selection gradient is applied to the first
spatial dimension. The frequency encoding gradient is not used to selectively excite the
protons. Instead, it is used for encoding a spatial dimension for those protons already excited
in the slice. The third gradient magnetic field, known as phase encoding gradient, is added to
the static magnetic field along the remaining spatial dimension in order to separate signal
components originated from different positions along the second dimension in the imaging
plane (Goebel, 2007).
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Figure 2.9: Slice selection process along the Z-axis. Adapted from Brown and Semelka (2003).

Not all RF energy is released and cannot be detected outside the body as RF waves. A part is
given to the surrounding tissue, called “lattice”. The speed of T1 recovery is determined by the
spin-lattice interactions which are unique for every biological tissue. Hence, tissue-specific T1
and T2 values enable MRI to differentiate between types of tissue when proper designed MRI
pulse sequences are used (Goebel, 2007). A pulse sequence consists of the combination and
application of a 90o RF pulse together with the magnetic field gradients, data sampling
periods, and the timing between each of them, which permits the acquisition of the MR image.
As mentioned by Spencer (2015), the most basic pulse sequence for MRI data acquisition is
the Gradient Echo sequence, depicted in the scheme of Fig. 2.10a. After a slice being excited
by the 90o RF pulse and the gradient slice selection, the spins are refocused along the Z-axis.
Next, the phase encode gradient is applied along the Y-axis and the readout gradient along the
X-axis. Reversion of the readout gradient gives rise to the spin echo measured in the receiver
coil, and then the process of imaging reconstruction can be started. After being sampled, the
data are stored in a two-dimensional acquisition matrix called k-space. Figure 2.10b shows the
k-space filling according to the Gradient Echo sequence. Each time the pulse sequence of Fig.
2.10a is run, a line of the k-space is filled according to the varying amplitudes of the phase
encode gradient lobe. Fourier transformation of the data encoded in the k-space allows the
final reconstruction of the two-dimensional image space associated with the examined area.
Therefore, magnetic resonance imaging can also be regarded as a frequency and phase map of
the protons generated by unique magnetic fields at each point throughout the image (Spencer,
2015; Goebel, 2007; Brown and Semelka, 2003).
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Figure 2.10: (a) Gradient Echo sequence; (b) k-space filling according to Gradient Echo sequence. Adapted
from Spencer (2015).

The displayed image is composed by pixels (or digital picture elements) that represent volume
elements of tissue (or voxels). The intensity of a pixel depends on the number of protons
contained within the voxel, weighted by the relaxation times T1 and T2 for the tissues within
the voxel. Regarding the resolution of the MR image, it may be expressed in two ways. The
first way is the spatial resolution which may be expressed as the voxel size with units of
mm/pixel. In case of 3D images, the spatial resolution can be expressed with a threedimensional voxel size. The other way is the frequency resolution with units of Hz/pixel
(Brown and Semelka, 2003).
The spatial resolution as well as the imaging contrast is influenced by the MRI parameters of
a pulse sequence. For instance, among other factors, the image contrast depends upon the
repetition time (TR) which is the time between successive applications of the pulse sequence,
measured in ms. The slice thickness, measured in mm, influences the amount of energy
absorbed by a voxel that generates the MRI signal. Likewise, the echo time (TE) has influence
on the time for proton dephasing and the MRI signal amplitudes. TE corresponds to the time
between the excitation RF pulse and the centre of the spin echo (see Fig. 2.10a). Proper values
of TE are important to obtain a robust BOLD functional MRI contrast, as discussed in the
next section. Many particular MRI parameters are determined by the scanner manufacturer
and may be modified through the user-interface software (Brown and Semelka, 2003;
Spencer, 2015).
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2.2.3 Physiological background of fMRI
Enhanced synaptic activity resulting from stimulation of neurons leads to a local increase in
energy consumption in functional areas. This physiological process requires the extraction of
glucose and oxygen from the blood. After leaving the lungs, the oxygenated blood reaches the
heart, and then it is pumped to all tissues of the body including the neuronal tissues. At the
level of the capillary bed, the oxygen chemically stored in the blood is transferred to the cells.
Then, it returns to the heart through the venous network and reaches the lungs again, where
the respiratory cycle is restarted. The transport of oxygen is done in the blood by its chemical
connection to the molecule of haemoglobin, Hgb. Thereby, within the arterial network and
before getting the tissues, the blood has almost only oxyhaemoglobin (or oxygenated
haemoglobin), HgbO2. After the extraction of oxygen by the cells, the blood contains a
mixture of deoxyhaemoglobin (or deoxygenated haemoglobin) and oxyhaemoglobin (Berne et
al., 2003).
The deoxyhaemoglobin has different magnetic properties in comparison with the
oxyhaemoglobin: whereas the former is paramagnetic, i.e. causes an increase of the static
magnetic field, the latter together with the brain tissue are diamagnetic, tending to provoke a
slight decrease of the static magnetic field. Because more oxygen is transported to the site of
activation via an increase of the cerebral blood flow (CBF), it leads to a washout of
deoxygenated haemoglobin and an increasing concentration of oxygenated haemoglobin.
Because of this, the field inhomogeneities are reduced and the magnetic properties of the
blood and the brain tissue become more similar, enabling a stronger MRI signal measured in
the site of activation. Thereby, local changes in oxygenated/deoxygenated haemoglobin ratio
acts as an endogenous contrast agent, marking the neuronal activation associated with an
external stimulus (task) or spontaneous brain activity in the MR image.
The mechanism described above enables the measurements of functional activation of
synaptic areas by MRI. This mechanism is also known as blood oxygen level dependence
(BOLD) effect, and is the most used technique to perform functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) measurements in the human brain (Deichmann et al., 2010; Goebel, 2007).
The BOLD effect can be characterised as a time course signal (Fig. 2.11) that represents the
contrast associated with the response of the vascular system to the increased demand of
energy during activation of synaptic areas.
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Figure 2.11: Typical BOLD hemodynamic response. It can be characterised as a time course signal that
represents the contrast in the MRI image associated with the response of the vascular system to the increased
demand of energy. Adapted from Deichmann et al. (2010).

The BOLD effect has dependence on the physiological parameter cerebral blood flow (CBF),
and on the cerebral blood volume (CBV) which probably is a mechanical consequence of
increased blood flow. Together with CBF and CBV, the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen
consumption (CMRO2) is another important parameter that influences the BOLD response.
As depicted in Fig. 2.11, the typical BOLD signal has a positive response that lasts around 5
to 10 s after an initial slight signal decrease (initial dip). By the remaining time up to 30 s
after the onset of the stimulus, there is a signal undershoot. The respective variations of the
physiological parameters CMRO2, CBF, and CBV are also shown (Goebel, 2007; Deichmann
et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015).
The physiology behind the BOLD effect is not ultimately understood and a suitable echo time
(TE) is important to observe the BOLD contrast. Proper values of TE combined with the
strength of the applied magnetic field can be used to enhance the measured BOLD signal.
Multiple repeated stimulations also must be performed during fMRI measurements in order to
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obtain a robust BOLD signal. To this end, the usage of special pulse sequences sensitive to
BOLD such as the echo-planar imaging (EPI) and the spiral k-space filling sequence
(SPRLIO) allows obtaining fMRI data with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (Stippich, 2007;
Deichmann et al., 2010; Solana et al., 2014).
EPI is the most common and one of the fastest pulse sequence used during fMRI scanning.
This characteristic allows acquisition of all slices locations within a single repetition time
(TR), thus being advantageous for acquisition of fMRI data (Spencer, 2015). The fMRI data
corresponding to the scanned slices is called functional volume or functional 3D image. The
repetition time TR of the pulse sequence matches the time of acquisition of a functional
volume as well as the time interval separating successive excitations of the same MRI slice in
the pulse sequence. Typical values of TR range from hundreds of milliseconds to several
seconds. In turn, the time of acquisition of a single slice within TR is in the range of 50 –
150 ms (Brown and Semelka, 2003; Yan et al., 2009; Solana et al., 2014; Sladky et al., 2011).
2.2.4 Use of fMRI for research and clinical purposes
The BOLD signal can be statistically correlated with the chosen stimulation protocol. This
enables the identification of those areas of the brain that show hemodynamic changes in
synchrony with the task. In the literature, two major areas of research interest and applications
in the field of functional magnetic resonance imaging are reported: cognitive neuroscience
and medical sciences. In cognitive neurosciences, fMRI is used to understand aspects related
to cognitive processes such as awareness, reasoning, learning, and behaviour. In turn, in the
area of medical sciences, it is used to localise regions in the brain with clinical relevance.
Some examples of application of fMRI are listed below:
(a) functional neuroanatomy and brain mapping for determination of brain areas
specialised for essential tasks (e.g., sensory, motor, and language) and cognitive
neuroscience (Hirsch, 2006, Goebel, 2007; Turesky et al., 2018);
(b) pre-surgical in epilepsy, associated with definition of eloquent cortical areas in
epilepsy (Detre, 2004; Krakow, 2006; Kesavadas et al., 2007);
(c) facilitating the selection of a safe treatment, planning and performing function, and
preserving surgery in patients with brain lesion or tumour (Stippich, 2007);
(d) inference in neuroimaging studies of cognitive processes (D’Esposito, 2006;
Larcombe et al., 2018);
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(e) clinical and research application to psychiatry (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 2006; Papoutsi et
al., 2018), memory in aging and dementia (Bondi et al., 2005; Saykin and Wishart,
2006; Galvin et al., 2011), pediatrics (Altman and Bernal, 2006; Kesavadas et al.,
2007), pain (Davis, 2006), and pharmacology (Salmeron and Stein, 2006).
The high spatial resolution achieved during fMRI enables this imaging method to look in
depth into subcortical structures in the order of millimetres. Recent studies have even
suggested that intrinsic CBF changes are specific to sub-millimetre functional domains.
However, the temporal resolution of fMRI is not considered to be good at all: as
hemodynamic responses are sluggish, it is difficult to obtain very high temporal resolution,
even if images can be obtained rapidly. Additionally, the exact time of neural activity from
hemodynamic responses cannot be obtained easily because hemodynamic response varies
depending on vascular structure in different regions of the brain and in different subjects (Kim
and Bandettini, 2006).

2.3 Co-registered EEG-fMRI
Simultaneous acquisition of EEG and fMRI data (or co-registered EEG-fMRI) has been
pointed out as a powerful and quite promising tool to solve numerous problems in cognitive
and clinical neuroscience because of the higher temporal and spatial measurements of the
brain activity when compared with the use of both techniques separately. In this way, the
added value of co-registered EEG-fMRI is the possibility of employing two complementary
brain imaging techniques to solve the EEG inverse problem as well as to augment the fMRI
temporal scale by the high temporal resolution of the EEG data simultaneously acquired
(Snyder and Raichle, 2010; Goebel and Esposito, 2010; Mulert et al., 2004).
Laufs et al. (2008) highlighted that as fMRI measures the haemodynamic changes associated
with synaptic activity and EEG measures the electrical activity of a subset of neurons on the
scalp, the exact relationship between such measurements remains to be determined. In this
respect, two main perspectives have been adopted to integrate EEG and fMRI data: a) using
fMRI to better determine the measured EEG activity; and b) trying to identify the common
neural source of both EEG and fMRI signals in a broader sense, as depicted in Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.12: Analytical perspective on the integration of electrophysiological and fMRI data. Across all neural
processes, only a fraction is reflected by EEG, fMRI, and behaviour. Some neural processes will manifest in
EEG and behaviour (1) or fMRI and behaviour (2). Of the neural processes reflected in both EEG and fMRI
there may also be measurable behavioural manifestations (4) or not (3). In both cases, 3 and 4, however, the
correlation between EEG and fMRI is direct in that there is a common substrate of neural activity. If behaviour is
related to neural processes that also manifest in EEG (1) and fMRI (2) independently, yet without being the
identical processes at the source of EEG and fMRI effects, this situation can still result in an indirect but
meaningful correlation between fMRI and EEG. Simultaneous multi-modal experiments benefit from situations
where common neural processes are at the origin of EEG and fMRI signals but the most benefit is derived when
these neural processes cannot be monitored by or recalibrated to behaviour (3). The difficulty in using either
technique, EEG or fMRI, for predicting or constraining results in the other lies in the uncertainty as to whether
one is recording data from situations 3 or 4 or from a joint situation of 1 and 2. In the latter case, prediction and
constraint are not justified because the neural processes recorded in the two modalities are non-identical (Laufs
et al., 2008).

Because of such characteristics, co-registered EEG-fMRI has attracted the interest of several
researchers and clinicians over the past years. Initially, simultaneous application of EEG and
fMRI as a multimodal brain activity mapping technique was proposed in studies focused on
localisation of epileptic foci, and characterisation of the relationship between epileptic electric
activity and hemodynamic response. Recently, it has been used to investigate numerous
questions in basic and cognitive neuroscience such as cognitive measures of memory
performance, learning capabilities, and resting and sleep (Warach et al., 1996; Seeck et al.,
1998; Ritter and Villringer, 2006; Horovitz, 2008 ; Villringer et al., 2010; Snyder and Raichle,
2010; Hauf et al., 2012; Wiest et al., 2015; Jorge et al., 2014; Abreu et al., 2018).
Studies focused on pain research (Iannetti and Mouraux, 2010) and the relationship between
the arousal level of a subject and the activation of brain regions in cognitive tasks (Matsuda et
al., 2002) have been undertaken using co-registered EEG-fMRI as well. The high
spatiotemporal resolution enabled by the co-registered EEG-fMRI has been also allowed a
distinct analysis of disturbed brain function in neuropsychiatric diseases like schizophrenia,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD) and depression (Razavi et al., 2013; Zotev et al., 2016;
Zotev et al., 2018). Other works involving the use of co-registered EEG-fMRI have been
concerned with the research of EEG rhythms and ERPs and their relationship with the
deoxygenated haemoglobin concentration changes (BOLD-fMRI) (Villringer et al., 2010).
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Some exemplary applications of co-registered EEG-fMRI encountered in the literature are
summarised in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Exemplary applications of co-registered EEG-fMRI encountered in the literature.

Application

References

Characterisation of the relationship between epileptic
electric activity and hemodynamic response

Warach et al. (1996); Carmichael
et al. (2008); Hauf et al. (2012)

Localisation of epileptic focus

Seeck et al. (1998); Zijlmans et al.
(2007); Pittau et al. (2012);
Centeno et al., (2016)

Research on memory and memory performance

Meltzer et al. (2007); Michels et
al. (2010); Hanslmayr et al.
(2012); Bergmann et al. (2012)

Study of learning capabilities and decision-making

de Souza et al. (2013); Bergmann
et al. (2012); Frank et al. (2015);
Pisauro et al. (2017)

Characterisation of the relationship between the arousal
level of a subject and the activation of brain regions in
cognitive tasks

Matsuda et al. (2002); Foucher et
al. (2004); Mulert et al. (2004)

Characterisation of the relationship between EEG
rhythms and the deoxy-Hb concentration changes
(BOLD-fMRI)

Foucher et al. (2003); de Munck et
al. (2007); Meltzer et al. (2007);
Ritter et al. (2009); Hanslmayr et
al. (2012)

Relationship between event-related brain activity and
the deoxy-Hb concentration changes (BOLD-fMRI)

Portas et al. (2000); Allen et al.
(2000); Mulert et al. (2004);
Becker et al. (2005)

Research on resting and sleep stage studies

Portas et al. (2000); Fox and
Raichle (2007); Horovitz et al.
(2008); Dresler et al. (2012)

Study of mood disorders like depression, schizophrenia,
and PSTD

Razavi et al. (2013); Zotev et al.
(2016); Zotev et al. (2018)

Pain research

Christmann et al. (2007); Roberts
et al. (2008); Iannetti and Mouraux
(2010)

2.4 The quality of the EEG and fMRI signal during co-registered EEGfMRI: the problem of artefacts
Parallel to the promising capability of using co-registered EEG-fMRI in neurophysiologic and
neurocognitive research, consolidation and enlargement of the range of applications of such
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multimodal technique still depends on the enhancement of the quality of the EEG signal
acquired simultaneously with the fMRI data. During simultaneous acquisition of the EEG and
fMRI, the EEG signal can be corrupted and distorted by three main types of artefacts which
are induced by the magnetic fields of the MRI equipment: (i) the gradient or imaging
acquisition artefact, caused by the variation of the gradient magnetic fields within the MRI
scanner; (ii) the pulse artefact, caused by the pulsatile movement of the blood in scalp arteries
within B0; and (iii) the movement artefact, associated with the head subject movements within
the static magnetic field (B0) (Allen et al., 1998; Allen et al., 2000; Ritter et al., 2010; Eichele
et al., 2010; Mulert and Hegerl, 2009; Spencer, 2015; Abreu et al., 2018). Each of these three
types of artefacts is described below. In the end of the section, a short overview is provided as
well about the occurrence of artefacts in the MRI signal due to interferences associated with
the EEG system. Other sources of artefact are those related to vibrations associated with the
helium pumps, patient ventilation systems, and room lights, which can be induced in the EEG
signal even without the influence of MRI magnetic fields. As these other sources of artefact
are outside the scope of this thesis, for further information about them, see Ritter et al. (2010)
and Abreu et al. (2018).
2.4.1 The gradient artefact
The gradient artefact, also known as image acquisition artefact, provokes complete
obscuration of the actual EEG signal, as depicted in Fig. 2.13. Faraday’s Law can be used to
predict the gradient artefact that results from the induction of an interference voltage g i (t ) in
the potential recorded in the scalp (scalp potential) in each EEG electrode, i: g i (t ) is induced
by the varying magnetic field Bg associated with the MRI gradient magnetic fields and RF
pulses in the circuit formed by the electrodes, leads, patient, and amplifier (Yan et al., 2009;
Spencer, 2015):
g i (t ) = −

∂
∂t

( B

g

)

⋅ dA .

(2.7)

In Eq. (2.7), A represents the area over which the rate of change of the flux of Bg occurs. As
remarked by Yan et al. (2009), it is difficult, however, to apply Eq. (2.7) to the calculation of

g i (t ) because in a volume conductor scenario (i.e. applying Maxwell’s Laws of
electromagnetism in biological tissue) it is not straightforward to define the relevant value of
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A . Moreover, the construction of realistic conduction head models is an intricate process that

up to now is topic for scientific debate.

Figure 2.13: (a) Gradient artefact in ongoing scalp potential data. The MRI volume repetition time (TR) is
indicated. (b) Zooming in the EEG electrode TP7 of (a) around the middle of the excerpt, showing the MRI
slice-time (TR-slice) and the delay time (DT).
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As mentioned above, EPI and SPRLIO pulse sequences are used to obtain fMRI data with
high signal-to-noise ratio. For each of these techniques, the gradient magnetic fields and RF
pulses used in these sequences induce a characteristic gradient artefact waveform in the scalp
potential. Although such artefact waveform has different shapes considering the type of MRI
pulse sequence used, the onset of the gradient artefact waveform corresponds precisely to the
onset of a RF pulse in the measured scalp potential. Thus, the time between consecutive RF
pulses (TR) matches the period of the artefact waveform that typically ranges from hundreds
of milliseconds to several seconds.
As can be observed in the gradient artefact waveforms in Fig. 2.13, TR comprises the stack of
repetitive individual MRI slices. The onset of each slice can be observed as signal peaks in the
recorded scalp potential. As also mentioned earlier, the time of acquisition of a single slice
(referred to as TR-slice or slice-time) lies in the range of 50 – 150 ms (Anami et al., 2003;
Yan et al., 2009; Solana et al., 2014; Sladky et al., 2011). In Fig. 2.13, a delay time (DT) is
indicated as well, between the end of the last slice within a certain volume and the onset of the
first slice in the subsequent volume. DT occurs in the MRI sequence when it is not possible to
switch off some parameters of the MRI scanner such as dynamic stabilisation. Dynamic
stabilization makes use of additional RF pulses to measure and correct for any drift in the
Larmor frequency caused by local changes in the static magnetic field. These local changes
may occur, for example, because of the heating associated with passive shims (Spencer,
2015). The scalp potential excerpts shown in Fig. 2.13 were recorded during continuous (or
non-interleaved) fMRI acquisition. The alternative fMRI acquisition method is characterised
as periodic or interleaved, when non-scan periods are left for stimulus presentation between
volumes (Becker et al., 2005; Eichele et al., 2010).
The amplitudes of the gradient artefact can be several orders of magnitude higher than the
EEG signal. Artefact amplitudes associated with the gradient switching (about 103 to 104 μV)
are generally much larger than those arising from RF pulses (up to 102 μV). The relative
polarity and amplitude of the artefact induced in the EEG recordings varies across channels,
mainly due to relative position of the EEG electrodes in the gradient magnetic fields, the
corresponding electromagnetic coupling, and the permittivity associated with electrodes,
leads, and patient. Another important characteristic of the gradient artefact is that it generates
fast signal slopes (first derivative) in the order of 104 μV/ms (Allen et al., 2000; Anami et al.,
2003; Ritter et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010).
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Regarding the frequency contents of the gradient artefact, discrete harmonic spectral lines
arise at frequency intervals (or “frequency bins”) whose fundamental matches the multiples of
the slice repetition frequency (1/TR-slice). This feature can be observed in the power spectra
of Fig. 2.14a around multiples of 20 Hz, and in Fig. 2.14b around multiples of 15.8 Hz. When
the fMRI data is recorded with interleaved scan periods between volume acquisitions or in
case of the occurrence of the delay time (DT), harmonics in the frequency range of the
volume repetition frequency (1/TR) appear convolved with the harmonics bins of the slice
repetition frequency, as also depicted in Fig. 2.14b (Anami et al., 2003; Niazy et al., 2005;
Mandelkow et al., 2006; Mandelkow et al., 2010; Solana et al., 2014).
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Figure 2.14: Power spectra of two scalp potential signals recorded during continuous fMRI acquisition.
Harmonic artefact intervals (bins) corresponding to the slice repetition frequency (1/TR-slice) can be observed in
(a) around multiples of multiples of 20 Hz; and in (b) around multiples of 15.8 Hz. Additionally, the spectrum
depicted in (b) contains harmonics of the volume repetition frequency (1/TR) convolved with the harmonic
artefact bins associated with 1/TR-slice because of the occurrence of DT in the scalp potential recordings.

Although actual EEG frequencies below the first frequency bin associated with 1/TR-slice
may be well preserved from the gradient artefact interference (Bagshaw and Bénar, 2010), an
important feature of the gradient artefact is the broadening of the artefact spectral lines caused
by small micro-movements, as described by Spencer (2015). Those tiny movements of the
subject within the MRI scanner provoke random variations in the amplitude of the gradient
artefact components. Conceptually, this can be similar to a random amplitude modulation. As
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a result, spectral components of the gradient artefact are broadened, especially in higherfrequency spectral bins. Broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines is the main cause of
the partial failure of most gradient artefact correction methods, and is deeper detailed in
Section 2.4.3.
In addition to the fMRI spectral signatures depicted in Fig. 2.14, the bandwidth of the actual
EEG is exceeded by high-frequency artefact components associated with the readout gradient
that typically lies in the range of 500 – 900 Hz; and overlapped by frequency components
associated with RF pulses. Although RF emissions are in the order of tens of MHz, artefacts
with smaller frequencies about 175 and 350 Hz can be caused by RF pulses in the scalp
potential as well (Hoffmann et al., 2000). According to Anami et al. (2003), this seems to be
attributable to the fact that the induced current caused by RF pulses is based on electrostatic
or electromagnetic coupling. In this way, this current is supposed to be caused by a
demodulation effect in the non-linear parts in the hardware system into the lower-frequency
artefact within an EEG amplifier frequency range.
2.4.2 The pulse artefact
The fundamental cause of the pulse artefact, pi (t ) – also referred to as ballistocardiogram or
BCG artefact – is associated with the physical principle of the electromagnetism which states
that an electromagnetic induction is generated whenever electrical current flows in a static
magnetic field. In case of co-registered EEG-fMRI, the pulsatile blood flowing in the scalp
vessels acts such as an electrical current, and its interaction with the MRI static magnetic field
B0 induces the pulse artefact in the EEG signal (Allen, 2010). Therefore, since it is caused by
the static magnetic field B0, the pulse artefact is visible on the EEG signal recorded inside the
MRI scanner even in the absence of gradient switching.
Some possible mechanisms of pulse artefact generation have been suggested in the literature.
Amongst them, three mechanisms are the most plausible pulse artefact sources (Yan et al.,
2010): (i) voltages induced by rotation of the head in the magnetic field, which is driven by
the momentum changes of blood as it is pumped by the heart and shunted into arteries in the
head; (ii) the pulsatile blood flow in superficial arteries that gives rise to potential variation at
the surface of the scalp; and (iii) voltages generated by head movement associated with pulse
driven expansion of the scalp. According to the findings of Yan et al. (2010), head rotation is
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likely to be the dominant source of the PA, although contributions from scalp expansion and
blood flow in superficial arteries cannot be neglected.
Figure 2.15 depicts EEG excerpts containing the pulse artefact. The pulse artefact contributes
with amplitudes in the order of 50 μV (at 1.5 T) and 200 μV (at 3 T), and frequencies close to
the range of the ECG signal. As can be observed in Fig. 2.15, it possesses resemblance to
epileptic spikes and its feature is synchronised with the ECG signal recorded simultaneously
with the EEG data, following the fluctuations of the heart rate (Debener et al., 2007; Debener
et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010). The peak of the artefact in the EEG occurs with a time delay
relatively to the R-peak in the ECG. The onset of the pulse artefact approximately
corresponds to the onset of the systole, i.e. the onset of the blood ejection phase. The artefact
polarity and amplitude can vary across individuals EEG electrodes (Fig. 2.15). This variation
is observed for different types of MRI scanners as well.

Figure 2.15: Pulse artefact in ongoing EEG data. Adapted from Debener et al. (2010).

The EEG signal recorded in electrodes far from the EEG reference electrode expresses larger
pulse artefact amplitudes, and a high-field MRI scanner causes larger pulse artefact
amplitudes than a scanner with a lower field (Debener et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010).
2.4.3 The movement artefact
When the head of the subject moves within the scanner during simultaneous EEG-fMRI data
acquisition, the geometry of electrodes and cables in the static magnetic field is changed,
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inducing a transient electromotive force which affects the amplitude and the topography of
both gradient artefact and pulse artefact. The alterations introduced by such a transient are
termed movement or motion artefact. The strength of the transient voltage varies across the
EEG channels according to a number of factors, like the strength of the static magnetic field
B0, the amount of motion, the velocity, and the conductive loop area (Moosmann et al., 2009;
Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Mullinger et al., 2011; Eichele et al., 2010; Laufs et al., 2008;
Chowdhury et al., 2014; Maziero et al., 2016; Daniel et al., 2019).
To prevent the occurrence of this transient voltage, some procedures have been adopted to
stabilise the subject head, such as the use of a vacuum cushion or pillow; and to fix EEG
device and wires by using sandbags (Anami et al., 2002; Bénar et al., 2003; Ritter et al.,
2010). In addition to the movement artefact, two types of vibration-induced motion can
induce transients in the EEG signal. Vibration-induced motion can be related to the MRI
scanner cryogen pump, a problem that could be bypassed by transiently switching off the
cooling system. Vibration can also be caused by the gradient switching itself, which cannot be
fully avoided.
The alterations in the gradient artefact waveform caused by the movement artefact may
compromise the performance of most gradient artefact correction strategies because they are
based upon the assumption of constant nature of the artefact waveform, as discussed in
Chapter 3. Thereby, the quality of the gradient artefact-corrected EEG may be compromised
by the endogenous and inevitable movement artefact induced by subtle head motions (referred
to as “micro-movements”) and related to respiration as well. In case of the occurrence of large
signal transients caused by abrupt subject head motions, the EEG signal may even be
corrupted beyond recovery (Spencer, 2015; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Mullinger et al., 2011;
Eichele et al., 2010).
2.4.3.1 Micro-movements of the subject head and broadening of gradient artefact spectral
lines
As mentioned above, to redress the occurrence of the movement artefact, mi (t ) , the use of a
head vacuum cushion has been proposed in such a way as to prevent the influence of subject
head movements over si (t ) and, in consequence, on the morphology of the gradient artefact
waveform (Anami et al., 2002; Ritter et al., 2010). By using such a procedure, it is possible to
avoid the occurrence of greater head motions, thus obtaining a gradient artefact waveform
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more reproducible and stationary, characteristic on which most of post-processing gradient
artefact correction methods rely. However, as remarked by Spencer (2015), small head micromovements cannot be cancelled out when using head vacuum cushions even with the most
cooperative subjects. This endogenous and inevitable influence of subtle head tiny
movements is related to respiration and small movements of the subject head (Eichele et al.,
2010).
Those tiny movements provoke random variations in the amplitude of the gradient artefact
components, which conceptually can be similar to a random amplitude modulation. As a
result, spectral components of the gradient artefact are broadened, especially in higherfrequency spectral bins associated to the slice repetition frequency (1/TR-slice). To explain
the random modulation in the amplitude of gradient artefact components owing to head
micro-movements, Spencer (2015) has used the model for the scalp potential of Eq. (2.8):

si (t ) = [ a + C (t ) ] gi (t ) ,

(2.8)

where si (t ) is the scalp potential recorded in the electrode i; a is a scaling factor which
depends upon the position of the EEG leads and the shape of the volume conductor, thus
varying with respect to the conductive paths generated by the subject head and EEG leads
relative to the magnetic field gradients; C (t ) is a zero mean, random process associated with
the influence of the micro-movements of the subject head; and g i (t ) is the gradient artefact.
For the sake of simplicity, the component ei (t ) of si (t ) associated with the actual EEG signal
corresponding to the electrode i has been neglected in Eq. (2.8) (Spencer, 2015). Thus, the
power spectrum of si (t ) can be estimated by calculating the autocorrelation function Rs from
Eq. (2.8):

Rs ( k ) = a 2 Rg (k ) + RC (k ) Rg (k ) .

(2.9)

To calculate Rg (k ) and RC (k ) , the following assumptions have been made:

(i) Rg (k ) is periodic, real, and even because of the characteristics of the gradient
artefact g i (t ) . Thus, it can be written as a combination of l cosine waves:
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Rg (k ) =  g i,l cos(lω f k ) ,

(2.10)

l

where

ωf =

2π
.
TR-slice

(2.11)

(ii) C (t ) is stationary in wide-sense, in such a way that an autoregressive model of the
white Gaussian noise U (t ) with variance σU2 would be its simplest representation:
∞

C ( t ) =  ρ lU ( t − k ) ,

(2.12)

l =0

with ρ < 1 . Thus, RC can be estimated as:

RC (k ) =

σU2
k ln ρ
e
.
1 − ρ2

(2.13)

Replacing Eqs. (2.10) and Eq. (2.13) in Eq. (2.9), and applying the Fourier transform, the
power spectrum Si ( ω ) of si (t ) is then calculated as:

Si ( ω ) =

2πσU2
1 − ρ2

g
l

i,l


ln ρ

2
 ( ln ρ ) + ω + lω
f


(

2

+



2 .
+ ω − lω f 
ln ρ

2

) ( ln ρ ) (

)

(2.14)

As indicated in the equation above, the power spectrum Si ( ω ) consists of a summation of
Lorentzians centred at frequencies multiples of ω f , whose amplitudes are dependent upon the
magnitude of the frequency component around which they are centred (Spencer, 2015).
Therefore, according to Eq. (2.14), the effect of the component C (t ) in Eq. (2.9) is to provoke
the broadening of the l gradient artefact harmonics with fundamental frequency at ω f , which
constitutes the artefact frequency bins associated with TR-slice (see Section 2.4.1).
Thereby, the influence of the micro-movements of the subject head on broadening of the
gradient artefact spectral lines as indicated in Eq. (2.14) should be predicted by any approach
designed to correct the gradient artefact. Otherwise, this broadening effect may give rise to
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residual artefacts in the estimate of the corrected EEG, eˆi (t ) . As discussed in Chapter 3, this
fact helps to explain why the established average artefact subtraction (AAS) and other
gradient artefact correction methods are not able to effectively suppress the gradient artefact
from the EEG recordings (Spencer, 2015).
2.4.3.2 Abrupt head movements and their effect on the morphology of the gradient artefact

The morphology of the gradient artefact waveform along the recorded scalp potential may be
profoundly altered because of the occurrence of head movements that are beyond certain
amplitude, rather than the micro-movements discussed in the previous section. Such
alterations (hereafter called abrupt head movements) can be observed as two different
components or variants. The first variant is observed when the subject makes a small change
in position during acquisition of a certain volume N1, so that the shape of the gradient artefact
waveform changes over time (Spencer, 2015; Maziero et al., 2016; Moosmann et al., 2009):
ei (t ) + g i,1 (t ), if t < t1

,
si (t ) = 
e (t ) + g (t ), if t ≥ t
1
i,2
 i

(2.15)

where ei (t ) corresponds to the EEG component in si (t ) ; and gi,1 (t ) and gi,2 (t ) correspond,
respectively, to the gradient artefact before and after the position change of the subject head at
time t1 within the volume N1. This effect may also compromise the performance of the
gradient artefact correction methods based upon subtraction of an average artefact template
because the artefact template cannot characterise individual occurrences of the artefact
waveform over time (Spencer, 2015; Yan et al., 2009).
The second variant of abrupt head movements occurs when the subject makes a large change
in position, which results in signal transients that are slowly and continuously inserted in
si (t ) (Spencer, 2015):
si (t ) = ei (t ) + g i (t ) + mtr (t ) ,

(2.16)

where mtr (t ) represents the large signal transients. Additionally, over a certain amplitude and
faster occurrence over time, mtr (t ) may be likened to the superposition of an impulse signal,

δ tr (t ) , in the scalp potential:
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si (t ) = ei (t ) + g i (t ) + δ tr (t ) .

(2.17)

A deeper discussion about the effect of these components of the movement artefact under the
occurrence of abrupt head movements over the quality of the gradient artefact-corrected EEG
is provided in Chapter 8.

2.4.4 Artefacts in the MR image due to the EEG system
The effects of the EEG equipment on the fMRI data quality are more subtle in comparison
with the artefacts induced in the EEG recordings during co-registered EEG-fMRI (Mullinger
and Bowtell, 2010; Abreu et al., 2018). As remarked by Carmichael (2010), the overall effect
of the introduction of an EEG system in the fMRI scanner is a reduction in the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the MRI signal. In particular, the presence of an EEG system can interact with
the static magnetic field (B0) and varying magnetic fields of the MRI equipment, which can
have a subsequent impact on the image quality.
If the lead wires, electrodes, or conductive gel of the EEG system have a significantly
different magnetic susceptibility from the tissues of the head, unwanted magnetic field
inhomogeneity are induced in the static magnetic field. Such B0-inhomogeneities may cause
image distortion as well as result in local signal loss (Mullinger and Bowtell, 2010). The latter
effect causes increased loading of the RF coil used for signal reception and a reduction in the
global SNR of the MRI data, as a consequence. The extent of signal drop-out and image
distortion resulting from magnetic susceptibility effects depends on how greatly the magnetic
susceptibilities of the materials used differ. Hence, provided that the materials used for EEG
electrodes and gel are carefully chosen and tested, there is only a small increase in B0inhomogeneity within the human brain, which limits the impact on image quality
(Carmichael, 2010; Mullinger and Bowtell, 2010).
In turn, degradation of MR images due to interactions with the EEG hardware is related to the
B1-homogeneity induced as external RF interference. Corruption of MRI data sets occurs

whenever interfering spurious RF signals at, or close to, the Larmor frequency reach the RF
coil. Sources of interference can include radio stations, electrical motors, electrical lighting,
and computers. Interference from such external sources is normally prevented from reaching
the RF coil by sitting the scanner inside a RF shielded room. Likewise, electrical devices such
as EEG amplifiers sited close to the subject can also generate RF interference (Mullinger and
Bowtell, 2010).
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MRI-compatible EEG systems have been developed and employ fiber-optic cables to transfer
data from the EEG amplifier, placed inside the shielded room in which the scanner is, to a
recording system placed outside. Thus, this prevents transmission of externally generated RF
interference into the shielded room, and has also the advantage of electrically isolating the
subject from the EEG recording system. In addition, a high degree of RF screening of the
EEG amplifier, along with the incorporation of RF filters, is used to prevent any interference
generated by the amplifier electronics from reaching the RF coil (Mullinger and Bowtell,
2010; Carmichael, 2010). Further analysis has shown the electrodes of the conventional 64
EEG system generally have very little effect on the B1-homogeneity.
However, the longer copper leads used to connect to the ECG and EOG electrodes on one
commercially available EEG cap were shown to cause significant B1-homogeneity. In
consequence, signal loss has been observed in the areas of the brain directly beneath the wires
(Mullinger and Bowtell, 2010). In parallel, effects of high density EEG systems on the quality
of the (f)MRI signal have been also reported (Luo and Glover, 2012; Klein et al., 2015). As
remarked by Luo and Glover (2012), high density EEG systems with 128 and 256 channels
have become available and increasingly used in EEG-fMRI experiments because they permit
to provide higher spatial resolution on recording the scalp EEG, and thus might improve the
accuracy of the cortical response localisation. However, the presence of more metallic
conduction wires in the high density EEG cap can produce a strong electromagnetic shielding
effect in the areas near the conducting wires. This may result in large decrease of the anatomic
MRI signal (about 40%) when the EEG cap is used, in comparison with a scenario without the
EEG cap (Luo and Glover, 2012). Moreover, a significant and consistently higher value of the
SNR for both the structural (spatial SNR) and functional (temporal SNR) images can be
achieved when the subject is not wearing the EEG cap (Klein et al., 2015). A high density
EEG cap can also lead to B0 and B1-homogeneities, thus showing that the EEG cap has a
negative impact on both the static magnetic field and the radio frequency (RF) pulse (Klein et
al., 2015, Mullinger et al., 2008a).
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CHAPTER 3

Gradient Artefact Suppression and Correction Evaluation

3.1 Abstract
Over the past years, the promising capability of using co-registered EEG-fMRI in
neurocognitive research and correlated studies has attracted the interest of a large number of
neuroscientists and clinicians. However, additional work remains to be done in order to
improve the quality of the EEG signal, especially concerning the occurrence of artefacts.
Artefacts induced by the magnetic fields of the MRI scanner, in particular the gradient
artefact, may corrupt the EEG data and make it difficult to obtain an effective artefact
correction together with an adequate preservation of the neuronal EEG. Although several
correction approaches have been devised for suppression of the gradient artefact, their
improvement and development of novel correction methods are required to enhance the
quality of the corrected EEG signal, mainly regarding the access of higher-frequencies in the
EEG gamma band and above. In this chapter, we make a review of the existing methodologies
proposed for correction of the gradient artefact. In parallel, we present an overview of the
usual methods employed to evaluate the gradient artefact correction performance. To date,
this kind of assessment has been seldom performed systematically or consistently, in part due
to the difficulties associated with the stochastic and non-stationary nature of the neuronal
EEG. Because of this, in many EEG-fMRI studies the quality of the artefact-corrected EEG is
assessed by visual inspection only. Moreover, generalisation of the correction results for
different types of EEG data has been poorly made as well. Thereby, we propose in this
chapter a simple and effective method for assessment of the preservation of the EEG signal,
which is capable of accounting for the stochastic and non-stationary nature of the neuronal
EEG. A short review of the existing approaches to correct the pulse artefact is also provided.
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3.2 Introduction
The promising capability of revealing new insights in neurocognitive studies has attracted the
interest of several researchers and clinicians to co-registered EEG-fMRI in recent years,
mainly due to the possibility of integrating the high temporal resolution of the EEG with the
high spatial resolution of fMRI (Villringer et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2011). Nonetheless,
consolidation and broadening of the range of applications of EEG-fMRI still depend on
enhancement of the quality of the EEG signal, in particular regarding the occurrence of the
gradient artefact, such as depicted in Fig. 3.1:
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Figure 3.1: (a) Scalp potential recording (electrode position F8) showing the occurrence of the gradient artefact,
starting about 3.9 s; (b) zooming in the signal-axis of (a), highlighting the amplitude of the EEG signal in
comparison with the amplitude of the gradient artefact.

The signal picked up by each electrode i of a set of scalp electrodes leads to recording of the
analogue scalp potential, ai (t ) . Such analogue input of the recording system represents the
voltage difference across one or two “active” electrodes and one reference electrode. The
difference between these two setups is that differential amplifiers are used to minimise the
common mode components in the electrical potential difference when two electrodes are used.
Before being displayed, as shown in Fig. 3.1, ai (t ) is first amplified, filtered, and digitised by
the recording hardware. Depending on the age/generation of the EEG recording equipment,
the amplitude resolution of the used A/D converters varies: 12 and 16 bit systems are still in
use (meant for only EEG), but most modern systems are either 24 or 32 bit. The sampling
frequency, fs, usually is the same for all channels in one recording device; this means that the
measured signal with the highest upper bandwidth limit determines fs for all channels. Lowpass (LP) filtering is used at least at the desired Nyquist frequency, and high-pass filtering
(HP) is often utilised to suppress direct current (DC) and very slow electrode drift
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components. The MRI magnetic field gradients and RF pulse that induce the gradient artefact
have frequency characteristics that largely exceed the bandwidth of the neuronal EEG, as
described in Section 2.4.1. Thereby, in EEG and fMRI data co-registration it is important to
employ an analogue band limiting filter in the signal path of the EEG system to attenuate the
energy associated with artefact high-frequency activity as well as to prevent aliasing effects of
artefactual components in the measured ai (t ) . To this end, an analogue low-pass filtering
typically with cut-off frequency 250 Hz is normally utilised to attenuate the artefact by at least
a factor of ten (Mullinger et al., 2011; Gutberlet, 2010; Anami et al., 2003).
The digitised and pre-filtered version of ai (t ) will be referred to as si (t ) to avoid confusion
with the unfiltered, raw analogue scalp potential. Although we in fact deal with digitised
signals that consist of discrete time series of the analogue signal ai (t ) , in this chapter we will
stick the time-continuous notation for the various signals and signal-components in the signal
processing models (rather than discrete time-signals). This is done because not all components
in our models are (or can be) sensed/digitised explicitly, and sometimes indirect measures on
the different components of the measured signals are available at different sampling rates.
When the scalp potentials fluctuation can mainly be ascribed to intracranial bioelectrical ionic
currents, si (t ) is usually approximated as being the actual (neuronal) EEG signal, ei (t ) :
si (t ) = ei (t ) .

(3.1)

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the actual EEG consists of a non-stationary, coloured stochastic
signal with limited bandwidth. When recorded with no controlled conditions, ei (t ) is
characterised as a spontaneous ongoing activity of the brain, the spontaneous EEG. In
addition to this spontaneous EEG activity, low signal amplitude responses related to
identifiable nervous system events such as electrical stimulation, initiation of movement, and
certain thought processes can also be measured in the scalp potential as hidden responses in
the spontaneous EEG. These responses are called event-related potentials (ERPs) and have
quite lower amplitude in comparison with the spontaneous EEG. A particular instance of
ERPs is the evoked potentials (EPs) that can be defined as the response of the nervous system
when an external stimulus (light, sound, electrical) is applied to the subject. Auditory evoked
potentials (AEPs) and visual evoked potentials (VEPs) are commonly used modalities of EPs
corresponding, respectively, to the evoked potentials by light and sound stimuli. The main
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difference between ERPs and EPs lies in the application area: the use of ERPs is mostly
concerned with neurocognitive research, whereas EPs are extensively used for diagnostic and
monitoring purposes in clinical routine (Rangayyan, 2002; Sanei and Chambers, 2007;
Sörnmo and Laguna, 2005; Cluitmans, 2010). ERPs and EPs typically are identified by
averaging epochs of the measured signal which are time-locked to the event or stimulus. The
typical amplitude and frequency contents associated with the actual EEG are indicated in
Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Typical amplitude and frequency contents associated with the actual EEG.

Actual EEG
( ei (t ) )

Condition

Spontaneous
EEG peak-topeak (20 s)

Non-epilepsy
True epileptic
seizures (not
psychogenic)
Coma/brain death

Auditory
Evoked
Potentials
Visual Evoked
Potentials
Event Related
Potentials

Clinical
Amplitude
Frequency
range (µV)
range (Hz)
10 – 150
0.5 – 45

Research
Amplitude
Frequency
range (µV)
range (Hz)
10 – 100
0.01 – 150

10 – 250

0.5 – 120

10 – 200

0.5 – 150

<2

0 – 20

Not available

Not available

All

0.5 – 1.0

20 – 5000

0.5 – 1.0

20 – 5000

All

0.5 – 2

10 – 100

0.5 – 2

10 – 100

All

0.5 – 5

0.01 – 150

0.5 – 5

0.01 – 150

Because the scalp potential may also be affected by disturbances from other physiological
current sources qi (t ) , such as the ECG, the EMG, and the EOG signal, Eq. (3.1) cannot be
used as a general model to describe si (t ) . Moreover, electrical potential fluctuations across
the scalp caused by electrochemical disturbances in the electrode-skin junction, the so-called
movement-electrochemical artefact, mi (t ) , may affect si (t ) as well. Thereby, qi (t ) and
mi (t ) must be included in Eq. (3.1), resulting in:
si (t ) = ei (t ) + qi (t ) + mi (t ) .

(3.2)

During co-registered EEG-fMRI, si (t ) may further be obscured by the other sources of
disturbance indicated in Section 2.4:
a) Voltage differences across the scalp caused by the time-varying magnetic field
gradients and RF pulses during the scanning process. The gradient artefact, g i (t ) , is
the most severe and obscure all other components in the measured electrode signals.
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b) Voltage differences across scalp electrodes caused by inductive currents (Hall Effect)
through loops of blood vessels within and around the skull and the cables that connect
the electrodes with the measurement equipment. Those loops have strong inductive
properties due to the conductive nature of blood and the measurement cables that
consequently can be regarded as “coils”. The natural mechanical pulsations in the
arteries and arterioles cause changes in the inductive properties of those loops that to a
great extent (but not always exactly) are synchronised with heart rate. This in fact is an
interaction between the MRI static magnetic field B0 and the dynamic-biological
changes in the electromagnetic properties of the tissue within the magnet. These cause
the so-called pulse artefact, pi (t ) . Although this artefact is less severe in terms of
amplitude characteristics when compared to g i (t ) , it is more difficult to handle
because there are many biological and physiological variables that determine its
characteristics (Allen et al., 1998; Debener et al., 2010).
c) Voltage fluctuations due to temporary changes in the electromagnetic electrode-scalp
characteristics due to movements within the magnet. These fluctuations correspond to
mi (t ) , described above. Within an MRI environment, however, movements of the

subject head also introduce (temporary) changes in the electromagnetic coupling
between scalp measurement circuits and the static MRI field B0 (Yan et al., 2009;
Spencer, 2015).
Therefore, taking into account the MRI sources of interferences, Eq. (3.2) results in the
extended model depicted in Fig. 3.2. Or in formula:
si (t ) = ei (t ) + qi (t ) + mi (t ) + pi (t ) + g i (t ) .

(3.3)

To estimate ei (t ) from si (t ) , the usual approach is to neglect at least one and, most of the
times, two or more artefact components. In the current framework, this can be easily done by
zeroing the components not taken into consideration. Therefore, under the assumption of
independent artefact sources, this means that any reconstruction algorithm also aims at
preserving the neglected artefacts. Hence, they must be removed separately to estimate ei (t ) .
This is the usual approximation regarding gradient artefact methodologies to correct g i (t )
(Ritter et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.2: General model for the sources of the measured signal si (t ) during co-registered EEG-fMRI.

However, the effect of one artefact interference source over another should be taken into
consideration if the assumption of independence between the artefact sources is not valid. It is
the case of the influence of the movement artefact over the gradient artefact, when micromovements of the head as well as abrupt movements cannot be neglected. In these scenarios,
specific models must be used to account for such an influence (Spencer, 2015), as discussed
in Chapters 6 and 8.
After carrying out the suppression of g i (t ) , the gradient artefact correction methodologies
should have their performance evaluated in order to obtain a measure of both artefact
reduction and degree of preservation of the actual EEG signal in eˆi (t ) . Although some
approaches have been proposed to this end, to date a consistent or systematic evaluation has
been seldom performed (Ritter et al., 2007; Ritter et al., 2010; Freyer et al., 2009). In Section
3.5, we provide an overview and critical analysis of the existing approaches for evaluation of
the gradient artefact correction methods. Next, in Section 3.6, we describe and propose a
systematic procedure for evaluation of gradient artefact correction methods, which has been
used in the current thesis.
In the following sections, we provide a review of the existing methodologies to correct the
gradient artefact (Section 3.3), and a brief overview of the existing approaches to attenuate the
pulse artefact (Section 3.4).
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3.3 Overview of the existing methods for gradient artefact correction
3.3.1 Artefact attenuation at the source
In the literature, a number of approaches have been suggested to minimise the inductive
effects of the gradient artefact at the source. For instance, minimisation of the conductor loop
area can be used to reduce the artefact amplitude, which can be implemented by laying out
and immobilising the EEG leads, twisting leads, and using a bipolar electrode configuration
(Mullinger et al., 2014; Goldman et al., 2000; Bénar et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2010;
Chowdhury et al., 2015). Mullinger et al. (2011) described a positioning adjustment procedure
of the subject within the MRI scanner which results in reduced amplitude of the gradient
artefact. According to this study, up to 40% of the gradient artefact amplitude can be
attenuated by axially positioning the subjects, so that the nasion is shifted from the scanner
iso-centre towards the feet.
Chowdhury et al. (2014) have proposed the use of an EEG cap that incorporates electrodes
embedded in an external layer and can record the gradient artefact separately from the EEG
signal. Thus, subtraction between the signals recorded by internal and corresponding external
electrodes allows substantial attenuation of the artefact. As mentioned by Spencer (2015),
however, although this method sounds quite promising to attenuate the gradient artefact, it
requires the use of specialised hardware that is within the prototyping stages and is not yet
available to all investigators.
Depending on the application, an interleaved or sparse approach whereby the MRI signal
acquisition is suspended at regular intervals could be used as well (Becker et al., 2005; Ritter
and Villringer, 2006). This setup results in periodic EEG excerpts free of gradient artefacts,
and are suitable for certain forms of brain activity, such as slowly varying rhythms and
evoked responses. The delayed onset of fMRI acquisition associated with the neural response
does not pose a problem in this case scenario because it can be assumed that the peak of the
BOLD changes associated with the neural activity of interest occurs with the same time delay
as those of normal stimuli. Nevertheless, interleaved protocols are generally less flexible and
experimentally efficient than continuous measurements. In studies in which unintentional
fluctuations in attention and vigilance gain more relevance, longer acquisition times are
required.
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Thereby, dedicated post-processing solutions have to be developed and employed in order to
effectively perform the suppression of the gradient artefact (Ritter et al., 2010).
3.3.2 Model of the actual situation in post-processing solutions
Instead of using the extended model of Eq. (3.3), most of the post-processing solutions for
gradient artefact correction neglect qi (t ) and simply assume that any measured scalp potential
signal for channel i, si (t ) , is the (linear) sum of four independent components:
1. The actual (neuronal) EEG, ei (t ) .
2. Gradient artefact, g i (t ) .
3. Pulse artefact, pi (t ) .
4. Movement artefact, mi (t ) .
Movement
artefact

mi (t )

EEG

ei (t )

+
+

+



g i (t )

+
pi (t )

Gradient
artefact

Pulse
artefact

si (t )

Figure 3.3: Usual model encountered in the literature for the sources of the measured signal si (t ) , during
correction of g i (t ) .

In formula:
si (t ) = ei (t ) + g i (t ) + pi (t ) + mi (t ) .

(3.4)

The main problem at hand is to estimate ei (t ) from si (t ) . Although a number of methods have
been developed to correct g i (t ) , pi (t ) , and mi (t ) in single EEG channels, the spatial aspects
of g i (t ) , pi (t ) , and mi (t ) (i.e. differences across various scalp electrodes) are still poorly
understood. In current artefact correction methods, these aspects typically are covered by
introducing one or more time-varying parameters in the signal models that may be estimated
from the actual data (Yan et al., 2009; Spencer, 2015).
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3.3.3 Usual approximation considered by the existing methods to correct the gradient
artefact
As mentioned in Section 3.2, several approaches only take g i (t ) in consideration, thus
simplifying the problem of constructing an estimate gˆ i (t ) for the gradient artefact. Then,
gˆ i (t ) is subtracted from the measured signal to obtain an estimate of the actual EEG, eˆi (t ) .

Hence, the model of Eq. (3.4) results in:
mi (t ) = 0 ; pi (t ) = 0 ;

(3.5)

eˆi (t ) = si (t ) − gˆ i (t ) .

This leads to the correction scheme in the time-domain depicted in Fig. 3.4:

Figure 3.4: Correction scheme of the usual approximation to estimate and suppress g i (t ) in the time-domain.

As indicated in this scheme, gˆ i (t ) is constructed and subtracted from si (t ) by using a
Model/Template/Algorithm to obtain the estimate of the neuronal EEG, eˆi (t ) . In this and in
following figures, the larger block indicated by the dashed line represents the operations used
to perform the gradient artefact correction whereby the input si (t ) results in the output eˆi (t ) .
Estimation and subtraction of an estimate of g i (t ) can alternatively be implemented in
frequency-domain using the Fourier transform (FT) and the inverse Fourier transform (IFT):

Figure 3.5: Correction scheme of the usual approximation to estimate and suppress g i (t ) in frequency-domain.
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In the next section, we present an overview of the various methods to generate the estimate
gˆ i (t ) or Gˆ i ( f ) .

3.3.4 Subtraction in time-domain-based methods
3.3.4.1 Average artefact subtraction and its variants
According to the average artefact subtraction (AAS) methodology, an average template in the
time-domain that describes the gradient artefact waveform is used as the estimate gˆ i (t ) (Allen
et al., 2000). The AAS method assumes that the artefact and the EEG signal are uncorrelated,
so that the subtraction of the averaged template yields an estimation of the corrected EEG.
This approach can be likened to a comb-filter based upon a coherent detection process
whereby the harmonic artefact interference is attenuated (Braun, 1975; Braun, 2011; Spencer,
2015). The average template is constructed by dividing si (t ) into averaging epochs that
correspond to periods in which the repetition of the artefact waveform is observed. As
described by Allen et al. (2000), the length M of the epochs considered for averaging is
usually set: either as TR-slice (when it is possible to disable the dynamic stabilisation of the
MRI equipment, thus making TR as a multiple of TR-slice); or as TR (when it is not possible
to disable the dynamic stabilisation and DT occurs – see Fig. 2.13, or when an interleaved
fMRI acquisition is used).
As the AAS method has also strong dependency on the assumption of gradient artefact
stationarity, variations in the amplitude and shape of the artefact waveforms used for
averaging may lead to inaccurate template estimation which results in residual artefacts in
eˆi (t ) after subtraction of gˆ i (t ) . An important point with respect to correction methods that

rely on the stationary nature of the artefact waveform over time such as the AAS is the
accurate identification of g i (t ) characteristics in the scalp electrode signals. Thereby, the
artefacts waveforms must be precisely and reproducibly sampled to provide a more accurate
template gˆ i (t ) .
Because of the relatively low sampling frequency in EEG systems in comparison with the
acquisition clock that controls the MRI scanning process, the gradient artefact waveform is
not always digitised precisely from epoch to epoch. Additionally, given the fast slopes of the
gradient artefact in the order of 104 μV/ms, an imprecise sampling of si (t ) may result in
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strong variability of the artefact waveform across epochs. Thus, the temporal localisation with
accuracy significantly better than a hundred milliseconds is required for adequate
identification of the onset of each occurrence of the artefact (Mullinger et al., 2008b; Eichele
et al., 2010). A logical solution to this problem is to use phase-locking hardware systems
whereby the EEG system sampling frequency and the MRI scanner acquisition clock are
exactly synchronised. Hence, TR (or TR-slice) is set as a multiple of the EEG system
sampling interval in the recorded si (t ) , before estimating and subtracting gˆ i (t ) (Anami et al.,
2003; Mandelkow et al., 2006; Mandelkow et al. 2010; Solana et al., 2014):

Figure 3.6: Correction scheme in which a synchronisation procedure of the EEG system sampling frequency and
the MRI scanner acquisition clock is taken into consideration before construction and subtraction of gˆ i (t ) .

This synchronised setup between EEG system sampling and fMRI clock results in more
reproducible artefact waveforms, more accurate average template, and a cleaner eˆi (t ) from
residual artefacts after AAS (Anami et al., 2003; Mandelkow et al., 2006; Mullinger et al.,
2008b; Gebhardt et al., 2008; Solana et al., 2014). Mandelkow et al. (2006) reported a usable
bandwidth in the corrected EEG up to around 150 Hz after AAS by using synchronisation
between the EEG sampling interval and the fMRI clock. In a previous work, Anami et al.
(2003) suggested the combination of a synchronised acquisition setup with a special MRI
pulse sequence and EEG acquisitions at the rate 1 kHz. This yields artefact amplitude
attenuation to less than 5%, exclusively in the period in which the artefact resides around the
baseline level. However, because this approach (referred to as “stepping-stop technique”)
makes use of customised MRI sequences, it imposes restrictions on the MRI sequences, in
addition to not being generally available to all investigators. Moreover, it requires the use of
interleaved approaches as well as effective artefact post-processing after subtraction of gˆ i (t ) .
Parallel to phase-locking synchronisation, other publications have employed a kind of
retrospective synchronisation by taking into account artefact waveform phase correction via
temporal alignment by interpolation, or by considering timing error correction (Allen et al.,
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2000; Negishi et al., 2004; Gonçalves et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2012). To correct the timing
error, Gonçalves et al. (2007) have proposed calculation of a cost function Ψ with respect to
DT and TR-slice (see Fig. 3.3) whereby the ratio eˆi (t ) si (t ) could be minimised:

 ( eˆ
Ψ (DT, TR-slice) =
i, j

i, j

(DT, TR-slice)

 (s )
i, j

2

)

2

×100 .

(3.6)

i, j

In this equation, j runs over the number of samples corresponding to the one volume
repetition time (TR). Instead of a cost function, Negishi et al. (2004) suggested the use of an
analogue 125 Hz low-pass filter before sampling of si (t ) to enable more reliable timing error
detection. The usage of higher sampling rates has also been proposed to obtain a more
accurate sampling of the gradient artefact waveform. Thus, during co-registered EEG-fMRI,
scalp potential sampling rates are larger (at 5000 Hz) than those used for EEG routine
recordings (between 250 and 2000 Hz). However, the limits in the usual sampling rates of the
EEG pose restrictions to this approach, in addition to being lesser economically achieved than
clock synchronisation (Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Gutberlet, 2010). Other AAS variants have
addressed the correction of remaining residual artefacts after template subtraction by taking
into consideration the spatial characteristics of the gradient artefact waveform. In this way,
some studies have proposed the use of a sliding average window, independent component
analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (PCA), beamformer spatial filtering, selective
average subtraction, and a basis set of artefact templates correlated to head movements
(Becker et al., 2005; Mantini et al., 2007; Niazy et al., 2005; Freyer et al., 2009; Brookes et al.,
2008; de Munck et al., 2013; Spencer, 2015).
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the movement artefact, mi (t ) , modulates and provokes alterations
in the morphology of the artefact waveform over the artefact period, in such a way that the
average artefact template may not characterise individual occurrences of the artefact
waveform. In this scenario, abrupt movements of the subject’s head have a significant
influence over the precision of averaged artefact templates and can result in large residual
artefacts in the gradient artefact-corrected EEG by AAS. In addition, micro-movements of the
subject head gives rise to broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines, leading to the
occurrence of residual artefacts in eˆi (t ) after template subtraction (see Section 2.4.3). Hence,
the influence of mi (t ) cannot be neglected as usually assumed in Eq. (3.5) (Yan et al., 2009;
Moosmann et al., 2009; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Spencer, 2015; Maziero et al., 2016). Even
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though some works have reported the access of the higher-frequency bandwidth of the
neuronal EEG in eˆi (t ) after application of the AAS method (Mandelkow et al., 2006; Freyer
et al., 2009), it is generally difficult to access EEG a bandwidth higher than 80 Hz because of
the broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines and the occurrence of related residual
artefacts which tend to be in the EEG gamma band and frequencies above (Spencer, 2015).
Average-template-based correction methods are the most established methodology to suppress
the gradient artefact. As shown in Table 3.2, the average artefact subtraction and its variants
can be even grouped in a larger category classified as subtraction in time-domain methods. As
its name suggests, this category also comprises other methodologies whereby gˆ i (t ) is
constructed and subtracted from si (t ) by using an artefact model in the time-domain.
3.3.4.2 Cubic spline template estimation
Koskinen and Vartiainen (2009) have described the use of a cubic spline to approximate the
gradient artefact waveform, instead of constructing an average template. In this way, the
artefact waveforms, corresponding to the epochs into which si (t ) is divided, are used to train
a cubic spline model representative of gˆ i (t ) . A cost function Ψ is used to calculate the spline
parameters, in such a way that the error between the model and the artefact waveform samples
is minimised:
2

2

Ψ = a  i, j  si, j − r (bi, j )  + (1 − a )   D 2 r (t )  dt .

(3.7)

In Eq. (3.7), r corresponds to the spline model; j runs over the number of samples
corresponding to one slice-time (TR-slice); b is a parameter that computes the time difference
between the sample j and the beginning of the epoch to which the sample j belongs; a is a
spline parameter; and D 2 stands for the second derivative of r. Similarly to the AAS method
implementation, this approach is based upon the assumption of artefact waveform stationarity,
as well as makes use of timing error correction.
3.3.4.3 Sum-of-sinusoids modelling estimation
As suggested by El-Tatar and Fokapu (2011), a sum-of-sinusoids modelling approach is used
to approximate the average artefact waveform. In this way, those authors proposed to
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construct the artefact template gˆ i (t ) , by minimisation of the mean square error between the
sum-of-sinusoids model and the average artefact epoch.
3.3.4.4 Singular value decomposition
Liu et al. (2012) devised a gradient artefact correction method based on singular value
decomposition (SVD). According to this approach, si (t ) is divided into epochs corresponding
to the artefact waveforms that are arranged into a data matrix where each column corresponds
to one epoch, and the lines match the number of points within each epoch. Application of
SVD into the data matrix results in a sum of orthogonal components that are then classified as
artefactual or not according to the slowly varying temporal patterns of the gradient artefact
waveform across epochs. Last, a set of orthogonal basis functions is extracted from the
artefactual components, whose linear combination is used to construct gˆ i (t ) .
3.3.5 Filtering in frequency-domain-based methods (Fourier filtering)
This category of gradient artefact correction methodologies covers those methods that make
use of the Fourier transform (FT) and inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to implement the
gradient artefact estimation in frequency-domain, as depicted in Fig. 3.5. FT is applied in
si (t ) and IFT in Eˆ i ( f ) in such a way that the estimate Gˆ i ( f ) can be calculated and subtracted

from Si ( f ) . Thus, the output of the inverse Fourier transform corresponds to the estimate of
the neuronal EEG, eˆi (t ) .
Construction of the estimate Gˆ i ( f ) has been implemented:
(i) either by assuming that the frequencies in which the artefact activity is observed are
totally associated with the gradient artefact, so that Gˆ i ( f ) is constructed by setting the
spectral power at those frequencies to zero (Hoffmann et al., 2000);
(ii) or by estimation and subtraction of an average artefact template in frequency-domain
(Sijbers et al. 1999; Sijbers et al., 2000).
The filtering in frequency-domain-based methods mentioned above are indicated in Table 3.2
as well.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the gradient artefact methodologies proposed in the literature.
Category

Method

Average artefact
subtraction (AAS)

Variant

Principle/Assumption

References

Imaging
artefact
reduction (IAR)

Estimation and subtraction of an
average artefact template in the
time-domain/ artefact waveform
stationarity; uncorrelation between
EEG and artefact; time-domain
averaging

Allen
(2000)

Synchronisation
followed by AAS

Synchronisation of EEG system and
fMRI scanner clocks before
performing construction of the
average artefact template

Anami et al.,
(2003);
Mandelkow et al.
(2006); Mullinger
et al., (2008b);
Gebhardt et al.,
(2008); Huang et
al. (2012); Solana
et al. (2014)

Sliding average window

Estimation of a moving average
artefact template based on a limited
number of epochs

Becker
(2005)

Timing error correction

More accurate computing of timing
error correction

Negishi et al.
(2004);
Gonçalves et al.
(2007)

Independent component
analysis (ICA)

Subtraction
in
timedomain

Principal
component
analysis (PCA) and
difference
model
subtraction (DMS)

et

al.

al.

Niazy
(2005);
(2015)

et
al.
Spencer

et

Use of PCA for processing of highfrequency residual artefacts

Freyer
(2009)

Spatial filtering of electrical sources
associated with residual artefacts

Brookes
(2008)

Selective
subtraction

average

EEG artefacts are grouped in
clusters with the highest possible
similarity before averaging

de Munck et al.
(2013)

Online subtraction of
artefact waveform

The estimated average artefact
template is fitted and online
subtracted from the EEG recordings

Garreffa et al.
(2003); Anwar et
al. (2009)

–

Sum-of-sinusoids
modelling

–

Filtering in
the
frequencydomain
Average artefact
(Fourier
subtraction
in
filtering)
frequency-domain

Mantini
(2007)

et

al.

High-frequency artefact
residuals analysis
Beamformer
spatial
filtering

Artefact estimation
using cubic spline

Singular
value
decomposition and
correlation analysis
Suppression of the
spectral
power
associated with the
artefact frequencies

Independent component analysis
(ICA) is used to describe and
correct residual artefacts
PCA and DMS are used to estimate
basis set functions to describe
residual artefacts owing to small
temporal variations in the artefact of
different artefact waveforms.

et

Artefact waveform stationarity;
uncorrelation between EEG and
artefact
Estimation of artefact components
using
sinusoids/Estimation
of
sinusoids using mean square error

et

al.
al.

Koskinen
and
Vartiainen (2009)
El-Tatar
and
Fokapu (2011)

–

Estimation of the gradient artefact
using singular value decomposition
and canonical correlation analysis

Liu et al. (2012)
and Li et al.
(2017)

–

Correction of artefact frequencies
by setting their power spectrum to
zero

Hoffmann et al.
(2000)

–

Estimation and subtraction of an
average artefact template in
frequency-domain/ Stationarity of
the spectral artefact signature

Sijbers et al.
(1999); Sijbers et
al. (2000)
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Fourier filtering methods may have the disadvantage of suppressing part of the actual EEG
together with the gradient artefact due to the spectral overlap between both signals.
Furthermore, the estimate eˆi (t ) obtained by frequency-domain filtering may suffer from
ringing artefacts (Bénar et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2010).

3.4 Overview of the existing approaches for pulse artefact correction
The pulse artefact, pi (t ) , can be attenuated at the source in a similar way as performed for the
gradient artefact. In this way, it is carried out by carefully laying out and immobilising the
leads, twisting the leads, using a bipolar electrode chain arrangement, and a head vacuum
cushion. As remarked by Yan et al. (2010), limiting head motion as much as is tolerable by
the subject can clearly help to reduce the amplitudes of the induced pulse artefact.
Nevertheless, like the gradient artefact, it is more common to combine these efforts with postprocessing correction methods to obtain the suppression of pi (t ) (Bénar et al. 2003; Debener
et al., 2010). Post-processing correction of pi (t ) is typically performed after carrying out the
gradient artefact correction, and thus applied in the estimate eˆi (t ) . Below, we provide a brief
discussion about the usual post-processing methods for correction of pi (t ) reported in the
literature.
3.4.1 The pulse artefact (PA) subtraction correction method and its variants
Allen et al. (1998) proposed a subtraction in time-domain-based correction method for
suppression of pi (t ) referred to as pulse artefact (PA) subtraction that assumes a constant and
periodic nature for the artefact waveform. According to this method, a pulse artefact template
is estimated along a preceding range of the EEG signal and this template is then subtracted
from the ongoing electroencephalogram at those regions in which the artefact occurs.
Therefore, such a method resembles the AAS approach proposed for gradient artefact
correction (Allen et al., 2000), and has become seminal on cleaning up the pulse artefact. This
procedure for correction of pi (t ) requires simultaneous recording of EEG and ECG signals,
and also takes into account the assumption that both EEG and pulse artefact are not correlated
(Debener et al., 2010).
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The PA subtraction shows limitations related to the violation of the basic assumptions on
which the method is based: spatial and temporal instability of the pulse artefact, reliable and
precise detection of the onset of each cardiac cycle, and lack of correlation between stimulus
(and response) and cardiac activity. Furthermore, the ECG peak detection approaches relies
on the typical morphology of the ECG waveform which may fail because of the distorted
ECG shape inside a strong magnetic field. Deviations from the stability assumption result in
inaccurate artefact estimation and, thereby, lead to greater residual artefacts after subtraction.
In this way, longer averaging times can produce an inaccurate template due to the spatial and
temporal variations of the pulse artefact, on one hand. On the other hand, shorter averaging
times pose a risk of filtering out components of interest of the neuronal EEG together with the
pulse artefact itself (Debener et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010; Laufs et al., 2008; Yan et al.,
2010).
To overcome spatial variability problems, Niazy et al. (2005) proposed the use of principal
component analysis (PCA) channel-wise for generation of the PA template as well. This
approach was called optimal basis set (OBS) method, referring to the first few principal
components as representations of several distinct pulse artefact templates. Such templates try
to account for the greater temporal variance in the artefact shape in any given EEG channel,
and are jointly used to suppress the pulse artefact from the EEG data. The artefact spatial
variability has also been addressed by Wan et al. (2006), who proposed a non-linear waveletbased approach combined with spatial average subtraction to describe the residual variances.
Rather than a template calculated by simple average, estimations based on weighted averages
and median values have been respectively described by Goldman et al. (2000) and Sijbers et
al. (2000).
With respect to the temporal inter-beat variability of the R – R interval, the length of the pulse
artefact template may also need some adjustment. In this way, the use of an adaptive Kalman
filter has been proposed to account for the temporal instability of the pulse artefact
(Bonmassar et al., 2002; Masterton et al., 2007). Implementation of such an approach requires
an extra motion sensor signal as a reference signal. Vincent et al. (2007) has devised a moving
general linear model (mGLM) approach which addresses the specific issue of pi (t ) that lasts
longer than a cardiac cycle. An alternative approach has been proposed by de Munck et al.
(2013) to provide a more precise timing of overlapping artefacts, being able to eliminate such
a temporal constraint. To this end, initially, hierarchical clustering has been applied to
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discriminate the different spatiotemporal patterns of pi (t ) as well as detect outliers. In
addition, an ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimator has been used to estimate the overlapping
between pulse artefact waveforms.
Another variant of the PA subtraction method has been described by Oh et al. (2014), who
proposed to take into account delay variations between the QRS complex and a pulse artefactpeak, instead of using the mean interval (Allen et al., 1998). According to this approach,
individual delays and artefact window lengths are estimated by using temporal characteristics
of the ECG signal recorded within the MRI scanner and of the pulse artefact. Afterwards,
those parameters are used to classify and group similar pulse artefact shapes that are then used
to calculate the corresponding average artefact template.
3.4.2 Other solutions for pulse artefact correction
Instead of using principal component analysis (PCA) to specifically account for template
spatial variability, Bénar et al. (2003) have proposed the use of PCA as well as independent
component analysis (ICA) for overall correction of the pulse artefact. As reported by Brookes
et al. (2008), correction of pi (t ) can also be achieved by using a spatial beamformer
technique which uses spatial filters to extract the components of the artefact according to its
spatial characteristics. Therefore, rather than using an artefact template, these approaches aim
at suppressing a number of prototypical topographies in which the pulse artefact can be
characterised (Eichele et al., 2010).
According to Debener et al. (2010), in principle, some problems inherent in implementation
and performance of the PA subtraction due to the template variability can be avoided by using
PCA and ICA instead. Another advantage associated with PCA and ICA-based techniques is
that exact knowledge about the onset of each cardiac cycle is not necessarily required. The
assumption behind these techniques is that the contribution of the pulse artefact activity is
statistically independent of (or in the case of PCA uncorrelated to) ongoing EEG activity
(Eichele et al., 2010). However, combination of different methodologies such as AAS or OBS
with ICA and PCA seems to be more attractive for a number of authors, as it provides several
advantages that may otherwise be impossible to achieve using each technique separately, even
at higher field strengths (Eichele et al., 2010).
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3.4.3 Remaining challenges on suppression of the pulse artefact
Although well-established and widely used for pulse artefact correction, the PA subtraction
method shows to be ineffective under deviations from the basic assumptions, as discussed
above. Deviations from the spatial and temporal stability assumptions result in inaccurate
estimation of pi (t ) and, therefore, may lead to residual artefacts after template subtraction.
Shortening the moving average window size cannot fully redress this problem because a
smaller moving average window would leave more residual EEG activity in the template. In
addition to instability of the artefact, any degree of correlation between cardiac and neuronal
activity can be problematic from the point of view of EEG data quality. Nonetheless, these
effects can be reduced by using proper experimental designs in EPs studies (Debener et al.,
2010). On the other hand, the cardiac cycle onset can be difficult to be identified due to ECG
channel contamination resulting from gradient switching and the effect of B0, leading to
missed cycles or inaccurate template estimation window alignment. Accurate marker position
improves the quality of the pulse artefact correction, in particular regarding residual noise in
the high-frequency range of the EEG signal. Efforts to ensure good ECG recording quality
with a focus on a clear R-wave through careful consideration of the positioning of electrodes
are worthwhile (Debener et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010).
Also, there is a lack of consistency in the evaluation of pulse artefact suppression methods,
which tend to focus on the reduction of pi (t ) in detriment of assessments of EEG signal
preservation (Debener et al., 2010; Abreu et al., 2016). Some methodologies such as a
wavelet-based non-linear reduction of the pulse artefact, beamformer filtering, and Kalman
filtering are also computationally demanding (Wan et al. 2006; Brookes et al., 2008;
Bonmassar et al., 2002; Debener et al., 2010; Eichele et al., 2010). While several groups have
reported success in using ICA for pulse artefact suppression, some results have been less
positive. A possible reason for this discrepancy is the field strength of the scanners used in
these studies (Debener et al., 2010). Currently, the available evidence suggests that the spatial
filtering approaches such as ICA and PCA are not as efficient as template subtraction
methods, in particular at scanner fields of 3 T and higher.
Improvement of artefact correction techniques may result from a better understanding of the
mechanisms that give rise to the MRI induced artefacts (Yan et al., 2009). In other words, a
better knowledge about the different mechanisms causing the pulse artefact should help to
optimise recording conditions as well as offline data correction approaches, and thus
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contribute to a better EEG signal quality. Given the promises of simultaneous EEG-fMRI, this
seems a worthwhile goal (Eichele et al., 2010).

3.5 Overview and critical analysis of the existing approaches for evaluation
of gradient artefact correction methods
The key question that arises after carrying out the gradient artefact correction using those
methods of Table 3.2 is how to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the methodologies
to construct gˆ i (t ) (or Gˆ i ( f ) ) as well as the quality of the estimate eˆi (t ) , the corrected EEG.
As remarked by Ritter et al. (2010), to date, evaluation of the performance of the gradient
artefact correction methods has been seldom made in a systematic or consistent way.
Furthermore, generalisation of the correction results for different types of EEG data has been
poorly made (Mandelkow et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2007; Freyer et al., 2009). In many EEGfMRI studies, a single algorithm is chosen without proper justification, and often the quality
of gradient artefact correction is assessed by visual inspection only. In the other cases,
different approaches have been used to evaluate the gradient artefact correction methods
quantitatively. In general, three types of measurement can be distinguished (Ritter et al., 2007;
Grouiller et al., 2007): (i) the amount of artefact reduction; (ii) the degree of EEG signal
preservation; and (iii) the use of phantoms and simulated data.
3.5.1 Measurement of the artefact reduction
Measurement of the artefact reduction is carried out by assessing the attenuation of gradient
artefact parameters or characteristics that can be identified in the scalp potential si (t ) ,
corrected EEG, eˆi (t ) , and their respective power spectra. It is usually performed in two ways:
a) By calculating the attenuation in voltages associated with the estimated artefact (Allen
et al, 2000; Anami et al., 2003; Chowdhury et al., 2014). Accordingly, the artefact
reduction can be assessed by attenuation in amplitude (difference between maximum
and minimum value) of the estimated gradient artefact gˆ i (t ) ; or by the amplitude of
voltages associated with residual artefacts in the signal eˆi (t ) . For instance, calculation
of the amplitude of the difference between si (t ) and eˆi (t ) allows identifying how the
artefact has been attenuated. Alternatively, the RMS value of the estimate gˆ i (t ) can
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also be used to assess the artefact attenuation. Those procedures are usually performed
for a certain number of si (t ) and eˆi (t ) excerpts from different EEG channels and, at
last, the median (or average) value of the attenuation in amplitude for all channels and
excerpts is used to assess the overall attenuation across the EEG electrodes.
b) By calculating the median spectral power attenuation within a specific frequency bin
associated with the artefact activity (Niazy et al., 2005; Mandelkow et al., 2006;
Mullinger et al., 2011). As described in Section 2.4.1, large artefact spectral peaks can
be observed in the power spectrum of the scalp potential, Si ( f ) , at harmonic
frequency bins around multiples of the slice repetition frequency, 1/TR-slice.
Accordingly, the assessment of artefact reduction can be performed by comparing the
spectral power within the frequency bins before ( PB ) and after ( PA ) application of the
gradient artefact correction. Niazy et al. (2005) assumed the frequency bins as the
region ± 1 Hz around the multiples of 1/TR-slice. For instance, in Fig. 3.7, PB and PA
should be calculated taking into account the frequency range corresponding to the
artefact bins in Si ( f ) (red dot trace) and in Eˆi ( f ) (blue trace), respectively. In this
figure, the artefacts bins can be observed at multiples of 13.2 Hz.
The values of PB and PA are then used to calculate the spectral power attenuation that
can be computed in percentage or in decibels:
 P − PA 
Attenuation = 100 × absolute  B
 %,
 PB 

(3.8)

P 
Attenuation = −20 × log  A  dB .
 PB 

(3.9)

Such a procedure is performed for a number of si (t ) and eˆi (t ) excerpts picked up from
different EEG electrodes, which are then used to compute the overall median or average
attenuation.
The schemes corresponding to the measurement of artefact reduction as described above are
depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Measurement of the artefact reduction by comparing the power spectrum of the scalp potential (red
dot trace), Si ( f ) , and of the corrected EEG (blue trace), Eˆ i ( f ) . In this case, the artefact attenuation is
calculated for the harmonic frequency bins, around the spectral peaks observed at multiples of 13.2 Hz in the
power spectrum of the scalp potential.

Figure 3.8: Schemes for measurement of the artefact reduction: (a) by assessing the attenuation in amplitude of
voltages associated with the estimated artefact; (b) by assessing the attenuation of the power spectrum within a
specific bandwidth associated with the gradient artefact activity. The blocks labelled as Gradient Artefact
Correction match the larger block indicated as dashed lines in Figs. 3.4, 3.5, or 3.6.

3.5.1.1 Critical analysis
The amount of reduction in voltages of the estimated artefact over time and within the artefact
bins are corresponding measures in the time and frequency-domain, respectively. Thereby, the
periodicity of the gradient artefact in the time-domain is translated as the harmonic artefact
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bins in frequency-domain, in such a way that the simultaneous usage of such measures might
represent redundant information.
However, artefact spectral power that leaks around the multiples of the frequency 1/TR-slice
might be not accounted for when calculating the attenuation in voltages over time. On the
other hand, strong attenuation within the harmonic artefact intervals might mask the
suppression of spectral power of EEG signal components that are overlapped by any harmonic
artefact interval. Thus, the measurement of the gradient artefact reduction as described above
should be always followed by the measurement of preservation of the characteristic of interest
of the actual EEG in eˆi (t ) (Ritter et al., 2007).
3.5.2 Measurement of the EEG signal preservation
The measurement of preservation of the actual EEG signal in eˆi (t ) is usually performed in the
following ways:
a) By injection (linear addition) of a reference EEG signal, ei,ref (t ) , with a known
dominant characteristic in scalp potential recordings, si (t ) , with the gradient artefact
(Fig. 3.9a). This results in a modified scalp potential signal, si,mod (t ) , which is then
subjected to the artefact correction. The estimated signal after artefact correction
( eˆi (t ) + eˆi,ref (t ) ) is used to retrieve the dominant characteristic which is then compared
with its original value in ei,ref (t ) . Thus, the dominant characteristic of ei,ref (t ) is used to
generate a kind of “contrast” that would be observed in the estimate eˆi (t ) + eˆi,ref (t ) (or
in Eˆi ( f ) + Eˆi,ref ( f ) ), after application of the gradient artefact correction method.
In the literature, sinusoids have been suggested as the reference EEG, ei,ref (t ) , within
implementation of this procedure. Accordingly, sine waves with different frequencies
at each bandwidth of interest of the neuronal EEG are used to generate a contrast in
the spectrogram of the signal eˆi (t ) + eˆi,ref (t ) . Hence, it permits to identify whether the
traces in the spectrogram corresponding to the injected sinusoids are disrupted by the
gradient artefact correction method (Ritter et al., 2007).
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b) By comparing the spectral power in the bandwidth of interest, or by comparing the
RMS values over time, taking into account the following conditions of the EEG signal
(Ritter et al., 2007; Allen et al., 2000; Freyer et al., 2009):
– the reference EEG,

ei,ref (t ) : here, the usual reference EEG consists of scalp

potentials excerpts recorded in MRI non-scan intervals (with no application of
magnetic field gradients and RF pulses);
– the corrected EEG, eˆi (t ) : obtained from application of the gradient artefact
correction in scalp potential recordings with the gradient artefact, si (t ) ;
– the signal eˆi,ref (t ) : obtained from application of the gradient artefact correction in
the reference EEG, ei,ref (t ) .
When using the spectral power (Fig. 3.9b), initially, the power spectra Ei,ref ( f ) , Eˆi ( f ) ,
and Eˆi,ref ( f ) are calculated for ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , and eˆi,ref (t ) , respectively. Then, for each
of those power spectra, the total power within the bandwidth of interest of the
neuronal EEG is computed. Finally, the median (or average) power within the EEG
bandwidth of interest is calculated for Ei,ref ( f ) , Eˆi ( f ) , and Eˆi,ref ( f ) , taking into
consideration a number of excerpts of ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , and eˆi,ref (t ) , and picked up across
the different EEG electrodes.
The spectral power difference can be computed as a ratio (Ritter et al., 2007):
P
Ratio =  1  ,
 P2 

(3.10)

where P1 and P2 correspond to the median/average power spectrum calculated for the
EEG bandwidth of interest in Ei,ref ( f ) , Eˆi ( f ) , and Eˆi,ref ( f ) :
Median/average
power spectrum

Compared spectra according to the EEG
bandwidth of interest

P1

Eˆ i ( f )

Eˆ i ( f )

Eˆi,ref ( f )

P2

Ei,ref ( f )

Eˆi,ref ( f )

Ei,ref ( f )

The spectral power difference can also be calculated by using Eq. (3.11) (Allen et al.,
2000):
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P −P 
Difference = 100 × absolute  2 1  % ,
 P2 
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(3.11)

where P1 and P2 have correspondence with Eˆi ( f ) and Ei,ref ( f ) , respectively:
Median/average
power spectrum

Compared spectra according to the
EEG bandwidth of interest

P1

Eˆ i ( f )

P2

Ei,ref ( f )

According to Ritter et al. (2007), comparison between the power spectra of ei,ref (t ) and
eˆi (t ) is carried out in order to identify differences between artefact corrected epochs

and the reference EEG. In turn, the power spectra of eˆi (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) are compared for
identification of systematic differences between these types of signals after application
of the gradient artefact correction. Last, comparison between the power spectra of
eˆi,ref (t ) and ei,ref (t ) allows evaluation of the EEG preservation after application of the

gradient artefact correction. Besides the usage of spectral power analysis, Freyer et al.
(2009) proposed to use ratios of the median RMS values of ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , and eˆi,ref (t )
to produce additional measures of degree of EEG preservation and artefact attenuation.
c) Alternatively, measurement of the EEG signal preservation is assessed by the
comparison of single events that occurs in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t ) , or in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t )
(Fig. 3.9c). Here, the reference EEG signal, ei,ref (t ) , is recorded outside MRI scanning
intervals as well. In turn, eˆi,ref (t ) can be obtained from the linear addition of sinusoid
waves (playing the role of ei,ref (t ) ) that simulates single events in si (t ) . Analysis and
evaluation of the following single events have been suggested:
(i) ERPs and VEPs (Gonçalves et al., 2007; Mantini et al., 2007; Koskinen and
Vartiainen, 2009; Ryali et al., 2009; Freyer et al., 2009). As described in Section
3.2, ERPs and VEPs are low signal magnitude responses (see Table 3.1) related to
identifiable nervous system events that can be measured in the spontaneous EEG.
Because both ERPs and VEPs suffer from a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), even
in a non-MRI environment, an averaging over the duration (latency time) of the
ERPs/VEPs is required to raise them above the spontaneous EEG. To establish a
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comparison of ERPs/VEPs identified in ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , or eˆi,ref (t ) , the parameters
signal-to-noise ratio and mean squared error have been used:
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):

SNR =

σ ei,ref
σ (e

i,ref

(3.12)

,

− eˆ i )

where the numerator is the standard deviation of ERPs/VEPs identified in ei,ref (t ) ;
and the denominator corresponds to the standard deviation of the difference
between ERPs/VEPs identified in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t ) . The signal-to-noise ratio
calculated as described in Eq. (3.12) represents a summary of discrepancies
between ERPs/VEPs measured in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t ) in time (Ryali et al., 2009;
Grouiller et al., 2007). However, because it is a normalised number, it does not
quantify the absolute value of the residual noise. In parallel, since EPs and ERPs
result from an averaging procedure, they are prone to a natural uncertainty;

SNR =

cov ( ei,ref , eˆ i,ref )
σ ei,ref ⋅ σ eˆ i,ref

,

(3.13)

where cov is the covariance between the of ERPs/VEPs identified in ei,ref (t ) and
eˆi,ref (t ) ; and σ e

i,ref

and σ eˆ

i,ref

are, respectively, the standard deviation of ERPs/VEPs

identified in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) . The signal-to-noise ratio calculated by Eq. (3.13)
corresponds to a measure of cross-correlation between of ERPs/VEPs as well, and
allows an evaluation of frequency characteristics between ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) .
Values of SNR closer to the unity means higher similarity between ei,ref (t ) and
eˆi,ref (t ) .

Mean squared error (MSE):
MSE =

1
N

N

 (e

i ,ref,n

n=1

2

− eˆi ,ref,n ) ,

(3.14)

where n runs over the samples of ERPs/VEPs; and N is the total number of
samples of ERPs/VEPs. The mean squared error (MSE) yields an estimate of the
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difference between ERPs/VEPs in time, by quantifying an average squared error of
such difference. As calculated in Eq. (3.14), smaller values of MSE indicate higher
correspondence between the ERPs/VEPs identified in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) .
(ii) Identification of epileptiform activity or number of epileptic spikes (Bénar et al.,
2003; Hoffmann et al., 2000). The onset of a clinical epileptic seizure is often
characterised by a sudden change of frequency and amplitude in the scalp
potential, referred to as epileptic spikes (Sanei and Chambers, 2007). Observation
and correlation of epileptiform activity or epileptic spikes with the fMRI signal is
important in studies focused on localisation of epileptic foci. Thereby, a gradient
artefact correction method should allow observing a number of epileptic spikes in
eˆi (t ) with high sensitivity and positive predictivity when compared with ei,ref (t ) .

Identification of the epileptic spikes is usually performed by visual inspection of a
trained observer (Bénar et al., 2003). An average rate consisting of the number of
identified epileptic spikes per minute has been suggested by Bénar et al. (2003) to
compare the number of epileptic spikes observed in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t ) (Eq. (3.15)).
Thus, a satisfactory EEG signal preservation is indicated when closer average rates
are calculated for ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t ) .
Average rate =

number of identified spikes
.
min

(3.15)

(iii) Identification of alpha rhythms (Chowdhury et al., 2014; Niazy et al., 2005).
Strong alpha activity (see Section 2.1.2) can be measured in healthy individuals at
rest with their eyes closed, and is suppressed by opening the eyes. Thereby, the
alpha activity should be observed in the corrected EEG eˆi (t ) as well.
3.5.2.1 Critical analysis
The use of single events to perform the measurement of the EEG preservation in eˆi (t ) , as
indicated in Fig. 3.9c, applies when such events are the signal component of interest in eˆi (t ) ,
as used for epileptic spikes. Nevertheless, the use of single events might not applicable when
the signal component of interest in eˆi (t ) is the spontaneous EEG. In this case, the assessment
of the dominant characteristic (Fig. 3.9a) by injection of a set of continuous sinusoids might
be used to allow the assessment of EEG preservation, as performed by Ritter et al. (2007).
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Figure 3.9: Schemes for measurement of EEG signal preservation: (a) by injection of ei,ref (t ) in si (t ) and
retrieval of a dominant characteristic; (b) by comparison of the power spectra of the signals ei,ref (t ) , eˆi,ref (t ) ,
and eˆi (t ) ; (c) by comparison of single events in eˆi (t ) and ei,ref (t ) , or in ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) . The blocks
labelled as Gradient Artefact Correction match the larger block indicated as dashed lines in Figs. 3.4, 3.5, or
3.6.

However, a quantitative evaluation of EEG preservation should also be taken into account
jointly to this approach. Additionally, the use of sinusoids as a simulated EEG reference does
not take into consideration the stochastic and non-stationary nature of the neuronal EEG.
Further, when the spontaneous EEG is the signal component of interest in eˆi (t ) , both analysis
in time and frequency-domain should be complimentarily conducted to assess the degree of
EEG preservation in eˆi (t ) .
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Quantification of the EEG power spectrum in certain spectral bands, as shown in the scheme
of Fig. 3.9b, allows obtaining a comparison between the power in frequencies of the reference
and the estimated EEG. However, the lack of knowledge of the true EEG signal makes it
difficult to compare the power spectra of artefact-corrected EEG excerpts with the spectra of
the EEG recorded inside or outside the scanner. Furthermore, because the spectral analysis
represents an average measure, it should be performed together with evaluation of EEG signal
preservation in the time-domain. Thus, residual spectral power associated with the artefact
might be masked when the spectral analysis is used alone, as well as when RMS amplitude
values over time are used alone. Application of the gradient artefact correction approach
directly in the reference EEG has also the disadvantage of not accounting for the influence of
the gradient artefact and its dependence upon subject head micro-movements (see Section
2.4.3).

3.5.3 Use of phantoms and simulated data
Recordings made in phantoms and/or simulated data have also been employed to evaluate the
performance of gradient artefact correction methods. In this scenario, measurement of the
artefact reduction and the EEG signal preservation can be performed simultaneously (Ritter et
al., 2010). In addition, the voltage recorded by the scalp electrodes is influenced by the
magnetic induction of MRI magnetic field gradients and RF pulses, but not by the other
current sources indicated in Eq. (3.3), or by magnetic coupling with the subject.
Scalp potential electrodes positioned in phantoms that must have a shape consistent with the
human head (e.g. melon, watermelon, water balloon, or agar) are used to record a reference
gradient artefact, g i,ref (t ) , when placed inside the MRI scanner. Next, the measured g i,ref (t ) is
linearly added to a reference EEG, ei,ref (t ) , generating a simulated scalp potential, si,mod (t ) , as
depicted in Fig. 3.10.
Last, application of the gradient artefact correction approach in si,mod (t ) produces the
estimates eˆi,ref (t ) and gˆ i,ref (t ) . Thereby, the assessment of artefact reduction in the estimate can
be evaluated by comparing g i,ref (t ) with gˆ i,ref (t ) . In parallel, evaluation of EEG preservation
can be performed by comparing ei,ref (t ) and eˆi,ref (t ) .
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Figure 3.10: Scheme for evaluation of gradient artefact correction using phantoms or simulated data. The block
labelled as Gradient Artefact Correction match the larger block indicated as dashed lines in Figs. 3.4, 3.5, or
3.6.

Instead of recording in phantoms, the usage of mathematically simulated data as estimation of
g i,ref (t ) and/or ei,ref (t ) has also been proposed (Grouiller et al., 2007). Alternatively, sinusoids

(as mentioned above) or simulated epileptic spikes can be superimposed on ei,ref (t ) and used to
either retrieve a dominant entry or identify single events.
3.5.3.1 Critical analysis
The use of simulations and recordings in phantoms has been proposed by several authors to
minimise the effects of pulse, movement artefacts, and other sources of interference (Fig. 3.2)
on the evaluation of the performance of the gradient artefact correction. This scenario offers
the opportunity of assessing both artefact reduction and EEG signal preservation
simultaneously. However, this approach has the main disadvantage of a lack of realism, in
terms of the complexity of the actual EEG signal, other sources of interference, and intersubject and inter-recording variability (Ritter et al., 2010).

A summary of the approaches described above for gradient artefact correction evaluation is
shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Summary of the approaches for gradient artefact correction evaluation proposed in the literature.
Measurement

Amount
artefact
reduction

Approach

Principle

References

Assessment of the median/average
attenuation of artefact voltages

Calculation of the amplitude or
RMS value of the gradient artefact
estimate, gˆ i (t ) ; calculation of the

Allen et al. (2000);
Anami et al. (2003)

of
Assessment of the median/average
spectral power attenuation within
the
artefact
frequency
bins
associated with the 1/TR-slice

amplitude of voltages associated
with gradient residual artefacts
Calculation of the power spectrum
in a bandwidth associated with the
artefact activity in Si ( f ) and

Eˆ i ( f )

ei,ref (t ) in The dominant characteristic of
si (t ) and retrieval of a dominant ei,ref (t ) is used as a contrast to be

Niazy et al. (2005);
Mandelkow
et
al.
(2006); Mullinger et al.
(2011)

Linear addition of

characteristic of

Comparison of the power spectra of
the signals ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , and

The similarity of the power spectra

eˆi,ref (t )

are used to
preservation

Degree of EEG
signal
preservation

Ei,ref ( f ) , Eˆ i ( f ) , and Eˆ i,ref ( f )
assess

the

EEG

Comparison of VEPs and ERPs
observed in ei,ref (t ) , eˆi (t ) , or
Identification and comparison of
single events in ei,ref (t ) and

eˆi (t ) , or eˆi,ref (t )

eˆi,ref (t )
Comparison of the number of
epileptic spikes observed in
ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t )
Identification of alpha activity in

eˆi (t )
Use
of
phantoms
or
simulated data

Simultaneous
g i,ref (t ) and

comparison

Ritter et al. (2007)

identified in eˆi (t ) + eˆi,ref (t )

ei,ref (t )

of

Use

of

gˆ i,ref (t ) , and of phantoms
simulated
ei,ref (t ) and eˆi (t )

data
or

recorded from
mathematically

Allen et al. (2000);
Garreffa et al. (2003);
Ritter et al. (2007);
Freyer et al. (2009);
Becker et al. (2005)
Gonçalves et al. (2007);
Mantini et al. ( 2007);
Koskinen and Vartiainen
(2009); Ryali et al.
(2009); Anwar et al.
(2009); Liu et al. (2012);
Solana et al. (2014)

Hoffmann et al. (2000);
Bénar et al. (2003)

Chowdhury et al. (2014);
Niazy et al. (2005)
Grouiller et al. (2007);
Mandelkow
et
al.
(2010); Gonçalves et al.
(2007); Spencer (2015)

3.6 Methodology for evaluation of gradient artefact correction methods
proposed for the current thesis
In the previous sections, we have provided an overview of the existing approaches for
evaluation of gradient correction methods. Some characteristics discussed above could be
taken into account to outline a framework for a systematic correction evaluation:
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1. As complimentary measures of gradient artefact correction performance,
measurement of the artefact reduction as well as of the neuronal EEG signal
preservation shall be jointly undertaken (Ritter et al., 2007).
2. The EEG signal component of interest is a crucial factor for the correct choice of
the reference signals.
3. In the current thesis, the focus is on the spontaneous EEG. Thus, entire EEG excerpt
lengths should be analysed as the characteristic of interest, rather than single events.
Hence, we should search for an approach implementation that might more broadly and
accurately address the complexity of the spontaneous EEG.
4. As discussed above, a difficulty that arises with regard to the analysis of the
spontaneous EEG is its stochastic and non-stationary nature. To handle this matter,
analyses in time and frequency-domain shall be complimentarily carried out to assess
the artefact reduction as well as the EEG signal preservation.
5. The complexity of the neuronal EEG and the influence of the pulse and movement
artefact as well as of other sources of interference are underestimated in case of using
phantoms and simulated EEG data. Measures in phantoms and mathematically
simulated data of the gradient artefact were not available in the current work either.
6. In this scenario, to perform the measurement of EEG preservation in the timedomain, the evaluation approach should allow the rejection of gˆ i (t ) and eˆi (t ) , and
preservation of eˆi,ref (t ) . Thus, the reference EEG, ei,ref (t ) , and its estimate, eˆi,ref (t ) ,
could be compared.
Following the considerations above, our proposal for evaluation of gradient artefact correction
in this thesis is described as follows.

3.6.1 Assessment of the artefact reduction
The assessment of the artefact reduction has been carried out by using the procedures
described in the paragraphs a) and b) of Section 3.5.1. Such procedures were used as
complimentary measures in time and frequency-domain.
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Regarding the procedure described in paragraph a), the attenuation of artefact voltages was
calculated using the amplitude of the estimate gˆ i (t ) as well as its RMS value. In case of the
procedure of paragraph b), the attenuation was calculated in decibels (Eq. (3.9)). Real data
consisting of the scalp potentials recorded during MRI scanning has been utilised to perform
this analysis.

3.6.2 Measurement of EEG signal preservation
To carry out the measurement of EEG signal preservation, we have proposed the use of the
scheme depicted in Fig. 3.11 (see Section 5.4.2):

Figure 3.11: Proposed scheme for measurement of the EEG signal preservation by linear addition of ei,ref ( τ ) in

si (t ) . Both ei,ref ( τ ) and si (t ) were picked up from the same EEG electrode in different times, t and τ. The
blocks labelled as Gradient Artefact Correction match the larger block indicated as dashed lines in Figs. 3.4,
3.5, or 3.6.

As indicated in Fig. 3.11, the reference EEG signal, ei,ref ( τ ) , was linearly added to the
measured scalp potential, si (t ) , thus generating the modified signal si,mod . ei,ref ( τ ) was
provided as real EEG data recorded inside the MRI scanner during non-scan periods. In Fig.
3.11, thus τ indicates that the reference EEG has been recorded at a different time than si (t ) .
The gradient artefact correction method was then applied to si,mod and si (t ) , respectively,
resulting in the estimates eˆi,1 (t ) + eˆi,ref ( τ ) and eˆi,2 (t ) . Thus, the subtraction between these
estimates allows obtaining an estimate of the reference signal, eˆi,ref ( τ ) , that was finally
compared with ei,ref ( τ ) . Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) have been used to calculate the SNR and the
MSE as complimentary measures of temporal and frequency contents of ei,ref ( τ ) and eˆi,ref ( τ ) .
In addition to being of simple implementation, the advantage of using the evaluation scheme
of Fig. 3.11 is that it allows the assessment of larger EEG experts by accounting the stochastic
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nature of the neuronal EEG signal, and not single events only. The scheme shown in Fig. 3.11
has been used to assess the EEG preservation in Chapters 5 and 7. In Chapter 6, along with
identification of epileptiform activity (see Section 3.6.3, below), we provided the assessment
of the EEG preservation in eˆi (t ) by the quantification of the EEG power spectrum in a certain
bandwidth.
As described in the next chapters, most of the proposed strategies for gradient artefact
correction are frequency-domain filtering-based approaches in which synchronisation
between the acquisition clock of the MRI equipment and the EEG system sampling frequency
has also been taken into account. Thereby, we have used the scheme of Fig. 3.5 as well as the
scheme of Fig. 3.12 – in which the block corresponding to the synchronisation procedure is
indicated – within the design of our approaches for gradient artefact suppression:

Figure 3.12: Correction scheme to estimate and suppress g i (t ) in frequency-domain, taking into account a
synchronisation procedure between the EEG system sampling frequency and the MRI acquisition clock.

Hence, considering the scheme of Fig. 3.11, the blocks labelled as Gradient Artefact

Correction also match the larger block indicated as dashed lines in the scheme of Fig. 3.12.
3.6.3 Visual inspection by a trained EEG expert
As assessment of evaluation of the gradient artefact correction performance, we also used
visual inspection to check the quality of the gradient artefact-corrected EEG, eˆi (t ) . In this way,
a trained EEG expert was requested to identify the occurrence of epileptiform activity in eˆi (t ) ,
thus providing a clinical indication of quality of the signal used in epilepsy studies, as
described in Chapter 6.
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3.7 Concluding remarks
As discussed in this chapter, the proposal of techniques for estimation and suppression of the
gradient artefact from scalp potential recordings has been recurrently reported in the literature.
However, the improvement of the quality of the EEG signal obtained after application of the
gradient artefact correction is still an open matter, especially concerning a better balance for
the trade-off between artefact suppression and preservation of the neuronal EEG. In this way,
efforts in this regard might result in a more effective access of higher-frequency neuronal
EEG activity in the gamma band and above. In the next chapters, the design and
implementation of novel filtering approaches for gradient artefact correction are proposed in
order to achieve a better balance for the trade-off between artefact suppression and
preservation of the neuronal EEG.
Regarding the evaluation of the gradient artefact correction methods, the use of a more
systematic approach could make it easier to compare the different methodologies used for
correction of the gradient artefact, as well as to facilitate the selection of a certain method
amongst the existing ones, according to the quality required for the EEG signal. With this
intent, our methodology described in Section 3.6 has been proposed and employed to evaluate
the gradient artefact correction approaches utilised in this thesis. Besides, the evaluation
scheme for EEG preservation depicted in Fig. 3.11 might also be used within the evaluation
of other types of artefact correction procedures and in other signal processing analyses, as
remarked in Chapter 9.
Application of the gradient artefact correction methods in EEG data sets recorded by using
MRI scanners from different vendors is also provided in Chapters 5 – 8.
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CHAPTER 4

Enhancement of the Comb-filtering Selectivity using
Iterative Moving-Average for Periodic Waveform and
Harmonic Elimination*

4.1 Abstract
A recurring problem regarding the use of conventional comb-filter approaches for elimination
of periodic waveforms is the degree of selectivity achieved by the filtering process. Some
applications, such as the suppression of the gradient artefact from scalp potential recordings,
require a highly selective comb-filtering that provides effective attenuation in the stop-bands
and gain close to unity in the pass-bands. In this chapter, we present a novel comb-filtering
implementation whereby we propose to exploit the iterative filtering application of FIR
moving-average-based approaches in order to enhance the comb-filtering selectivity. Our
results indicate that the proposed comb-filtering implementation can approximate the filter
gain in the pass-bands to unity. A cascaded implementation using the proposed approach
shows to further increase the attenuation in the filter stop-bands. Moreover, broadening of the
comb-filtering stop-bands bandwidth around -3 dB according to the fundamental frequency of
the stop-band can be achieved by our devised method, in addition to providing no distortion
effects in the signal phase. Such comb-filtering characteristics are investigated in Chapter 5
within the proposed approach to attenuate the gradient artefact. The iterative application of
time-domain averaging reveals to enable the use of a smaller number of averages during
application of such a method. The proposed method can be used to design a novel notch
filtering approach with enhanced selectivity as well.

*

This chapter was based on the paper:

Ferreira, J.L., Wu, Y., R., and Aarts, R.M. (2018). Enhancement of the Comb-filtering Selectivity using Iterative
Moving-Average for Periodic Waveform and Harmonic Elimination. J. Healthc. Eng. 2018: article ID 7901502,
1-14.
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4.2 Introduction
In biomedical signal processing and signal processing in general, comb-filtering approaches
represent an important class of filters that plays a relevant role in different fields, such as
extraction or elimination of periodic signal components, speech enhancement, audio and
speech signal processing, decimation processes, prediction and estimation of geophysical
signals, and power-line rejection (Rangayyan, 2002; Braun, 2011; Meher et al., 2011; Proakis
and Manolakis, 1996; Zeng et al., 2017). In its simplest form, a comb-filter can be viewed as a
combination of notch filters in which the null frequencies occur periodically across the filter
bandwidth. Another and often-used comb-filtering approach is the conventional FIR movingaverage filter indicated in Eq. (4.1):

yn =

1
M

M −1

x

,

n−k

(4.1)

k= 0

whose representation in z-domain and discrete time realisation are shown, respectively, in Eq.
(4.2) and Fig. 4.1.

(
(

)
)

−M
Y ( z)
1 1− z
=
= H MAF ( z ) ,
X ( z ) M 1 − z −1

(4.2)

with M = f s f M , where f s is the sampling frequency, and f M is the fundamental of the
periodic null frequencies.

xn

Σ

+

+

+

Σ

1
M

yn

-

z −1

z -M

Figure 4.1: Discrete time realisation of the moving-average filter described in Eq. (4.2).

The comb-filter realisation indicated in Eq. (4.2) is widely employed because of its
computational efficiency. As limitations, however, Eq. (4.2) provides a magnitude response
with low attenuation in the filter stop-bands as well as non-uniform gain and high attenuation
in the pass-bands, as indicated in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Frequency response of H MAF (ω) for some values of M: (a) magnitude response; (b) phase response.

In addition, despite the piece-wise linearity of the phase characteristic, it can provoke
increased phase delay for higher values of M. A filter that provokes no effects on the signal
phase helps to preserve features over time in the output filtered waveform exactly where they
occur in the input unfiltered signal. Thus, usually, zero-phase (non-causal) filters are
preferable for many applications in electrophysiology (Widmann et al., 2015).
Therefore, the frequency response characteristics shown in Fig. 4.2 may be undesirable in
certain applications, and are far from those of an ideal comb-filter: zero gain at notch
frequencies, uniform and unity gain in the pass-bands, and no effects on the signal phase
(Proakis and Manolakis, 1996; Rangayyan, 2002). To make the comb-filter realisation of Eq.
(4.2) more selective or closer to the ideal behaviour, some strategies have been suggested in
the literature. For instance, it can be achieved by the introduction of poles in the transfer
function of the comb-filter realisation of Eq. (4.2), as indicated in Eq. (4.3) (Proakis and
Manolakis; 1996; Tahir and Mazumder, 2014; Prodić et al., 2003):

H MOD ( z ) =

1 − z − M 1 − r ⋅ z −1
,
1 − z −1 1 − r ⋅ z −1 M

(

)

(4.3)
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where the value of the parameter r is contained in the interval [0, 1). As mentioned by Proakis
and Manolakis (1996), the insertion of poles in Eq. (4.2) has the effect of introducing a
resonance in the vicinity of the null, thus provoking reduction of the bandwidth of the stopbands. Therefore, the zeros z = e
vicinity the poles z = r ⋅ e

j 2πk

M

j 2πk

M

placed at the unit circle in the z-plane will have in their

. The comb-filter approach described in Eq. (4.3) has been

successfully used in several applications, such as in harmonic compensators and rectifiers in
power systems (Prodić et al., 2003; Tahir and Mazumder, 2014). However, one of the
limitations of this approach is the decreased attenuation in the stop-bands, as the value of r
increases towards 1. Furthermore, there is a trade-off between the values of M and r, which is
contingent to the performance requirement of the filter: on one hand, the use of higher values
of M makes this method computationally expensive regarding memory usage. On the other
hand, the exponential decrease of the power rM makes the filter be implemented by using
lower-resolution computer unit. Thus, there exists a compromise between the value of M and
the computer unit resolution (Tahir and Mazumder, 2014).
Another proposed strategy to improve the selectivity of the comb-filtering provided by Eq.
(4.2) is the time-domain averaging approach. Time-domain averaging consists of a kind of
comb-filtering approach based on a coherent detection process whereby estimation and
elimination of the periodic activity is carried out by averaging repetitive sequences of a
periodic signal, p ( t ) , observed in the input signal, x ( t ) :

x (t ) = p (t ) + e (t ) .

(4.4)

In Eq. (4.4), e ( t ) represents the non-periodic component of x ( t ) which could be a noise
signal or some stochastic process. Under the assumption that p ( t ) and e ( t ) are uncorrelated,
summing up N subsequent segments x ( tk ) corresponding to the periodic signal results in
coherent summation of p ( t ) (Braun, 1975). Thus, the estimate of p ( t ) obtained by timedomain averaging can be calculated by the following discrete representation:

pˆ n =
Or in z-domain:

1
N

N −1

x

n − kM

k= 0

.

(4.5)
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H p (z) =

(
(

)
)

− NM
1 1− z
.
N 1 − z−M
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(4.6)

The frequency response associated with the non-periodic component is derived from the
subtraction between the discrete representation xn and Eq. (4.5):

eˆn = xn − pˆ ( t ) = xn −

1
N

N −1

x

n − kM

= yn .

(4.7)

k= 0

Thus,

Y (z)
= 1 − H p ( z )  H TDA ( z ) = 1 − H p ( z ) ,
X (z)

(4.8)

where H TDA ( z ) is the magnitude response of the comb-filtering for elimination of the periodic
component.
Time-domain averaging is a well-established comb-filtering approach which has been widely
used to estimate and extract periodic signals encountered in phenomena involving some
rotating machinery (Braun, 1975; McFadden, 1987). Time-domain averaging-based
approaches have been also proposed to estimate and eliminate the gradient artefact from the
EEG signal, such as the average artefact subtraction (AAS) method (Allen et al., 2000; Becker
et al., 2005). As described in Section 2.4.1, the gradient artefact consists of a periodic
waveform which is induced in the voltage recorded in the human scalp by the rapidly varying
magnetic field gradients and radiofrequency pulses used in MRI sequences during
simultaneous acquisition of EEG and fMRI data (Anami et al., 2003; Yan et al., 2009). One
limitation of time-domain averaging is its high dependency on accurate sampling of the
periodic waveform p(t). The occurrence of jitter errors may result in imprecise sampling of
the averaging waveforms which can impair the effectiveness of the method. Thus, the period
of the repetitive waveform must be an exact multiple of the sampling interval. In parallel, the
period of p(t) must be precisely known, requiring an external trigger or reference signal
provided by an additional hardware (Braun, 1975; Mandelkow et al., 2006). In case of
suppression of the gradient artefact from the EEG signal, subject movements or small drifts
may also compromise the performance of the algorithm because they change the morphology
and shape of the artefact, in such a way that it is not possible to obtain an accurate estimate of
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pˆ ( t ) . Subject movements or small drifts also provoke broadening of the harmonic artefact
spectral lines (Spencer, 2015), whose attenuation may not be effectively accounted for by the
AAS time-domain averaging-based comb-filter, as remarked in Section 3.3.4. In consequence,
residual artefacts are left behind in the corrected EEG after subtraction of the estimated
periodic waveform p̂n .
In this chapter, we present a novel comb-filtering implementation to improve the selectivity of
the comb-filtering provided by Eq. (4.2). As described in Section 4.3, implementation of such
a comb-filter has been based on an iterative filtering decomposition process (Lin et al., 2009)
whereby an estimation of the filtered signal can be obtained by the iterative application of an
FIR moving-average filter-based approach named double average filter. Comparison between
our comb-filtering implementation and those existing methodologies to enhance the
selectivity of Eq. (4.2) described above shows that our approach could be used in scenarios in
which those approaches might be not effective, such as during broadening of harmonic
spectral lines associated with the gradient artefact. Additionally, the iterative application of
time-domain averaging demonstrates to enable the use of a smaller number of averages during
application of such a method, as discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.

4.3 Methods
In recent research (Lin et al., 2009), iterative filtering decomposition has been proposed as an
alternative implementation for empirical mode decomposition (Huang et al., 1998). According
to this methodology, a series Li of low-pass filters (or moving-average filters) is used to
decompose a signal in intra-wave frequency modes or intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). Here,
we have exploited the estimation of the first IMF, F1, by application of the filter (1 – L1) in
the input signal x:
F1 = lim

j →∞

(1 − L1 )

j −1

x,

(4.9)

where L1 corresponds to an FIR moving-average-based filter. The convergence of the iterative
filtering decomposition is ensured by the coefficients (masks) of the filter L1 having value
between 0 and 1, and has been demonstrated by Lin et al. (2009).
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4.3.1 Design of a novel comb-filtering approach for elimination of periodic waveforms
As L1, initially we investigated the forward-backward application of the moving-average filter
indicated in Eq. (4.1) in the input signal, xn (Ferreira et al., 2014a; Ferreira et al., 2016). This
procedure allows obtaining a filtered signal with zero-phase distortion which is a
characteristic of an ideal comb-filter. The forward-backward application of Eq. (4.1) in xn can
be expressed as:

yn =

=

1
M

M −1

1
M

1

M −1

 M  x

n−k



k=0

k=0



 n+k

M − k 

 xn+k .
M 
k = − M +1 
M −1



(4.10)

Equation (4.10) is also referred to as double average filter (Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012),
where the coefficients of xn+k correspond to a triangular window of length 2 × M. By
applying the z-transformation in Eq. (4.10), it results in the following transfer function:

HD

(1 − z )(1 − z ) ,
(z) =
( M ) (1 − z ) (1 − z )
−M

1

2

M

(4.11)

−1

whose discrete time realisation is depicted in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Discrete time realisation of Eq. (4.11).

The frequency response of H D ( z ) is derived from Eq. (4.11) by setting z = ejω. Hence:

H D ( ω) =

1

(M )

2

 ωM 
sin 2 

 2 
.
ω
sin 2  
2

(4.12)
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Figure 4.4 depicts the magnitude response of H D (ω) , calculated according to Eq. (4.12), for
some values of M. It also shows the presence of spaced zeros at the frequency 2π / M. For a
hypothetical value M = 1, H D (ω) becomes an all-pass band filter:
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Figure 4.4: Magnitude response of H D (ω) for some values of M.

The phase response of H D (ω) possesses a zero-phase characteristic, as a result of the
forward-backward application of the moving-average filter of Eq. (4.1):
 Im [ H D (ω) ] 
θD (ω) = tan -1 
 = 0.
 Re [ H D (ω) ] 

(4.13)

Therefore, Eq. (4.11) describes a moving-average filter that provides no distortion effects in
the phase of the signal in the whole filter pass-band. Equation (4.11) is also a non-causal filter
because each sample in the filtered output signal is calculated from preceding and future
samples of the unfiltered input signal (Widmann et al., 2015; Proakis and Manolakis, 1996).
Replacing Eq. (4.11) by L1 in Eq. (4.9), and taking into account a number J of iterations, it
can be rewritten as (Ferreira et al., 2014a):
J

F1 ( z ) = (1 − H D ( z ) ) X ( z ) 

F1 ( z )
J
= (1 − H D ( z ) ) = H1 ( z ) .
X (z)

(4.14)

Equation (4.14) corresponds to the transfer function that relates the extracted periodic
waveform, p ( t ) , and the input signal, x ( t ) , as indicated in Eq. (4.4). Therefore, after
elimination of p ( t ) , the output y ( t ) of the proposed comb-filter is related to x ( t ) as
(Ferreira et al., 2016):
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Y ( z ) = (1 − H1 ( z ) ) X ( z ) 

Y ( z)
= 1 − H1 ( z ) = H C ( z ) .
X ( z)
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(4.15)

To improve the attenuation in the stop-bands, we investigated application of H C ( z ) within
the cascade implementation indicated in Eq. (4.16):
L

H L ( z ) = [ H C ( z )] ,

(4.16)

where L is the number of cascades.
Because Eq. (4.15) has been derived from Eq. (4.11), which has zero-phase distortion
characteristic, it does not cause any distortion effects on the filtered signal phase either. The
same behaviour occurs for Eq. (4.16), so that the cascade application of H C ( z ) does not
affect the phase of the filtered signal.

4.3.2 Iterative application of time-domain averaging
As an alternative for the filter L1 in Eq. (4.9), we have also investigated the use of the timedomain averaging filter described in Eq. (4.8). To this end, we have taken into account a
number J of iterations of Eq. (4.9) which was rewritten as:
J

F2 ( z ) = (1 − H TDA ( z ) ) X ( z ) 

F2 ( z )
J
= (1 − H TDA ( z ) ) = H p ( z )
X (z)

(

)

J

= H 2 ( z) .

(4.17)

Thereby, by eliminating the estimated periodic signal, the output will be related to the input as:

Y (z)
= 1 − H 2 ( z ) = H RTDA ( z ) .
X (z)

(4.18)

4.3.3 Using the proposed method to design a novel notch filtering approach
As remarked by Braun (2011), the frequency response provided by Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8)
corresponds to the convolution between the frequency response depicted in Fig. 4.2 and a
train of unit pulses separated by the period M. Making use of this idea, we also investigated
the convolution of a single pulse, δ , and the magnitude response indicated in Fig. 4.2a to
design a novel notch filtering approach approximated to the ideal case:
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H 3 (ω) = δ(ω) ∗ H MAF (ω) .

(4.19)

Figure 4.5 shows this convolution, where the unit pulse has been located at the frequency ω0 ,
and H MAF (ω) was calculated for M = 2. As can be noticed in Fig. 4.5b, Eq. (4.19)
corresponds to a band-pass filter with unit amplitude and central frequency at ω0 .
H MAF (ω)
(a)

δ

1

1

*

ω0

(b)
1

=

ω0

Figure 4.5: Convolution between the unit pulse δ (located at the frequency ω0 ) and H MAF (ω) (M = 2). It results
in a band-pass filter with central frequency at ω0 .

Replacing L1 in Eq. (4.9) by (1 − H 3 ( z ) ) , and taking into account a certain number J of
iterations, it results in the notch filter H NTC ( z ) of Eq. (4.20):
J
F ( z)
J
J
F3 ( z ) = 1 − (1 − H 3 ( z ) )  X ( z )  3
= ( H 3 ( z ) )  H NTC ( z ) = 1 − ( H 3 ( z ) ) .
X ( z)

(4.20)

Like in Eq. (4.16), we investigated the application of Eq. (4.20) in a cascade implementation
to enlarge the attenuation at the notch frequency, as indicated in Eq. (4.21):
L

H NL ( z ) = [ H NTC ( z ) ] .

(4.21)
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Frequency characteristics of the novel comb-filtering approach
All frequency responses depicted below have been calculated using a number of samples
Ns = 300000 samples, so that ω was set as ω = [-π, π], with frequency interval at 2π × (1 / Ns).
In these figures, only the frequencies ranging from 0 to π are shown. The simulations were
performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) environment.
In Fig. 4.6, the magnitude response of H C ( z ) (Eq. (4.15)) is depicted, taking into account
M = 10 and M = 100, and some values of J. It can be observed that increasing of J is followed
by substantial increasing of the filter gain, which attains 0 dB as well as become more
uniform in the different pass-bands. On the other hand, increasing of J is also followed by
reduction in the attenuation in the filter stop-bands. On the extreme case, when J → ∞, Eq.
(4.15) tends to become an all-pass band filter, as shown in Fig. 4.7a. By fixing the value of J
and varying M, Eq. (4.15) shows to provide more uniform gain in the pass-bands for smaller
values of M, as observed in Fig. 4.7b.
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Figure 4.6: Magnitude response of H C (ω) , taking into account (a) M = 10; and (b) M = 100, and some values of
J.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Magnitude response of H C (ω) for M = 10 and some values of J (J → ∞); (b) magnitude
response of H C for J = 10000 and some values of M: M = 10 (blue trace), M = 100 (red trace), and M = 1000
(green trace).

4.4.2. Iterative application of time-domain averaging
By setting z = ejω in Eq. (4.6), the magnitude and phase response of the periodic component

pˆ ( t ) obtained by time-domain averaging are, respectively, derived as:

1
 H p ( ω) =
N

 ωNM 
sin 

 2 
,
 ωM 
sin 

 2 

(4.22)

and

 Im  H p (ω)  

 θ p (ω) = tan -1  
.

 
Re
(
)
H
ω
  p


(4.23)

Figure 4.8 depicts the magnitude and phase response of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23), taking into
account M = 10, for N = 4 (dark trace), N = 8 (green trace), and N = 16 (gray trace).
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Figure 4.8: Frequency response H p (ω) for M = 10, taking into account N = 4 (dark trace), N = 8 (green trace),
and N = 16 (gray trace): (a) magnitude response; (b) phase response.

The main lobes of the magnitude response H p (ω) lie spaced at the frequency 2π/M, and
have unit amplitude. By increasing N, the amplitude of the side-lobes is reduced as well as the
main lobes become narrower. Regarding the phase response, it is not linear, but has
approximated piece-wise linearity between the null frequencies of the lobes (Braun, 1975;
McFadden, 1987; Proakis and Manolakis, 1996). In turn, Fig. 4.9 shows the frequency
response associated with the non-periodic component e ( t ) , as indicated in Eq. (4.8).
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Figure 4.9: Magnitude response of H TDA ( z ) for M = 10 and some values of N.
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Figure 4.10 depicts the frequency response provided by Eq. (4.17), taking into account
M = 10 and N = 4, for J = 1 (dark trace), J = 3 (green trace), and J = 8 (gray trace). It can be
noticed that increasing of J in Eq. (4.17) has a similar effect to increasing N in Eq. (4.22), by
reducing the amplitude of the side-lobes and narrowing the main lobe. Regarding the phase
response, it remains piece-wise linear after increasing of J. In Fig. 4.11, the frequency
response corresponding to Eq. (4.18) is depicted, for M = 10, N = 8, and some values of J.
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Figure 4.10: Frequency response of Eq. (4.17), taking into account M = 10, N = 4, for J = 1 (dark trace), J = 3 (green trace),
and J = 8 (gray trace): (a) magnitude response; (b) phase response.
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Figure 4.11: Magnitude response of H RTDA (ω) , taking into account M = 10, N = 8, and some values of J.
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It can be observed that as J increases, the filter gain is approximated to the unity along the
pass-bands as well as the stop-bands become narrower. Therefore, increasing of J in Eq. (4.18)
attests a similar effect to that provided by increasing of N in Eq. (4.8).

4.4.3 Notch filter characteristics obtained by iterative moving-average
The magnitude response corresponding to H NTC ( z ) is depicted in Fig. 4.12, taking into
account M = 2, some values of J, and Ns = 300000 samples for H MAF (ω) as well. The stopband of the notch filter was located at ω0 = π/2. It can be observed that the bandwidth of the
notch filter stop-band is narrowed by increasing the value of J, as well as Eq. (4.20) tends to
become an all-pass band filter when J → ∞. This notch filter does not cause any effects on the
phase of the signal.
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Figure 4.12: Magnitude response of H NTC (ω) (Eq. (4.20)), taking into account M = 2, some values of J, and
ω0 = π/2.

4.5 Further comparative analyses and discussion
As indicated in Figs. 4.6 and 4.9, by increasing the parameters J (Eq. (4.15)) and N (Eq. (4.8)),
the gain in the filter pass-bands provided, respectively, by H C and H TDA increases and attains
the unity (0 db). Simultaneously, a reduction of attenuation in the stop-bands is also observed.
Nevertheless, rather than the response of H MOD of Eq. (4.3) (Prodić et al., 2003; Tahir and
Mazumder, 2014), there is no effects on the phase response corresponding to H C and H TDA ,
which remains zero radians for any values of frequency. On the other hand, H TDA (Eq. (4.8))
cannot be applied in a cascade implementation due to the ripple that occurs below and around
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0 dB in the pass-bands (see stop-band detail in Fig. 4.10), which can compromise the gain
uniformity along the pass-bands. As H C shows no ripple along the pass-bands and no phasedistortion, these characteristics allow the application of H C in a cascade implementation (Eq.
(4.15)) to improve the attenuation in the stop-bands. H MOD (Eq. 4.3), in turn, cannot be
applied within a cascade implementation without causing some distortion in the signal phase
alike.
It is noteworthy that the forward-backward filtering described in Eq. (4.10) has been used to
derive Eq. (4.11). As such, the magnitude response of Eq. (4.11) ( H D ) has a (real) squared
magnitude response of the original filter H MAF (Eq. (4.2)) (Smith, 1999). However, Eq. (4.11)
is later used in Eq. (4.14) to provide the novel comb-filtering approach based upon iterative
filtering. Thus, the magnitude response H C of Eq. (4.14) does not possess a squared response
like H D . Rather, the magnitude response of Eq. (4.14) is a combination of every component
iteratively obtained by using Eq. (4.11) as L1 in Eq. (4.9).
Figures 4.8 – 4.11 show that the iterative application of time-domain averaging, according to
Eq. (4.18), represents an alternative to using higher values of N because it permits to obtain
narrower comb-filter stop-bands as well as phase distortion approximately zero along the
filter pass-bands. Thus, in addition to enhancing the comb-filter selectivity, time-domain
averaging applied with a J number of iterations enables to use a smaller number of averaging
periods. Figure 4.13 depicts the difference amongst H MOD , H TDA , H C , and H L regarding the
bandwidth in the stop-bands around -3 dB. The analysis depicted in this figure has taken into
account M = 20. In case of H MOD , above around r = 0.95, the bandwidth around -3 dB is
equal for all stop-bands. In turn, for H TDA (and H RTDA ), such a bandwidth is approximately
similar for all stop-bands, irrespective of the value of N (and J). On the other hand, for H C ,
the width of the stop-bands around -3 dB depends on the frequency of the stop-band as well
as the value of J. The attenuation in the stop-bands (as well as the gain in the pass-bands) may
lie below -3 dB for smaller values of J (see Fig. 4.6). As the gain in the pass-bands
approximates to 0 dB when J increases, the bandwidth of the stop-bands around -3 dB
becomes narrower. However, it is not the same for all stop-bands, but it enlarges according to
the fundamental frequency (fd) of the stop-band (Fig. 4.13c). Such a difference is even higher
for smaller values of J. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4.13c, the higher the fundamental
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frequency of the stop-band, the broader is its respective bandwidth.
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Figure 4.13: Bandwidth of the stop-bands around -3 dB (M = 20), for (a) H MOD , (b) H TDA , (c) H C , and (d)
4
H L (J = 1 × 10 ). fs = 5 kHz.

In Fig. 4.14, an exemplary setting of parameters r, N, J, and L are used to illustrate the
bandwidth of the stop-bands according to the fundamental frequency (fd). As predicted by Eq.
(4.16), the stop-band width is further enlarged when H C is applied within the cascade
implementation ( H L ), especially in stop-bands with higher fundamental frequency (Figs.
4.13d and 4.14). As can also be observed in Fig. 4.14, H C , H L , and H MOD do not provide a
stop-band around 0 Hz, whereas it is produced by H TDA and H RTDA .
Regarding the computational effort, we verified that H C and H L are less computationally
demanding than H MOD , H TDA , and H RTDA . This can be ascribed to the computational
efficiency of Eq. (4.11) which precisely requires the double of the computations of Eq. (4.2),
as indicated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3. The worst case of computational effort was for H MOD , whose
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application was seriously compromised because of expensive computational memory demand
by higher values of M (Prodić et al., 2003; Tahir and Mazumder, 2014).
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Figure 4.14: Bandwidth of the stop-bands around -3 dB (M = 20) for an exemplary setting of parameters r, N, J,
and L. fs = 5 kHz.

Because a comb-filter can also be implemented as a combination of notch filters, the
selectivity provided by Eq. (4.21) could be used to design a highly selective comb-filtering
approach with a variable bandwidth for the different filter stop-bands. Regarding the use of
values of M > 2 in Eq. (4.20), we observed that some ripple around and below 0 dB may
appear in the frequency response of H NTC for smaller values of J, which can cause nonuniform gain along the pass-bands within the cascade implementation indicated in Eq. (4.21).
Case higher values of J are used in this scenario, the filter gain becomes uniform, but the
notch filter stop-band would have narrower bandwidth than when M = 2 in Eq. (4.21).
A limitation of the comb-filtering provided by Eqs. (4.11), (4.14), and (4.15) is concerned
with the use of non-causal filters in real-time applications. Because Eq. (4.11) is a non-causal
filter, Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) also correspond to non-causal filters. As non-causal filters
require full data (past and future samples of the unfiltered signal) they cannot be implemented
in real-time applications. In the same way, the frequency-domain implementation of the
filtering design method by using iterative filtering proposed in this chapter cannot be used in
real-time applications as well because it also requires full data usage (Rangayyan, 2002).
Non-causal filters might also cause side-effects by smearing some features in the filtering
signal back in time (Rousselet, 2012; Widmann et al., 2015). An assessment about the
preservation of the electrophysiological signal (neuronal EEG) in the comb-filtered signal by
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(4.14) and (4.15) is performed in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.5).
In future work, Eq. (4.20) should have its performance compared with other notch filter
approaches (Vlček and Zahradník, 2004), as well as Eq. (4.21) should be used and evaluated
in applications where notch or comb-filtering is required. Additionally, other filters L1 in Eq.
(4.9) should be investigated and evaluated for the iterative comb-filtering implementation
proposed here. Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) should also be used and have its performance evaluated
in signal processing applications where broadening of harmonic spectral lines is observed.
This characteristic is further investigated in Chapters 5 and 6 for attenuation of the gradient
artefact activity associated with broadening of artefact spectral lines caused by tiny subject
head movements. As a further suggestion for future work, iterative time-domain averaging
should be assessed by using other kinds of moving-averaging filters, such as the exponential
averaging and running averaging (Braun, 2011).

4.6 Conclusions
A number of biomedical and other signal processing applications require the use of combfiltering approaches that perform elimination or extraction of periodic waveforms with high
degree of selectivity. As regards the elimination of periodic waveforms, the comb-filter
should be able to suppress the harmonics associated with the periodic signal and,
simultaneously, preserve the stochastic component or noisy signal according to the level of
quality required by the application. Thus, it is important to make sure that the performance of
the comb-filtering approach meets the selectivity requirements of the application. Since such
requirements are not always met by the existing methods, investigation and proposal of novel
approaches to improve the comb-filtering selectivity have been often described in the
literature.
In this work, we have proposed and demonstrated how iterative filtering decomposition can
be used to improve the selectivity of comb-filtering approaches as well as to design a novel
notch-filter, which are based on the conventional FIR moving-average filter. The novel combfiltering approach we devised has demonstrated to provide unit gain in the pass-bands, no
effects on the signal phase, and broadening of the stop-band bandwidth around -3 dB
according to the fundamental frequency of the stop-band. Moreover, a cascade
implementation of the proposed approach permits to further increase the attenuation provided
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in the stop-bands. In parallel, the iterative application of time-domain averaging allows using
a smaller number of averaging epochs in order to estimate the periodic signal component.
Hence, when a number of iterations are taken into consideration, the noise component can be
attenuated with a factor higher than the square roots of the number of averaging epochs. Last,
the novel notch filter implementation by iterative decomposition shows to provide a selective
filtering with a large range of values for the stop-band bandwidth around -3 dB.
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CHAPTER 5

Gradient Artefact Correction and Evaluation of the EEG
Recorded Simultaneously with fMRI Data using
Optimised Moving-Average*

5.1 Abstract
Over the past years, co-registered EEG-fMRI has emerged as a powerful tool for
neurocognitive research and correlated studies, mainly because of the possibility of
integrating the high temporal resolution of the EEG with the high spatial resolution of fMRI.
However, additional work remains to be done in order to improve the quality of the EEG
signal recorded simultaneously with fMRI data, in particular regarding the occurrence of the
gradient artefact. We presented, in this chapter, the results of application of the novel combfiltering implementation described in Chapter 4 for suppression of the gradient artefact in the
EEG signal. This novel comb-filtering approach, hereafter named optimised moving-average
filtering (OMA), is demonstrated to estimate and cancel out the gradient artefact activity
associated with the TR-slice by integration of the time course EEG. Additionally, OMA is
capable of performing the attenuation of the periodic artefact activity without accurate
information about MRI triggers. By using the proposed approach, it is possible to achieve a
better balance than the slice-average subtraction as performed by the established AAS
method, regarding EEG signal preservation together with effective suppression of the gradient
artefact. Since the stochastic nature of the EEG signal complicates the assessment of EEG
preservation after application of the gradient artefact correction, we also propose a simple and
effective method to account for it.

*

This chapter was partly based on the papers:

Ferreira, J.L., Aarts, R.M., and Cluitmans, P.J.M. (2014a). Optimized moving-average filtering for gradient
artefact correction during simultaneous EEG-fMRI. Proc. BRC 2014 Conf.: 1-6.
Ferreira, J.L., Wu, Y., Besseling, R.M.H., Lamerichs, R., and Aarts, R.M (2016). Gradient artefact correction
and evaluation of the EEG recorded simultaneously with fMRI data using optimised moving-average. J. Med.
Eng. 2016: article ID 9614323, 1-17.
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5.2 Introduction
Integration of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) with electroencephalography
(EEG) has offered the possibility of understanding new insights in neuroscientific studies
because of the higher temporal and spatial measurements of brain activity when compared
with the use of each technique separately. Rather than only an additional tool, co-registered
EEG-fMRI has shown to be a promising and powerful technique for the mapping of brain
activity, and has drawn the attention of several researchers and clinicians in recent years
(Gotman and Pittau, 2011; Wiest et al., 2015; Matsuda et al., 2002; Murta et al., 2015; Goebel
and Esposito, 2010; Mulert and Hegerl, 2009; Ritter and Villringer, 2006). Meanwhile,
consolidation of simultaneous EEG-fMRI and enlargement of its range of applications still
depend on enhancing the quality of the EEG signal acquired simultaneously with the fMRI
data.
The MRI scanner constitutes quite a hostile environment for EEG because of the voltages
induced by the magnetic fields used for acquisition of fMRI data. Such voltages correspond to
three different types of artefact and may corrupt and distort the EEG signal, measured by the
scalp electrodes. The first type of artefact is the movement artefact associated with motion of
the subject head, electrodes, and wires into the static magnetic field (B0) of the MRI scanner,
which introduces temporary voltage fluctuations in the measured scalp potential (Sun and
Hinrichs, 2009; Eichele et al., 2010; Maziero et al., 2016; Daniel et al., 2019). A second type
of artefact is the pulse or ballistocardiogram artefact, caused by the pulsatile movement of
the blood in scalp arteries within B0 (Allen et al., 1998; Mahadevan et al., 2008; Oh et al.,
2014). Finally, the gradient or imaging acquisition artefact is the voltage induced in the
measured scalp potential by the application of rapidly varying magnetic field gradients for
spatial encoding of the MRI signal, and radiofrequency pulses (RF) for spin excitation (Allen
et al., 2000; Yan et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2010). An in-depth analysis of the movement
artefact as well as of the pulse artefact is out of the scope of this work, and further details
about their characteristics and methods to suppress them can be found in the abovementioned
references.
Regarding the gradient artefact, its amplitudes can be several orders (up to 104 μV) higher
than the neuronal EEG signal. The gradient fields and RF pulses used in the MRI pulse
sequences induce a characteristic and repetitive artefact waveform in the electrical potential
picked up by the scalp EEG electrodes (scalp potential) which is approximately the
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differential waveform of the corresponding gradient pulse (Anami et al., 2003). The onset of
the artefact waveform corresponds to the occurrence of a RF pulse in the MRI sequence, such
that the time separating consecutive RF pulses (termed repetition time – TR) matches the
period of the artefact waveform. Typical values of TR range from hundreds of milliseconds to
several seconds. The stack of repetitive individual MRI slices within a single TR occurs in the
recorded scalp potential as signal peaks, and the time corresponding to the acquisition of one
slice or slice-time (TR-slice) lies in the range of 50 – 150 ms. In the frequency-domain, the
repetitive feature of the gradient artefact can be observed as discrete harmonic artefact
frequency intervals, or “frequency bins”. The fundamental of each respective frequency bin
corresponds to multiples of the inverse of the slice repetition time (1/TR-slice). For periodic
or interleaved fMRI acquisition, in which delays are left between MRI volumes, harmonics in
the frequency range of 1/TR appear convolved with the frequency bins associated with the
slice repetition frequency, 1/TR-slice (Yan et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2010; Anami et al., 2003;
Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Solana et al., 2014).
In the literature, a number of solutions have been proposed to attenuate the effects of the
gradient artefact at the source. For instance, it is possible to reduce its magnitude by laying
out and immobilising the EEG leads, twisting the leads or modifying the lead paths, using a
bipolar electrode configuration, and using a head vacuum cushion (Ritter et al., 2010;
Mullinger et al., 2014; Chowdhury et al., 2015). The use of interleaved fMRI acquisition
approaches has shown to be suitable for certain forms of brain activity, such as slowly varying
rhythms and evoked responses. However, they are generally less flexible and experimentally
efficient than continuous measurements (Eichele et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2005). According
to Mullinger et al. (2011), the amplitudes of the gradient artefact can also be attenuated by
adjusting the subject position within the MRI scanner. Chowdhury et al. (2014) have
proposed the use of an EEG cap that incorporates electrodes embedded in an external layer
and can record the gradient artefact separately from the EEG signal. Thus, subtraction
between the signals recorded by internal and corresponding external electrodes allows the
attenuation of the artefact. Although these solutions permit to achieve a considerable
attenuation of the gradient artefact, its effective suppression and EEG correction must be
performed by using dedicated post-processing signal approaches.
The average artefact subtraction (AAS) methodology (Allen et al., 2000) is the most
established post-processing technique for gradient artefact suppression. Such an approach
makes use of the assumption of periodic and stationary nature of the artefact to calculate an
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average template from occurrences of the artefact waveform, which is then subtracted from
the scalp potential. It also assumes the artefact and the EEG signal are not correlated, so that
the subtraction of the averaged template permits an estimation of the corrected EEG (Braun,
1975). The performance of the AAS method highly depends on the reproducibility of the
artefact waveform from epoch to epoch, which can be facilitated by utilising a setup that
yields more accurate sampling of the gradient artefact waveform over time. Anami et al.
(2003) and Mandelkow et al. (2006) have demonstrated that the use of synchronisation
between the MRI clock and the EEG sampling frequency allows more precise sampling of the
artefact and construction of a more accurate artefact template, in consequence. Thus, a cleaner
EEG can be obtained after application of AAS in the recorded scalp potential. The
performance of AAS has also high dependency on changes in the subject position. Head
motions of the subject provoke alterations in the morphology of the artefact waveform over
the artefact period, in such a way that the average artefact template cannot characterise
individual occurrences of the artefact waveform. To address this problem, Allen et al. (2000)
and Becker et al. (2005) proposed the use of a sliding average window implementation
whereby the artefact template may be individually calculated for a particular occurrence of the
artefact waveform. However, the correct choice of the number of averaging epochs poses
difficulties to implementation of this approach because few windows can result in removal of
the neuronal EEG, whereas the use of many windows can lead to remaining residual artefacts
after AAS. Hence, to effectively suppress the gradient artefact with an adequate preservation
of the neuronal EEG, additional approaches like low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency
around 50 – 80 Hz and adaptive noise cancelling must be employed to attenuate residual
artefacts (Allen et al., 2000; Yan et al., 2009; Mullinger et al., 2014; Becker et al., 2005;
Gebhardt et al., 2008; Mullinger et al., 2008b; Huang et al., 2012; Niazy et al., 2005).
Some variants of AAS have been devised in attempt to improve the accuracy of template
calculation by using principal component analysis (Niazy et al., 2005), independent
component analysis (Mantini et al., 2007), and spatial filtering (Brookes et al., 2008). To
correct the jitter between EEG sampling frequency and MRI clock, more precise computing
of the timing error has been addressed by Negishi et al. (2004), Gonçalves et al. (2007), and
Huang et al. (2012). Nevertheless, estimation of an optimal artefact template is still the object
of study. In addition, the study of ultra-high frequency neuronal activity as currently
performed (Freyer et al., 2009) requires the use of interleaved approaches as well as
customised MRI sequences that are generally not available to all investigators. Thus, further
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improvements of AAS and development of novel correction methods are still required and
highly desirable to enhance the quality of the EEG signal, mainly regarding EEG signals with
low amplitude and with frequency activity in the gamma band (30 – 100 Hz), and highfrequencies oscillations between 100 and 500 Hz (Mullinger et al., 2014; Freyer et al., 2009).
Because of the risk of simultaneous removal of neuronal EEG activity during application of
the gradient artefact correction approach, assessment of the preservation of the EEG signal
should be carried out together with the effectiveness of the artefact suppression. This,
however, has seldom been made systematically or in a consistent way (Freyer et al., 2009;
Ritter et al., 2007; Grouiller et al., 2007; Bénar et al., 2003). In many EEG-fMRI studies, a
single algorithm is chosen without proper justification, and often the quality of gradient
artefact correction and EEG preservation is assessed by visual inspection only. The classical
(gold standard) way of analysing EEG signals relies on visual judgement and recognition of
sometimes very subtle or short duration phenomena such as spike-wave patterns in epilepsy
studies or K-complexes in sleep research. Nonetheless, those patterns may easily be distorted
or obscured after application of the artefact correction approach. A difficulty that arises with
regard to the analysis of spontaneous EEG excerpts is the stochastic and non-stationary nature
of the neuronal EEG. On the other hand, identification of single events in the corrected EEG
is not suitable for a scenario in which the signal of interest is the spontaneous EEG and, thus,
larger EEG excerpts over time should be analysed. Additionally, the lack of knowledge of the
true EEG signal makes it difficult to compare the power spectra of artefact-corrected EEG
excerpts with the spectra of the EEG recorded inside or outside the scanner. Thereby, a more
systematic approach to assess and compare the performance of the gradient artefact correction
methods is advised in some applications, rather than only relying on the analysis of single
events or the quantification of EEG power in certain spectral bands. Moreover, to date,
generalisation of the correction results for different types of EEG data has been poorly made
as well (Ritter et al., 2010; Ritter et al., 2007; Grouiller et al., 2007; Bénar et al., 2003).
This chapter presents a novel methodology for gradient artefact correction based upon the
novel comb-filtering approach presented in Chapter 4, hereafter referred to as optimised
moving-averaging (OMA) filtering. As mentioned in Chapter 4, OMA filtering constitutes a
modality of iterative filtering decomposition (Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012), and has
been exploited in a research project that our group has undertaken to investigate
characteristics and features of the gradient artefact that might be used to attenuate, correct,
and improve the quality of the corrected EEG signal (Ferreira et al., 2014a; Ferreira et al.,
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2014b; Ferreira et al., 2013a; Ferreira et al., 2012). Optimised moving-average makes use of
the forward-backward application of an FIR moving-average named double average filter (Eq.
(4.10)) that is likened to an integration procedure to suppress the artefact and estimate partial
components of the corrected EEG at the same time. Iterative application of such a procedure
allows estimation of the corrected EEG as a sum of the calculated partial components. Rather
than estimation of an average template, as performed by the AAS implementation, the artefact
is calculated not for epochs, but sample-by-sample, as described in the Section 5.3. To assess
the degree of EEG preservation, we have devised a novel and simple evaluation approach that
allows accounting for the stochastic nature of the neuronal EEG, and was used to perform a
comparative analysis of OMA with AAS. Comparison between the performance of OMA and
AAS shows that our method can provide an improved balance for the trade-off suppression of
the artefact and preservation of the neuronal EEG signal, as shown in Section 5.5. In parallel,
the use of low-pass filtering or another correction approach to suppress residual artefacts after
application of OMA can be avoided, and thus our method potentially better preserves highly
relevant high-frequency EEG features. Furthermore, the results indicate that our approach is
capable of correcting the EEG data even within a scenario of misalignment between EEG
sampling interval and the MR slice-time, and without accurate information about MRI
triggers. Analysis of the application of the gradient artefact correction in EEG data sets
recorded by using MRI scanners from two different vendors is also provided in Section 5.5.

5.3 Methods
5.3.1 EEG and fMRI data
Our devised methodology was tested in two types of EEG data simultaneously acquired with
fMRI data. The EEG data sets were kindly provided and given consent for publication by
Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany. Data acquisition was conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki, approved by the responsible Ethics Committee, and the
subjects gave their informed written consent before participating in the study. One of the EEG
data sets was recorded within a Philips scanner (hereafter referred to as Philips data), whereas
the other EEG data set was recorded within a GE scanner (hereafter referred to as GE data).
The EEG data in both the Philips and GE scanner were recorded in two volunteers by using a
MRI-compatible 64 channels EEG system (BrainAmp MR, Brain Products GmbH, Gilching,
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Germany). An MRI-compatible EEG cap (BrainCap MR, EASYCAP GmbH, Herrsching,
Germany) containing sintered Ag-AgCl electrodes was used to pick up the scalp potential.
The EEG cap was arranged in accordance with the standard 10-5 electrodes positioning, with
the FCz position used as reference and the ground electrode located at the AFz position. The
impedance of all electrodes was set below 30 kΩ, and one additional electrode was placed on
the subject back to record the ECG signal. The EEG amplifiers were positioned inside the
scanner bore near the middle axis and connected via fibber optic to a PC interface located
outside the scanner room. SyncBox (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany) was used to
synchronise the internal sampling clock of the EEG amplifier and the MRI scanner 10 MHz
master clock. The signal acquisition was performed using a sampling rate at 5000 Hz and
measurement resolution at 0.5 μV. Hardware-filtering in the frequency band between
0.016 Hz and 250 Hz was applied before data digitalisation to prevent saturation and reduce
the gradient artefact amplitude. During acquisition, the volunteers were instructed to perform
a simple opening/closing eyes manoeuvre at regular time intervals. Regarding acquisition of
fMRI data, the following setups were used:
A) Philips data: acquisition of the Philips data set was carried out using a 3 T Achieva
Scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). One volunteer was scanned using a functional
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with 40 transversal slices and volume repetition time
(TR) equal to 2000 ms. The MRI clock and the EEG sampling frequency have been
synchronised, so that TR was set as a multiple of the EEG sampling interval. fMRI data
acquisition was continuously performed, and TR was adjusted as a multiple of the slice-time
(TR-slice). Hence, TR-slice was equal to 2000 ms/ 40 slices = 50 ms. Acquisition of the
Philips data was approximately performed during 4 minutes.
B) GE data: acquisition of the GE data set was carried out using a 3 T Discovery MR750
Scanner (GE, Waukesha, USA). A second volunteer was scanned using an EPI sequence with
28 transversal slices and volume repetition time (TR) equal to 2000 ms. fMRI data acquisition
was continuously performed, and the MRI clock and the EEG sampling frequency have been
synchronised for a period equal to 500 ms, corresponding to seven times TR-slice. Thereby,
although TR was approximately adjusted as a multiple of the slice-time (TR-slice), TR-slice
was not aligned and did not match a multiple of the EEG sampling interval. Acquisition of the
GE data was approximately performed during 10 minutes.
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5.3.2 Proposed methodology for gradient artefact correction
The proposed methodology for gradient artefact correction was implemented in two steps: (i)
peak detection and TR-slice estimation; and (ii) optimised moving-average filtering. The
recorded scalp potential, sn, in one specific EEG channel was mathematically modelled as a
linear superposition of the neuronal EEG, en, and the induced voltage associated with the
gradient artefact interference, gn:

sn = en + g n .

(5.1)

For the sake of notation simplification, henceforth we have omitted the subscript i indicative
of the EEG electrode. Likewise, we will use the time-discrete notation, where n is the time
sample.

5.3.3 Peak detection and TR-slice estimation
An initial detection of the peaks corresponding to the onset of the MRI slices observed in the
recorded scalp potential must be performed according to the proposed methodology. Such
detection permits estimation of the slice-time (TR-slice) according to the time basis of the
EEG sampling system utilised for acquisition of the EEG data. Within a scenario of alignment
between the MRI slice-time and the EEG system sampling interval, the estimated TR-slice
precisely corresponds to a multiple of the EEG sampling interval (Mandelkow et al., 2006;
Gebhardt et al., 2008; Mullinger et al., 2008b). However, when there is misalignment between
the MRI slice-time and the EEG sampling interval, the value estimated for TR-slice may not
match a multiple of the sampling interval and, thereby, vary. This variation can be accounted
for application of the optimised moving-average filtering, as described in the following
section.

5.3.4 Optimised moving-average filtering (OMA)
Figure 5.1 shows an excerpt of the scalp potential picked up from the Philips data, in which
TR is a multiple of TR-slice. The time measured between two consecutive peaks in the signal
matches the slice-time or TR-slice. Assuming that the artefact waveform is stationary, any
moving-average window M with length equal to TR-slice along the signal contains the
artefact waveform period, but with a different onset of those samples localised in the signal
peaks.
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Figure 5.1: Scalp potential excerpt recorded during continuous acquisition of fMRI data. Assuming that the
artefact waveform is stationary, any moving-average windows of length M (= TR-slice) along the signal contains
the artefact waveform corresponding to one slice, but with onset other than those samples localised in the signal
peaks.

Thereby, assuming that the gradient artefact waveform is stationary and has zero mean,
integration of Eq. (5.1) over the period M results in cancellation of the artefact waveform.
Also assuming that the terms of Eq. (5.1) are uncorrelated, the resulting value of the integral
along the scalp potential, s, corresponds to a mean estimate of the neuronal EEG, ên . This
integral can be described as an FIR moving-average filter with order M:
M −1

1
M

=

s

n−k

=

k= 0

1
M

1
M

M −1

 (e

n−k

+ g n−k ) ,

(5.2)

k=0

M −1

M −1

1
 ( e ) + M  ( g ) = eˆ
n−k

n−k

k= 0

n

.

(5.3)

k=0

Because of the phase distortion caused by the moving-average filter (Oppenheim and Schafer,
1999; Rangayyan, 2002; Proakis and Manolakis, 1996), the mean value ên is not in phase
with the neuronal EEG, en. To make them in phase, the moving-average must be backward
applied in Eq. (5.3):
1
M

M −1

 eˆ

n+ k

k=0

=

1
M

M −1

1

M −1

 M  s
k=0



k=0

n− k



 n+k

(5.4)
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1

(M )

2

(s

n − M +1

+ 2 sn − M +2 + ⋯ + ( M − 1) sn −1 + ( M ) sn + ( M − 1) sn+1 + ⋯ + 2 sn+M − 2 + sn+M −1 )

=

M −1

1

(M )

2

 (M − k ) s

n+k

= ecomp,1,n .

(5.5)

k = − M +1

Thereby, according to Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), forward-backward application of the movingaverage filter in the recorded scalp potential results in the signal ecomp,1 that is in phase and
constitutes a mean approximation of the neuronal EEG (Ferreira et al., 2014a):

ecomp,1 ≈ eˆ .

(5.6)

Equation (5.5) corresponds to the double average filter indicated in Eq. (4.10) and acts as a
smoothing filter, in such a way that the signal ecomp,1 contains low-frequency activity
associated with ê. In turn, the frequency activity associated with the gradient artefact is
contained in the signal, ehigh,1, resulting from the subtraction of ecomp,1 from s:

ehigh,1 = s − ecomp,1 .

(5.7)

Since high-frequency components associated with ê remain in ehigh,1, it is possible to obtain an
estimate of such components by the iterative application of Eq. (5.5) in ehigh,1. The second
component, ecomp,2,i , results from the application of Eq. (5.5) in ehigh,1:

ecomp,2,n =

M −1

1

(M )

2

 (M − k )e

high,1, n+k

,

k = − M +1

(5.8)

and the signal ehigh,2 can be obtained afterwards:

ehigh,2 = ehigh,1 − ecomp,2 .

(5.9)

This procedure was repeated so forth, for a number j of iterations, allowing estimation of the
component ecomp,j:

ecomp, j ,n =

M −1

1

(M )

2

 (M − k )e

high, j −1, n+k

k = − M +1

.

(5.10)
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As mentioned in Chapter 4, this procedure also constitutes a modality of iterative filtering
decomposition (IFD) in which Eq. (5.5) is termed double average filter (Lin et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2012). The convergence of IFD has been demonstrated in Lin et al. (2009), and is
ensured by the coefficients (masks) of the double average filter having value between 0 and 1.
Finally, the estimate ê of the corrected EEG can be calculated by the sum of the J estimated
components:
J

eˆ =  ecomp, j .

(5.11)

j =1

Implementation of Eq. (5.11) can be visualised in the scheme of Fig. 5.2.

Scalp
potential

s

OMA filter

-

+
Σ

-

OMA filter

+

ehigh, 1
ecomp, 1

...

Σ

-

OMA filter

ehigh, 2

ehigh, J

ecomp, 2
+

+
Σ

ecomp, J
+
...

Σ

+

+
Σ

Estimated
EEG

ê
Figure 5.2: Scheme of the optimised moving-average filtering (OMA) during gradient artefact correction:
estimation of the actual EEG (ê) is carried out by iterative application of Eq. (4.10) in the scalp potential and
successive ehigh,j, followed by subtraction of the components ecomp,j. The blocks labelled as OMA filter represent
the forward-backward moving-average filtering, as described in Eq. (4.10).

Application of the z-transform in the OMA filter, described in Eq. (5.10), permits to find its
transfer function:

H OMA ( z ) =

(1 − z )(1 − z ) ,
( M ) (1 − z ) (1 − z )
−M

1

2

−1

M

(5.12)

which corresponds to Eq. (4.11). Making use of Eq. (5.12), the frequency response of H OMA
can be calculated by setting z = ejω, as described in Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13). Figure 5.3 shows
the magnitude and phase response of H OMA that is, therefore, similar to the frequency
response calculated for H D ( z ) in Eq. (4.11):
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Figure 5.3: Frequency response of the OMA filter for some values of M: (a) magnitude response; (b) phase
response. The phase response is the same for any values of M.

From Eq. (5.7), we can find the transfer function between ehigh,1 and s:

 1 1 − z−M 1 − zM
H1 = 1 − 
2
(M )
1 − z −1 (1 − z )


(

(

)(
)

)  = 1 − H



OMA

( z) .

(5.13)

Hence, ehigh,J corresponds to:
J

Ehigh, J ( z ) = [1 − H OMA ( z )] S ( z ) .

(5.14)

Therefore, Eqs. (5.12), (5.13), and (5.14) allow removing the J cascade components shown in
Fig. 5.2 and establishing the transfer function between ê and s:

Eˆ ( z )
J
= 1 − [1 − H OMA ( z ) ] = H C ( z ) .
S (z)

(5.15)

In Fig. 5.4, the magnitude response of H C ( z ) in Eq. (5.15) is illustrated, taking into account
M = 250 (value of TR-slice estimated for the Philips data) and some values of J.
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Figure 5.4: Magnitude response of Eq. (5.15), taking into account M = 250, and some values of J.

It can be observed that increasing of J is followed by substantial droop reduction (increasing
gain) in the filter pass-bands, likewise as depicted in Fig. 4.6. On the other hand, increasing of
J is also followed by reduction in the attenuation in the filter stop-bands.
To improve the attenuation in the stop-bands, H C ( z ) has been also applied in the cascade
implementation indicated in Eq. (5.16):
L

H L ( z ) = [ H C ( z )] ,

(5.16)

where L is the number of cascades. Therefore, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) correspond, respectively,
to Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16), and Eq. (5.16) equals Eq. (5.15) when L = 1. Figure 5.5 depicts the
magnitude response of HL(z), for L = 2 and L = 5, taking into account M = 250, and some
values of J. As noticed, Eq. (5.16) can be used to provide reduced droop in the pass-bands
together with higher attenuation in the stop-bands according to the values of J and L.
Additionally, Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) possess a zero-phase characteristic as well, similar to that
observed in Fig. 5.3b.
Therefore, Eqs. (5.15) and Eq. (5.16) can be used to estimate the artefact-corrected EEG in zdomain. On the other hand, in the time-domain, the corrected EEG, ê, can be calculated by
using either Eq. (5.11) or Eq. (5.17):

ê = s − ehigh, J .

(5.17)

As indicated in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.12), the estimate ecomp,j is calculated sample-by-sample,
rather than calculation and subtraction of an average artefact template. Thus, the optimised
moving-average filtering implementation depicted in Fig. 5.2 permits an individual
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calculation and subtraction of the artefact for each signal sample rather than epochs averaging,
as performed by AAS.
J=200000
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Figure 5.5: Magnitude response of Eq. (5.16) for (a) L = 2 and (b) L = 5, taking into account M = 250 and some
values of J.

Hence, the inherent uncertainty associated with averaged samples and the influence of
alterations of the artefact waveform caused by subject head motions might be minimised by
using the proposed approach. To assess the performance of the proposed approach in a
scenario of misalignment between the EEG sampling interval and the slice-length, OMA has
been applied by using Eq. (5.16), taking into consideration some values of L, as shown in
Section 5.5.

5.4 Evaluation of the gradient artefact correction and comparative analysis
According to Ritter et al. (2007), two measures must be complimentarily used to evaluate the
performance of the gradient artefact correction approach: (i) the effectiveness of gradient
artefact attenuation; and (ii) the degree of preservation of the neuronal EEG after artefact
correction.
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5.4.1 Assessment of the artefact attenuation
To assess the gradient artefact attenuation, the RMS and amplitude of the artefact voltage over
time were calculated taking into account the subtraction between s and the estimation of the
corrected EEG, ê. Also we performed calculation of the spectral power attenuation around the
fundamental of the frequency bins associated with the slice repetition frequency (1/TR-slice).
To this end, we have estimated and took into consideration a bandwidth of ± 1 Hz around the
fundamental of each frequency bin. Calculation of the spectral power attenuation was carried
out for the frequency bins below 500 Hz. Although a band limiter set at 250 Hz was employed
during data acquisition, we would rather evaluate the attenuation in frequency bins up to
500 Hz because of the artefactual energy that may remain above the band limiter edge
frequency (Gutberlet, 2010).

Equation (5.18) was used to compute the spectral power

attenuation in decibel:
P 
Attenuation = −20 × log  A  dB ,
 PB 

(5.18)

where PB and PA correspond to the spectral power within the harmonic artefact bins, before
and after application of the gradient artefact correction, respectively.

5.4.2 Evaluation of the EEG preservation
The scheme depicted in Fig. 4.6 (see Fig. 3.11) was used to perform the quantitative
evaluation of the EEG preservation:

Figure 5.6: Proposed scheme for measurement of the EEG signal preservation by linear addition of an artefactfree EEG excerpt, eref,n, in the recorded scalp potential, sn. Both eref,n and sn were picked up from the same EEG
channel at different times, t and τ. The blocks labelled as Gradient Artefact Correction match one specific
gradient artefact correction approach (OMA or AAS).
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As indicated in this figure, a reference EEG signal, eref,n, has been linearly added to the
measured scalp potential, sn, thus generating the modified signal smod,n. As eref,n, we used EEG
excerpts recorded inside the MRI scanner during non-scan periods. Thereby, the letters τ and t
indicate that the reference EEG excerpt has been recorded at a different time than sn. The
gradient artefact correction was then applied to smod,n and sn, resulting in the estimates
ê1,n + êref,n and ê2,n, respectively. Thereby, the subtraction between these estimates allows
obtaining an estimate of the reference signal, êref,n, which was finally compared with eref,n.
Equations (5.19) and (5.20) were used to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the
mean squared error (MSE) as complimentary measures of temporal and frequency contents of
êref,n in comparison with eref,n:
SNR =

MSE =

1
N

cov ( eref , eˆ ref )
σeref ⋅ σeˆref
N

 (e

ref ,n

n=1

,

(5.19)

2

− eˆref,n ) .

(5.20)

The SNR calculated by Eq. (5.19) corresponds to a measure of cross-correlation and allows an
evaluation and comparison of frequency characteristics between eref,n and êref,n (Proakis and
Manolakis, 1996). Values of SNR closer to unity mean higher similarity between eref,n and
êref,n. In turn, smaller values of MSE computed according to Eq. (5.20) indicate higher
correspondence between eref,n and êref,n over time. In addition to being of simple
implementation, the evaluation scheme of Fig. 5.6 has the advantage of allowing the
assessment of longer EEG excerpts by accounting for the stochastic nature of the neuronal
EEG signal, and not single events only.

5.4.3 Comparative analysis
The results obtained by application of OMA were compared with those obtained by
subtraction of a mean template, according to the average artefact subtraction (AAS)
methodology (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005). Both OMA and AAS were applied to
the Philips data and GE data set. For implementation of OMA, we developed and applied the
proposed methodology to the EEG recordings in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
USA) environment. In turn, the average artefact subtraction was carried out by utilising the
software Brain Vision Analyzer 2 (Version 2.1.0.327; Brain Products GmbH, Gilching,
Germany). As benchmark, a sliding moving-average window implementation of 21 epochs
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was used for construction of the average artefact template. The reason for using 21 epochs
was based upon the default settings of the Brain Vision Analyzer. The epoch length to be
averaged and construct the artefact template was set at 50 ms (TR-slice) for the Philips data,
and 500 ms for the GE data. Such values were chosen to match the minimum period in which
the fMRI data were synchronised as a multiple of the EEG sampling interval, so that the
influence of head motions in longer sliding average windows might be prevented.
After application of OMA and AAS, assessment of artefact attenuation and evaluation of the
EEG preservation, as described above, were carried out using MATLAB. All 63 EEG
channels were used to perform the analysis of the GE data. For the Philips data, the channel
TP8 was excluded from the analysis because the entire recordings were corrupted by artefacts
which made it impossible to pick up a signal excerpt representative of eref,n.

5.5 Results
Figure 5.7a depicts an exemplary scalp potential excerpt, Philips data, electrode position Fz.
In Fig. 5.7b, the power spectrum of the signal of Fig. 5.7a is shown, and the harmonic activity
associated with the gradient artefact can be visualised as spectral peaks at multiples of the
fundamental frequency equal to 20 Hz, corresponding to the frequency bins associated with
1/TR-slice. By performing the peak detection associated with the gradient artefact in the
signal of Fig. 5.7a, TR-slice was estimated in even lengths of 250 samples, thus confirming
the alignment between TR-slice and the EEG sampling interval for the Philips data. Hence,
for application of the optimised moving-average (OMA), we set M = 250. Figure 5.8a depicts
the artefact-corrected EEG by using Eq. (5.15), for J = 200, J = 2000, and J = 200000.
It can be seen in Fig. 5.8b that the harmonic activity associated with the gradient artefact has
been attenuated for the used values of J. Increasing the value of J shows a better preservation
of the power activity along the spectrum of the corrected EEG signal, mainly at highfrequencies. Smaller attenuation in the frequency bins associated with 1/TR-slice is also
noticed when the value of J is increased, which agrees with the comb-filtering response
depicted in Fig. 5.4 as well.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Scalp potential excerpt picked up from the EEG electrode Fz of the Philips data; (b) power
spectrum of the signal (a), showing up the harmonic artefact activity associated with the gradient artefact at
multiples of 1/TR-slice (TR-slice = 250 samples), equal to 20 Hz for the Philips data.
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Figure 5.8: (a) Scalp potential excerpt of Fig. 5.7a after application of OMA, taking into account Eq. (5.15), for
J = 200 (dark trace), J = 2000 (pink trace), and J = 200000 (green trace); (b) power spectra corresponding to the
signals of (a).
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Therefore, the choice of the value of J should be made in such a way as to provide effective
attenuation of the artefact activity in the frequency bins and adequate preservation of the EEG
signal. However, Eq. (5.15) might not provide enough attenuation of the artefact, and Eq.
(5.16) can be used instead, as shown in the next example.
An illustrative scalp potential excerpt picked up from the GE data, EEG electrode position
Fp1, is depicted in Fig. 5.9a, and its corresponding power spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.9b.
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Figure 5.9: (a) Scalp potential excerpt picked up from the EEG electrode Fp1 of the GE data; (b) power
spectrum of the signal (a), showing up the harmonic artefact activity associated with the gradient artefact at
multiples of 1/TR-slice (TR-slice = 357 ± 1 samples), approximately equal to 14 Hz for the GE data.

For these data, the slice-length has not been aligned with the EEG sampling interval, in such a
way that the value of TR-slice was estimated at 357 ± 1 samples. To demonstrate the
performance of the proposed method to suppress the gradient artefact in this scenario, we used
Eq. (5.16), taking into account M = 357 and J = 200000, for L = 1 (Eq. (5.15)), L = 5, and
L = 100. Figure 5.10a depicts the corresponding power spectra of the corrected EEG. For
L = 1, the gradient artefact was not effectively attenuated by OMA, so that residual spectral
power artefact remained in most of artefact frequency bins (dark trace). Figure 5.10b shows a
detail of the time course corrected EEG signals around 408 s in which the presence of such
residuals can also be noticed (thin dark traces). Nevertheless, higher values of L allow
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increased attenuation of the harmonic artefact activity (Figs. 5.10a and 5.10b). For L = 5 (pink
trace), residual spectral power associated with the artefact were substantially attenuated in the
bandwidth up to 300 Hz. In turn, when L = 100 (green trace), such attenuation was even
higher, and artefact harmonic activity in the frequency bins could be strongly reduced in the
bandwidth below 500 Hz.
As observed in the spectrum details around 56 and 336 Hz (Fig. 5.10a), by increasing L, it
provokes larger attenuation around the frequency bins. Thereby, Eq. (5.16) can be used to
account for the enlargement of the spectral artefact harmonic lines by the alignment error
between the EEG sampling interval and TR-slice, thus being able to correct the scalp potential
within this scenario. No signal interpolation for correction of the artefact waveform phase has
been performed. Figure 5.10c depicts the power spectra of the corrected EEG after application
of OMA (blue trace, J = 200000 and L = 100) and the mean template subtraction by AAS (red
trace) in the signal of Fig. 5.9a. As can be noticed for the signal corrected by the AAS method,
residual power associated with the artefact activity arose in higher-frequencies bins, above
around 200 Hz. In Fig. 5.10d, a detail around 408 s of the time course of the corrected EEG
by OMA and AAS is also depicted. Some small amount of residual artefacts corresponding to
the artefact residual power can be noticed in the time course signal corrected by AAS. Rather,
those residuals could be attenuated by using OMA.
Both OMA and AAS play a role of comb-filtering approaches (Braun, 1975; Ferreira et al.,
2014a) whereby harmonic frequency components associated with the slice repetitive
frequency (1/TR-slice) can be attenuated. On one hand, AAS implementation consists of a
coherent detection-based comb-filtering process (Braun, 1975; Braun, 2011) that is carried out
by subtraction of the template with period TR-slice. As such, the AAS method is highly
dependent on precise sampling of the scalp potential as well as accurate alignment amongst
the averaging epochs to construct the average template. Moreover, small drifts and subject
head motions can provoke broadening of the high-frequency artefact spectral lines, in such a
way that AAS may fail to attenuate them, and residual artefacts arise in the corrected EEG as
a consequence (Spencer, 2015). This helps to explain why AAS is not effective in eliminating
the high-frequency artefact activity shown in Figs. 5.10c and 5.10d, whose attenuation is
more affected by imprecise sampling than low-frequency artefact activity as well (Mandelkow
et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2012). On the other hand, OMA performs comb-filtering making
use of the filtering implementation described above. By using proper values of M, J, and L in
Eq. (5.16), thereby, it allows OMA to effectively account for the attenuation of high-
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frequency artefact activity, as depicted in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Power spectrum of the scalp potential of Fig. 5.9a after application of OMA, taking into account
Eq. (5.16) and J = 200000, for L = 1 (dark trace), L = 5 (pink trace), and L = 100 (green trace); (b) detail in the
time course corrected EEG by OMA with similar setup and colour code as indicated in (a); (c) power spectrum
of the scalp potential of Fig. 5.9a taking into account Eq. (5.16) for L = 100 (blue trace), and power spectrum of
the corrected EEG by AAS (red trace); (d) detail in the time course corrected EEG by OMA (blue trace) and
AAS (red trace).
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The results presented in Tables 5.1 – 5.5 for the OMA correction (Eq. (5.16)) refer to
J = 200000 and L = 1 (Philips data), and J = 200000 and L = 100 (GE data).
Table 5.1: Median artefact voltages attenuation over time.
Method
OMA
AAS

Philips data

GE data

RMS (µV)

Amplitude (µV)

RMS (µV)

Amplitude (µV)

622.5291
622.5524

5167.6000
5172.3000

207.1564
207.1422

1847.9000
1858.1000

Table 5.2: Median attenuation in the artefact frequency bins.
EEG data set
Frequency
Bin (Hz)
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420
440
460
480
500

Philips data
OMA
Attenuation
(dB)
45.3751
78.9570
85.6000
98.2415
98.3248
110.7477
117.0230
104.1135
112.6177
120.2490
122.7164
120.7178
122.9039
116.5943
130.2747
141.4297
140.0759
142.5260
144.0613
140.8645
137.6477
142.1547
142.6946
141.9741
131.2361

AAS
Attenuation
(dB)
57.5263
91.8088
96.0201
111.0143
110.7207
121.1444
126.7208
110.7799
119.6797
126.1687
127.8049
123.6904
125.0317
117.3843
129.5068
139.5853
136.2834
138.4374
137.4788
132.8269
128.4942
131.7775
131.4058
130.2354
117.6283

Frequency
Bin (Hz)
14.01
28.01
42.02
56.02
70.03
84.03
98.04
112.04
126.05
140.06
154.06
168.07
182.07
196.08
210.08
224.09
238.10
252.10
266.11
280.11
294.12
308.12
322.13
336.13
350.14
364.15
378.15
392.16
406.16
420.17
434.17
448.18
462.18
476.19
490.20

GE data
OMA
Attenuation
(dB)
16.9613
33.6730
60.0656
62.9907
47.2065
67.6971
70.2665
77.2094
76.8379
71.6883
92.4285
73.6179
103.6173
104.8400
111.4681
111.8922
127.1047
143.5516
149.7997
153.8597
174.5559
163.7475
173.4991
173.0371
179.3995
176.0360
160.9627
181.9554
163.7591
175.0643
175.9680
171.1805
171.7091
153.6883
171.5568

AAS
Attenuation
(dB)
16.1357
32.4054
55.6886
61.6082
40.3737
63.3023
64.4877
71.3954
64.6367
61.2908
82.1534
57.6112
77.8464
82.8587
81.6893
80.3991
78.2103
85.3269
78.9997
79.6079
84.2324
77.0851
79.8261
82.8779
81.8668
81.8207
79.0052
80.8334
77.9195
79.6067
79.2014
78.3351
78.1379
77.2672
77.0958
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As observed in Table 5.1, the median RMS and amplitude calculated for the artefact voltages
estimated by both approaches are quite similar. However, when the power spectra of the
corrected signals are compared, the attenuation of the artefact activity in the frequency bins by
the AAS and OMA is different (Table 5.2). Although both approaches show to provoke
attenuation approximately similar in some artefact frequency bins, OMA provided more
attenuation than AAS in higher-frequency bins.
Table 5.3: Median SNR and MSE considering the evaluation of the EEG preservation according to the scheme
of Fig. 5.6.
Philips data

Method
OMA
AAS

GE data

SNR

MSE (µV2)

SNR

MSE (µV2)

0.9999
0.9990

0.1498
2.3031

0.9993
0.9960

1.1062
7.1058

Table 5.4: SNR and MSE for some EEG electrodes (Philips data), considering application of low-pass filtering
in eref,n and êref,n.
Measure

Method

OMA

SNR

AAS

OMA

MSE
(µV2)

AAS

EEG
Electrode
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3

Filter cut-off frequency
No LP

150 Hz

120 Hz

100 Hz

70 Hz

50 Hz

0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
0.9997
0.9997
0.9992
0.9998
0.9993
0.9988
0.9987
0.9977
0.9987
0.9975
0.9991
0.5078
0.5841
0.4108
0.1355
0.1091
2.3462
0.3380
3.6086
3.2115
3.7296
0.9186
0.4204
7.7577
1.9105

1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.9998
0.9999
0.9994
0.9990
0.9989
0.9981
0.9990
0.9986
0.9992
0.2047
0.3335
0.1962
0.0283
0.0183
0.7015
0.1484
2.8759
2.6447
3.1849
0.7407
0.3190
4.0962
1.5336

1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
1.0000
0.9998
0.9999
0.9995
0.9991
0.9989
0.9982
0.9991
0.9988
0.9993
0.1686
0.3123
0.1794
0.0225
0.0148
0.5607
0.1305
2.6540
2.4861
2.9991
0.6878
0.2957
3.4639
1.4264

1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
1.0000
0.9998
0.9999
0.9995
0.9991
0.9989
0.9983
0.9991
0.9989
0.9993
0.1537
0.3020
0.1734
0.0202
0.0132
0.5026
0.1230
2.5278
2.3915
2.8894
0.6575
0.2826
3.1535
1.3652

1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000
0.9998
0.9999
0.9995
0.9991
0.9990
0.9984
0.9991
0.9990
0.9994
0.1407
0.2913
0.1694
0.0184
0.0119
0.4500
0.1161
2.3824
2.2782
2.7599
0.6225
0.2675
2.8346
1.2941

1.0000
0.9999
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000
0.9998
0.9999
0.9995
0.9992
0.9990
0.9984
0.9992
0.9990
0.9994
0.1359
0.2867
0.1685
0.0179
0.0114
0.4299
0.1135
2.3155
2.2246
2.6993
0.6063
0.2606
2.7007
1.2611
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Table 5.5: SNR and MSE for some EEG electrodes (GE data), considering application of low-pass filtering in
eref,n and êref,n.
Measure

Method

OMA

SNR

AAS

OMA

MSE
(µV2)

AAS

EEG
Electrode
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3

Filter cut-off frequency
No LP

150 Hz

120 Hz

100 Hz

70 Hz

50 Hz

0.9990
0.9974
0.9980
0.9968
0.9977
0.9958
0.9990
0.9960
0.9977
0.9861
0.9949
0.9953
0.9974
0.9969
8.1852
3.1040
2.5445
0.7211
0.6469
8.6758
2.3881
32.2881
2.7148
18.2050
1.1722
1.3609
5.4794
7.5164

0.9997
0.9994
0.9992
0.9992
0.9991
0.9989
0.9997
0.9961
0.9981
0.9861
0.9952
0.9956
0.9979
0.9971
2.2973
0.6376
0.9858
0.1624
0.2537
2.2185
0.6828
30.8757
2.1758
17.7786
1.0444
1.2396
4.1711
7.1415

0.9998
0.9996
0.9993
0.9994
0.9991
0.9990
0.9998
0.9962
0.9982
0.9861
0.9953
0.9956
0.9979
0.9971
1.9257
0.4770
0.8820
0.1208
0.2448
1.9761
0.5910
30.5258
2.0877
17.6364
1.0174
1.2154
3.9548
7.0543

0.9998
0.9996
0.9993
0.9995
0.9991
0.9990
0.9998
0.9962
0.9982
0.9861
0.9953
0.9957
0.9980
0.9971
1.8225
0.4207
0.8359
0.1007
0.2493
1.9478
0.5671
30.3384
2.0445
17.5485
1.0024
1.2021
3.8491
7.0059

0.9998
0.9997
0.9993
0.9996
0.9990
0.9990
0.9998
0.9962
0.9982
0.9861
0.9953
0.9957
0.9980
0.9971
1.7843
0.3828
0.7909
0.0807
0.2621
1.9942
0.5628
30.1333
2.0002
17.4401
0.9855
1.1870
3.7422
6.9510

0.9998
0.9997
0.9994
0.9997
0.9990
0.9989
0.9998
0.9962
0.9983
0.9861
0.9954
0.9957
0.9981
0.9971
1.7917
0.3740
0.7727
0.0726
0.2703
2.0390
0.5685
30.0426
1.9816
17.3874
0.9779
1.1801
3.6981
6.9259

To perform the quantitative evaluation of EEG preservation, we used the scheme depicted in
Fig. 5.6, and calculated the median values of SNR (Eq. 5.19) and MSE (Eq. 5.20) between
eref,n and êref,n. The results of such measures are shown in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. In Tables
5.4 and 5.5, we show the individual results for some exemplary channels, Fp1, F3, Oz, CPz,
Fz, FC5, and AF3. In these tables, we also included the values of SNR and MSE, considering
application of low-pass (LP) filtering in eref,n and êref,n. The LP filter cut-off frequencies are
indicated, and were used to assess the EEG preservation in a different EEG bandwidth for
both OMA and the AAS method. Calculation of the median global values shown in Table 5.3
also took into account the results considering LP filtering. It can be observed that the overall
values of SNR and MSE for the OMA method are better than those for AAS.
It is also noteworthy that low-pass filtering of eref,n and êref,n substantially increased the SNR
and decreased the MSE considering the OMA approach, unlike the AAS method. Therefore,
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by using OMA, the signals eref,n and êref,n have become more similar after LP filtering,
attesting even better preservation of the neuronal EEG in low-frequencies. We also noticed
that the mean subtraction by AAS produced signals eref,n and êref,n less similar because of the
higher influence of small drifts and subject head motions. This led to the small differences of
the values of SNR and the MSE for the considered LP cut-off frequencies, as observed in
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 (AAS).
Figure 5.11 shows a comparison of the typical attenuation in the frequency bins by using
OMA (Eq. 5.15) and AAS, taking into account different values of J and different number of
averaging epochs, as well as similar EEG preservation (same SNR and MSE).
220

(a)

J=6967 (SNR=0.9977 and MSE=0.9186)
J=19720 (SNR=0.9988 and MSE=0.4893)
J=43370 (SNR=0.9992 and MSE=0.3143)
J=331500 (SNR=0.9997 and MSE=0.1037)
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(b)

21 averaging epochs (SNR=0.9977 and MSE=0.9186)
35 averaging epochs (SNR=0.9988 and MSE=0.4893)
51 averaging epochs (SNR=0.9992 and MSE=0.3143)
121 averaging epochs (SNR=0.9997 and MSE=0.1037)
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Figure 5.11: Attenuation in the frequency bins by application of (a) OMA and (b) AAS for an EEG excerpt
picked up from the channel CPz (Philips data), taking into account different values of J and number of averaging
epochs. Although OMA and AAS can provide similar EEG preservation (same value of SNR and MSE), OMA is
more effective in attenuating the artefact in the overall frequency bins, mainly at higher frequencies than 100 Hz.

The results shown in Fig. 5.11 were obtained from an EEG excerpt from the channel CPz of
the Philips data. As observed, even though OMA and AAS can provide similar EEG
preservation according to the values of J and the number of averaging epochs, respectively,
OMA shows larger attenuation than AAS in the overall frequency bins, mainly in frequencies
higher than 100 Hz. Additionally, the larger the values of J, the higher the difference of
attenuation by OMA in a certain frequency bin. In turn, the attenuation by AAS is more
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uniform among different number of averaging epochs taking into consideration a certain
frequency bin. The attenuation provided by AAS shows to be slight higher and less uniform
that OMA only for the frequency bins 20 and 40 Hz. Therefore, Fig. 5.11 demonstrates that
the proposed comb-filtering approach can be more effective in attenuating the artefact activity,
and simultaneously to achieve EEG preservation as similar as that provided by the AAS
method.

5.6 Discussion
As the repetitive gradient artefact waveform recorded in the scalp potential during continuous
acquisition of EEG-fMRI is approximately the differential waveform generated within the
MRI sequence (Anami et al., 2003), a proper integration over the artefact period might
theoretically be used to cancel out the artefact, as indicated in Fig. 5.1 and Eq. (5.3). To
implement such integration, we have investigated and proposed the use of the forwardbackward application of a moving-average filter in the scalp potential, described in Eq. (5.5).
When this procedure is iteratively carried out, as depicted in the scheme of Fig. 5.2, it permits
to suppress the gradient artefact from the scalp potential and obtain an estimation of the
neuronal EEG (Ferreira et al., 2014a). Such kind of moving-average procedure is referred to
as iterative filtering decomposition, which has been investigated as an alternative
implementation for empirical mode decomposition (Lin et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2012). It
also constitutes a comb-filtering approach whereby harmonic signal components can be
filtered out, as shown in Chapter 4. As observed in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, the OMA comb-filtering
approach described in Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) can provide increased gain in the filter passbands together with effective attenuation in the stop-bands, in addition to possessing a zerophase characteristic (Fig. 5.3). Thus, it is able to effectively suppress the harmonic artefact
activity associated with the repetitive artefact waveform that occurs in the slice repetition time
(TR-slice), as observed in Figs. 5.7 – 5.11 and Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
When compared with subtraction of an average artefact template, according to the AAS
method implementation (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005), both OMA and AAS show
quite a similar RMS and amplitude attenuation associated with the gradient artefact over time
(Table 5.1). Meanwhile, OMA shows different attenuation in the artefact frequency bins in
comparison with AAS, as can be observed in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.11. As a consequence, our
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method can lead to a different preservation of the EEG signal than AAS, as indicated by the
SNR and MSE (Table 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). In addition, taking into account similar EEG
preservation (same SNR and MSE), OMA shows to be more effective in attenuating the
artefact in the overall frequency bins (Fig. 5.11), especially at higher frequencies (above
100 Hz). Thus, this characteristic can avoid the use of further processing methods such as
adaptive noise cancelling (ANC) and low-pass (LP) filtering that may contribute to suppress
high-frequency activity of the neuronal EEG. This is a substantial conceptual advantage
compared to AAS in which post-processing is essential to remove residual artefacts (Allen et
al., 2000; Mandelkow et al., 2006; Gebhardt et al., 2008; Niazy et al., 2005). Therefore, these
results indicate that OMA can lead to a better balance for the trade-off artefact attenuation
versus EEG preservation, thus outperforming the average template subtraction by AAS. Better
preservation of the corrected EEG in low-frequencies was also achieved by OMA, as shown
in Tables 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. The SNR closer to unity and the smaller values of the MSE reflect
smaller difference between the reference EEG, eref,n, and its estimate, êref,n, after application of
OMA than AAS. Thus, it confirms an improved preservation and less distortion of the EEG
signal by using OMA.
Furthermore, baseline correction has not been performed before application of OMA, whereas
it has been carried out before AAS. This evidences that OMA is more robust to the alterations
of the artefact waveform caused by small drifts and movements of the subject head. The
inherent uncertainty (standard deviation) associated with averaging epochs caused by
alterations in the artefact waveform because of small drifts as well as subject head motions
may lead to an inaccurate estimation of the average artefact template (Yan et al., 2009).
Contrary to AAS, gradient artefact estimation by our method does not rely on calculation of
an average template. Rather, implementation of OMA is individually performed sample-bysample according to application of the OMA filter indicated in Eq. (5.10), whose uncertainty
is influenced by artefact waveform alterations that occur in samples of the scalp potential
raging from sn − M +1 to sn+M −1 . In case of AAS, it is affected by artefact waveform alterations
that occur in those 2m+1 sliding average windows considered for average template
construction, whose samples range from sn− mM to sn+mM (see Section 8.4.2). Hence, it explains
why OMA is less affected by small drifts and subject head movements than AAS.
As reported by Mandelkow et al. (2006), synchronisation between the EEG sampling interval
and the MRI acquisition clock leads to increasing of the usable bandwidth in the corrected
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EEG up to around 150 Hz after average template subtraction. Because OMA is capable of
provoking larger attenuation of the artefact activity in higher-frequency bins, this shows that
the proposed approach could be used to produce further broadening of the usable bandwidth
of the corrected EEG. As shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, by using OMA, substantial
attenuation in the artefact frequency bins could be achieved in the bandwidth below 500 Hz.
The study of high frequency neuronal activity between 100 and 500 Hz has currently received
increased attention and requires the use of customised MRI sequences that are generally not
available to all investigators (Anami et al., 2003; Mullinger et al., 2014; Freyer et al., 2009).
Furthermore, it makes use of an interleaved fMRI protocol which has shown to be less
effective and flexible than continuous fMRI measurements (Eichele et al., 2010). Therefore,
the usage of OMA could be useful in EEG-fMRI studies that address those high-frequencies
oscillations. As depicted in Fig. 5.10, implementation and application of OMA also has no
dependency on interpolation or slice-timing correction between the slice-length and the EEG
sampling interval (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005; Gebhardt et al., 2008; Gonçalves et
al., 2007). This characteristic suggests that our approach could produce effective results even
when there are jitter errors between MRI clock and EEG sampling rate. Albeit reduction of
jitter by using hardware synchronisation solutions has become increasingly available as well
as OMA shows to provide better results within a scenario of alignment between TR-slice and
the EEG sampling interval (Philips data), Eq. (5.16) reveals to represent a general analytical
expression that allows estimation and suppression of the gradient artefact in scenarios either
with or without the occurrence of such timing errors. Moreover, our method is data-driven,
not requiring accurate information about MRI triggers and events to be implemented (Allen et
al., 2000; Mandelkow et al., 2006; Mullinger et al., 2008b; Freyer et al., 2009).
The approach depicted in Fig. 5.6 proposed for evaluation of EEG preservation shows to
simplify the implementation of this measurement, so that there is no need to perform
comparison of the spectral power of excerpts of the reference EEG, eref,n, with that of
corrected EEG excerpts, ên, as is usually performed in the literature (Allen et al., 2000; Freyer
et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2007). Since the power spectrum represents an average measure of
the frequencies contained in the time-domain signal, spectral power associated with artefact
residuals might be masked in the power spectrum of ên, which can compromise this kind of
analysis. Application of the artefact correction approach directly in the reference EEG (Freyer
et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2007) also has the disadvantage of not accounting for the influence
of the artefact, which might impair the accuracy of the assessment of EEG preservation by
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using such a procedure. Furthermore, the stochastic nature and the lack of knowledge of the
neuronal EEG makes it imprecise to compare the power spectrum of the artefact-corrected
EEG with the spectrum of the reference EEG recorded inside or outside the scanner.
Therefore, evaluation of EEG preservation by quantification of power in certain spectral
bands should always be performed together with evaluation of EEG preservation in the timedomain in order to obtain a more precise measurement. On the other hand, the assessment of
single events is not suitable to account for the stochastic and non-periodic nature of the
neuronal EEG (Ritter et al., 2007). All these characteristics can be effectively accounted by
using the time-domain scheme depicted in Fig. 5.6.
The selectivity of the OMA filtering, i.e. the amount of attenuation of the gradient artefact
together with the degree of EEG preservation, is influenced by the slice-length (TR-slice or
M), and the values of J and L. Therefore, combination of proper values of those parameters
should be taken into account to obtain an optimal balance between artefact attenuation and
EEG preservation. In this respect, the assessment indicated in Tables 5.2 – 5.5 and Fig. 5.11
could be used to choose the values of J and L according to the value estimated for M, as well
as to obtain an optimal selectivity. Additionally, the EEG sampling frequency should be taken
into account as well because it can influence on the value of M. Some preliminary
investigations suggested us that OMA appears to effectively produce EEG correction for
lower EEG sampling frequencies (around 500 Hz), provided that the gradient artefact
waveform is well reproduced in the scalp potential. Further, OMA might be applied when a
delay time (DT – see Section 2.4.1) occurs between volume acquisitions, by setting M for
both TR-slice and TR, without substantial degradation of the EEG quality. This characteristic
is better assessed in Chapter 6. As further suggestion for future work, OMA should be applied
and generalised for other types of EEG data recorded in other types of MRI scanners as well
as for correction of other types of periodic artefacts, such as the artefact that affects the scalp
potential during electrical impedance tomography (Fabrizi et al., 2010).
Due to the computational efficiency of the OMA filter described in Eq. (5.12), Eqs. (5.15) and
(5.16) are not computationally demanding either, in addition to possessing quite low
complexity of implementation. Thus, large values of the parameters J and L do not
compromise the computational processing time of Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16). As a result, the time
to compute Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) is quite low and comparable with the processing time of the
mean template subtraction performed by the Brain Vision Analyzer software. Equations
(5.15) and (5.16) also allow using non-integer values of M, according to the estimated value
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of TR-slice, which can be used to reduce the effect of jitter errors on the comb-filtering
performance as well (Braun, 1975). Rather, the use of Eq. (5.11) may be followed by some
problems such as the substantial ringing effects in the signal ends caused by the iterative
application and subtraction of the components of the corrected EEG, as well as the increased
computational load when larger values of J and L are used. Thereby, the frequency-domain
implementation indicated by Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) should be preferably used than Eq. (5.11)
to minimise such problems.
As another limitation, we noticed that the use of larger values of M in Eq. (5.12) provokes
strong reduction of the attenuation provided by H OMA ( z ) in lower-frequency comb-filter stopbands as well as larger attenuation in higher-frequency comb-filter pass-bands. This effect is
particularly important when M equals the value of the parameter TR, and is deeper addressed
in Section 6.3.3. In parallel, the performance of OMA might be compromised when the
occurrence of EEG amplifier saturation, as also observed for the AAS method. Thus, band
limiters are needed to reduce the EEG system dynamic range and prevent saturation of the
EEG amplifier during EEG data acquisition.

5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have shown the effectiveness of using optimised moving-average filtering
(OMA) for suppression of the gradient artefact from the scalp potential recorded during
continuous EEG-fMRI. OMA constitutes a comb-filtering approach, whose application in the
scalp potential allows suppression of the gradient artefact and simultaneous estimation of the
neuronal EEG. When compared with the average template subtraction as performed according
to the established average artefact subtraction (AAS) methodology, OMA is shown to be
capable of obtaining an improved balance compared to AAS for the trade-off between
effective suppression of the gradient artefact and preservation of the EEG signal. In this
respect, OMA can provide larger attenuation in higher-frequency artefact bins and be less
affected by artefact waveform alterations owing to small drifts and subject head motions. In
addition to being data-driven and not requiring accurate information about MRI trigger and
events, OMA also is shown to be capable of correcting the EEG signal in scenarios either with
or without misalignment between the EEG sampling interval and the MRI slice-time. Last,
besides effectively accounting for the stochastic and non-periodic nature of the neuronal EEG,
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the proposed approach for evaluation of EEG signal preservation is shown to simplify the
implementation of this measurement. Such characteristics indicate that our methodology can
help to improve the quality of the EEG signal recorded during fMRI as well as the
performance evaluation of the gradient artefact correction approaches, and thus contribute to
the consolidation of co-registered EEG-fMRI.
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CHAPTER 6

Evaluating the Relative Efficacy and Clinical Usefulness of
the Gradient Artefact Correction using Iterative Filtering*

6.1 Abstract
Although co-registered EEG-fMRI has been considered a tool to solve numerous problems in
cognitive and clinical neuroscience, some limitations such as the occurrence of artefacts still
impair the use of such a technique in a broader range of applications. In particular, the
gradient artefact may compromise obtaining an EEG signal with good quality, even after
application of the existing correction methods proposed in the literature. In this chapter, we
make an assessment of the relative efficacy of the novel methodology we propose to attenuate
the gradient artefact and residual artefacts in the corrected EEG by using iterative filtering. As
an extension of the OMA method proposed in Chapter 5, such a methodology makes use of
further iterative filtering techniques which are based upon a modality of iterative filtering
decomposition process. When compared with the often-used AAS and FASTR correction
methods, the proposed methodology provides better preservation of high-frequency activity in
the corrected EEG together with effective gradient artefact attenuation. Moreover, it has
improved robustness under the occurrence of abrupt movements of the subject head. Besides,
epileptiform activity could be fairly well indentified by visual inspection of a clinical EEG
expert.

6.2 Introduction
Simultaneous acquisition of EEG and fMRI data (co-registered EEG-fMRI) has been
considered a promising and powerful technique to solve numerous problems in cognitive and
clinical neuroscience. Combination of the high temporal resolution of the EEG with the high
*

This chapter was based on the paper:

Ferreira, J.L., Besseling, R.M.H., Wu, Y., Arends, J., Carrette, E. (2018). Evaluating the relative efficacy and
clinical usefulness of the gradient artefact correction using iterative filtering. To be submitted.
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spatial resolution of the fMRI has enabled the possibility of measuring the activity of largescale neuronal networks with millisecond resolution and, simultaneously, to look deep into
subcortical structures on the order of millimetres. In the beginning, co-registered EEG-fMRI
was used in studies of epilepsy. Over the past years, however, several other clinical
applications and neuroscientific studies have made use of this technique as well (Snyder and
Raichle, 2010; Warach et al., 1996; Seeck et al., 1998; Wiest et al., 2015; Ritter and
Villringer, 2006).
Besides its promising capability of offering new insights into brain functioning, co-registered
EEG-fMRI is a challenging technique, mainly because of the quality of the EEG signal that is
compromised by the occurrence of artefacts induced by the magnetic fields of the MRI
scanner (Allen et al., 2000; Anami et al., 2002; Debener et al., 2010; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009).
The magnetic field gradients and RF pulses used in MRI pulse sequences induce an
interference voltage in the electrical potential recorded in the scalp electrodes (scalp potential),
which is termed gradient or imaging acquisition artefact. As described in Section 2.4.1, the
gradient artefact is characterised as an approximately repetitive waveform in the time course
scalp potential, whose period corresponds to the repetition time (TR) of the MRI pulse
sequence, and may have amplitudes about hundreds of orders higher than the neuronal EEG
signal. In the frequency-domain, the spectral activity associated with the gradient artefact
appears in harmonic frequency bands (or frequency bins) spaced at 1/TR, and convolved with
spectral frequency bands at 1/TR-slice corresponding to the inverse of the period between two
MRI slice acquisitions (TR-slice) (Anami et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2010). In turn, the pulse
and the movement artefact caused by abrupt subject head movements are mainly ascribed to
the static magnetic field of the MRI scanner. An in-depth analysis of the pulse and the
movement artefacts are outside the scope of this work, and additional information and
methods to correct them can be obtained in the references mentioned above.
In attempt to attenuate the gradient artefact at the source, reduction of the induction effects of
the MRI magnetic fields, as well as the use of interleaved approaches whereby silent scanning
periods are left between fMRI data acquisitions, has been suggested in the literature
(Mullinger et al., 2014; Mullinger et al., 2011; Ritter et al., 2010). Attenuation of the
induction effects, however, is not able to effectively suppress the artefact from the EEG signal,
requiring the use of post-processing techniques to correct it. In parallel, interleaved
approaches have shown to be less flexible and experimentally efficient than continuous fMRI
acquisition (Eichele et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2005). The use of a special EEG cap has also
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been proposed, whereby it is possible to record the gradient artefact separately. Then it is
subtracted from the recorded scalp potential corrupted by the gradient artefact (Chowdhury et
al., 2014). Although this technique has shown to be quite promising, it requires specialised
hardware that are not yet widely available. The use of a head vacuum cushion has also been
proposed to prevent the influence of subject head movements on the morphology of the
gradient artefact waveform (Anami et al., 2002). Thus, it is possible to obtain an artefact
waveform more reproducible and stationary, characteristic on which most of post-processing
gradient artefact correction methods artefact rely. As remarked by Spencer (2015), however,
small head micro-movements cannot be cancelled out when using head vacuum cushions even
with the most cooperative subjects. Those tiny movements provoke random variations in the
amplitude of the gradient artefact components, which conceptually can be similar to a random
amplitude modulation. As a result, spectral components of the gradient artefact are broadened,
especially in higher-frequency spectral bins. As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, the endogenous
and inevitable influence of subtle head tiny movements is related to respiration and small
movements of the subject head (Eichele et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015).
Broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines is the main cause of the partial failure of the
average artefact subtraction (AAS) method which is the most established post-processing
gradient artefact correction approach. AAS is based upon the assumption of stationary nature
of the gradient artefact waveform as well as of the neuronal EEG and the gradient artefact to
be uncorrelated. According to the AAS implementation, an average artefact waveform (or
average template) is constructed and subtracted from the scalp potential to produce a clean
EEG signal (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005; Freyer et al., 2009). This approach can be
likened to a comb-filter based upon a coherent detection process whereby the harmonic
artefact interference is attenuated (Braun, 1975; Braun, 2011). Although the gradient artefact
can be substantially suppressed by the comb-filtering attenuation provided by AAS, it is not
effective in addressing the broadening of the spectral lines caused by tiny subject head
movements, in such a way that residual artefacts may be left behind in the EEG signal after
AAS application (Spencer, 2015). For suppression of these residual artefacts, low-pass (LP)
filtering and adaptive noise cancelling (ANC) are usually employed (Allen et al., 2000; Niazy
et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2012).
To improve the AAS performance, a number of techniques have been proposed such as
synchronisation between the MRI acquisition clock and the EEG sampling frequency (Anami
et al., 2003; Mandelkow et al., 2006). Accordingly, when the repetition time TR (or TR-slice)
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of the MRI sequence is set as a multiple of the EEG sampling interval, it allows obtaining a
more reproducible artefact waveform by mitigating the occurrence of jitter problems.
Mandelkow et al. (2006) have reported a usable bandwidth in the corrected EEG up to around
150 Hz after average template subtraction by using synchronisation between the EEG
sampling interval and the MRI clock. However, it is generally difficult to access a bandwidth
of the neuronal EEG higher than 80 Hz because of the occurrence of residual artefacts that
tend to be in the EEG gamma band (30 – 100 Hz) (Spencer, 2015). The study of highfrequency oscillations (HFOs) in the EEG between 100 and 500 Hz has currently received
increased attention, and is associated with attention and memory process as well as with the
onset of epileptic spikes (Sanei and Chambers, 2007; Gotman, 2010). Even though the access
of HFOs as well as ultra-high-frequency EEG oscillations has been demonstrated by Freyer et
al. (2009), this method combines interleaved approaches with customised MRI sequences that
are not widely available to all investigators. Other additional approaches have been devised in
attempt to correct the residual artefacts by construction of an optimal basis set (OBS) using
principal component analysis, by making use of independent component analysis, and by
utilising spatial filtering (Eichele et al., 2010; Niazy et al., 2005). These approaches, however,
are generally not able to provide a corrected EEG signal with usable frequency bandwidth
higher than the gamma band. Even though the FMRI Artifact Slice Template Removal –
FASTR (Niazy et al., 2005) has been often employed to correct the gradient artefact, its
performance has strong dependency on subject head movements and may not be capable of
addressing the broadening of artefact spectral lines either. Thereby, the corrected EEG by
FASTR may be susceptible to the occurrence of residual artefacts alike, requiring the use of
LP filtering around 70 Hz and ANC to effectively correct them.
In Chapter 5, we described the use of a novel comb-filtering approach (OMA) based upon the
iterative application of a moving-average filter, to improve the attenuation of the gradient
artefact activity in the frequency bins associated with the slice-length (TR-slice). OMA has
shown to provide larger attenuation than AAS in higher-frequency bins in which there is
broadening of artefact spectral lines, and simultaneously to obtain a better preservation of the
EEG signal. In this chapter, we propose to employ a variant of OMA along with other
iterative filtering techniques to attenuate the gradient artefact in a scenario where it is not
possible to switch off the dynamic stabilisation in the MRI equipment. Within this scenario,
TR-slice may no longer be an integer of the EEG sampling interval. Hence, subtraction of an
average template by AAS should be applied using either the repetition time TR or irregularly
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spaced templates of length TR-slice which are less effective in obtaining a good quality for
the corrected EEG than using regular epochs of length TR-slice (Mandelkow et al., 2010;
Spencer, 2015). In Sections 6.3 and 6.5, we describe and demonstrate how OMA could be
applied for both TR and TR-slice in order to obtain an adequate quality for the artefactcorrected EEG. The design of the variant of OMA as well as of the other novel filtering
techniques are based upon a kind of iterative filtering decomposition process recently
proposed in the literature (Lin et al., 2009; Ferreira et al., 2016; Ferreira et al., 2018). As
shown in Section 6.5, a substantial attenuation of the gradient artefact together with a better
preservation of the EEG signal above 80 Hz can be provided by using the proposed
methodology, thus outperforming AAS and the FASTR method. Our approach is also shown
to be capable of limiting the region of influence of abrupt head movements. In parallel, it also
allows the identification of epileptiform activity in the time course EEG comparable to that
provided by FASTR, according to the visual inspection of a clinical EEG expert. Thereby,
this indicates that the proposed methodology could be used in clinical epilepsy studies, as
discussed in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 EEG and fMRI data
To implement and apply the proposed methodology, EEG data have been simultaneously
acquired with fMRI data from a volunteer who was an epilepsy patient. Given the type of
epilepsy, interictal epileptiform activity was expected during data acquisition. The recordings
were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and made with the approval
of the local ethics committee and informed consent by the volunteer. The subject was scanned
within a 3 T MAGNETOM Trio Scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) during
approximately 62.2 minutes using a functional echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence with 40
transversal slices and volume repetition time (TR) equal to 2500 ms. fMRI data acquisition
was continuously performed. First, a structural scan (T1) was taken, followed by a functional
scan (T2*) simultaneous with the EEG recording. The MRI clock and the EEG sampling
frequency have been synchronised, so that TR was set as a multiple of the EEG sampling
interval. TR was not adjusted as a multiple of the slice-time (TR-slice) because it has not been
possible to switch off the dynamic stabilisation. To record the EEG data, a MRI-compatible
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32 channels EEG system (BrainAmp MR, Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany) with
electrodes positioned according to the standard 10-20 international system as well as a MRIcompatible EEG-cap part of the EEG system was used. The EEG data were recorded in 31
EEG channels, and one additional electrode was used to record the ECG signal. The EEG
signal acquisition was performed using a sampling rate at 5000 Hz.

6.3.2. Gradient artefact correction and suppression of residual artefacts
The idea behind most of gradient artefact correction methods, including the established
average artefact subtraction (AAS) method (Allen et al., 2000; Niazy et al., 2005), consists of
the application of a comb-filtering approach with improved performance to account for the
attenuation of the harmonic artefact activity associated with the periodic nature of the gradient
artefact. Within the scenario under study in which the dynamic stabilisation has not been
switched off in the MRI equipment during data recording, the EEG data has been provided
with an artefact waveform in which the repetition time TR was not a multiple of the slicelength (TR-slice). Thereby, the gradient artefact correction should be able to predict the
attenuation of the artefact activity associated with both TR and TR-slice.
In addition, because of the occurrence of tiny micro-movements associated with the subject
head, Eq. (6.1) should be used to model the recorded scalp potential, sn (Spencer, 2015):

sn = [ a + Cn ] g n + en ,

(6.1)

where a is a scaling factor which depends upon the position of the EEG leads and the shape of
the volume conductor, thus varying with respect to the conductive paths generated by the
subject head and EEG leads relative to the magnetic field gradients; Cn is a zero mean,
random process associated with the influence of the micro-movements of the subject head; g n
is the gradient artefact; and en is the actual EEG. Therefore, the model of Eq. (6.1) describes a
random amplitude modulation in g n caused by the subject head micro-movements. Assuming
the gradient artefact and the EEG signal are not correlated, en is not affected by such
variations in the amplitude, as indicated in Eq. (6.1). Taking into account the autocorrelation
of sn and applying the Fourier transform, the corresponding power spectrum, S ( ω ) , can be
estimated as (Spencer, 2015):
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where the first term in the right hand side represents the spectral component associated with
the gradient artefact; E ( ω ) is the spectral component associated with the neuronal EEG; U
corresponds to the white Gaussian noise with variance σU2 , ρ < 1 , associated with Cn ; gl is
the l-th component of the gradient artefact harmonics; and ω f is fundamental frequency of

each harmonic frequency bin. As described by Spencer (2015), in Eq. (6.2), Cn has the effect
of contributing to spectral broadening in S ( ω ) around the l artefact harmonics with
fundamental frequency at ω f , which constitutes the artefact frequency bins associated with
TR-slice.
Thus, the comb-filtering performed by the gradient artefact correction should also be capable
of predicting the broadening of the artefact spectral lines caused by micro-movements of the
subject head, as indicated in Eq. (6.2), to effectively attenuate the spectral artefact activity.
Otherwise, the gradient artefact correction may fail and, as a result, residual artefacts remain
in the artefact-corrected EEG. Such residual artefact activity may impair to access an EEG
bandwidth higher than 80 Hz in the EEG signal corrected by AAS (Spencer, 2015). Moreover,
a balance for the trade-off between amount of artefact suppression and EEG signal
preservation should also be taken into account in order to avoid unwanted removal of
components of interest in the EEG signal.
Below, we describe the proposed filtering techniques to suppress the component associated
with the gradient artefact as indicated in Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), attenuate eventual residual
artefacts in the estimate of en , and increase its usable bandwidth: the optimised movingaverage (OMA) filtering; the highly selective notch (HSN) filtering, and the optimised
exponential average (OEA) filtering. OMA, HSN, and OEA were implemented in MATLAB
(The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) environment.

6.3.3. Optimised moving-average (OMA)
As described in Chapter 5, optimised moving-average (OMA) consists of a comb-filtering
technique based upon iterative application of a moving-average filter, whose notch
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frequencies are located at 1/TR-slice (Ferreira et al., 2016; Ferreira et al., 2018). When this
procedure is iteratively applied in the scalp potential, sn , recorded with TR-slice as a multiple
of the EEG sampling interval, it permits to simultaneously suppress the gradient artefact and
estimate the corrected EEG. This approach can also be implemented in the frequency-domain,
and does not require accurate information about triggers and other MRI events in comparison
with the artefact template subtraction performed by AAS. In addition, OMA provides larger
attenuation in higher-frequency artefact bins, so that it has shown to better address the
broadening of higher-frequency spectral lines associated with the gradient artefact (Eq. (6.2))
than subtraction of an average artefact template (Ferreira et al., 2016).
According to OMA implementation (see Section 5.3.4), the artefact-corrected EEG, êcorct, is
related to the scalp potential, s, by Eq. (6.3):

H C ( z) =

Eˆ corct ( z )
J
= 1 − [1 − H OMA ( z ) ] ,
S (z)

(6.3)

where Eˆcorct ( z ) is the z-domain representation of êcorct; S ( z ) is the z-domain representation of

s; J is the number of iterations used; and H OMA ( z ) is described in Eq. (5.12). The frequency
response of the OMA filter is derived from Eq. (6.4) by setting z = ejω, resulting in:

 H OMA (ω) =

1

(M )

2

 ωM 
sin 2 

 2 
.
2ω
sin  
2

(6.4)

A cascade implementation of Eq. (6.3) permits to enlarge the attenuation in the filter stopbands:
L

H L ( z ) = [ H C ( z )] ,

(6.5)

where L is the number of cascades (Ferreira et al., 2016; Ferreira et al., 2018).
Here, we modified Eq. (6.3) to achieve the attenuation of the gradient artefact activity
associated with the volume repetition TR as well. Since TR is much larger than TR-slice, the
value of M in Eq. (6.4) is also enlarged by setting M equal to TR. This provokes strong
reduction of the attenuation provided by H OMA ( z ) in lower-frequency comb-filter stop-bands
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as well as larger attenuation in higher-frequency comb-filter pass-bands when using Eq. (6.4)
(Ferreira et al., 2018). To counterbalance this effect, we modified Eq. (6.4) to Eq. (6.6):

 H OMA (ω) =

1

(M )

2

 ωM 
sin p 

 2 
,
ω
sin 2  
2

(6.6)

where the exponent p equals to 4, 6, or 8 depending on how large the value of M is. To
attenuate the artefact activity associated with TR, thereby, we have set M = TR and applied
OMA to s using Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6). Next, by setting M = TR-slice, we applied OMA using
Eqs. (6.4) and (6.5) to the resulting signal in order to attenuate the artefact activity associated
with TR-slice. The value of TR was estimated using the recorded scalp potential as well, thus
according to the time basis of the EEG sampling system (Ferreira et al., 2016). It is worthy of
note that there is no difference in the order of application of OMA for TR or TR-slice firstly
because Eqs. (6.4) – (6.6) have linear response.
Although broadening of artefact spectral lines could be accounted for by using OMA, we
noticed that the use of smaller values of J might provoke larger attenuation of EEG
frequencies around artefact frequency bins, especially at higher frequencies, and
simultaneously low-pass filtering higher-frequencies of interest in the corrected EEG. On the
other hand, eventual residual artefacts might be left behind around the frequency bins when
larger values of J are used (Ferreira et al., 2016; Ferreira et al., 2018). In addition to such a
trade-off, extra interference sources may afflict the EEG during co-registered EEG-fMRI,
such as vibrations owing to the MRI scanner gradient switching, and cryogen and air flow
pumps (Eichele et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015). These sources of interference are difficult to be
predicted by any gradient artefact correction approaches and, therefore, further methods and
procedures should be used to minimise those interferences. Contrary to the cryogen and air
flow pumps that can be switched off, vibrations associated with the MRI scanner gradient
switching can only be partially reduced by shock-absorbing mattress or suspension of the
scanner bed, which is technically challenging and impractical in most applications. The use of
conventional notch and low-pass filtering approaches might not be advisable in those
scenarios because they may provoke substantial attenuation of components of the neuronal
EEG and make it difficult to access EEG spectral activity above the gamma band (Spencer,
2015).
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Thereby, we have made use of other iterative filtering approaches that might be capable of
producing substantial attenuation of eventual residual artefacts after application of OMA and
simultaneously improving the preservation of the spectral energy in the artefact-corrected
EEG. Such filtering techniques are the highly selective notch (HSN) filtering and the
optimised exponential average (OEA) filtering, described as follows.

6.3.4. The highly selective notch (HSN) filtering
As described in Section 4.4.3, convolution between a unit pulse, δ , with the magnitude

response H MAF (ω) of Eq. (4.2), calculated for N = 2, provides a band-pass filter with unit
amplitude and central frequency at ω0 (see Fig. 4.5). By applying Eq. (4.19) within an
iterative filtering procedure, as indicated in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.20), this results in the notch
filter H NTC ( z ) :
J

H NTC ( z ) = 1 − ( H1 ( z ) ) .

(6.7)

The magnitude response corresponding to H NTC ( z ) can be seen in Fig. 4.12. This notch filter
does not cause any effects on the phase of the signal. Thus, as indicated in Eq. (4.21), Eq. (6.7)
can be used in a cascade implementation as well:
L

H NL ( z ) = [ H NTC ( z ) ] ,

(6.8)

where L is the number of cascades. Thus, Eq. (6.13) can produce a notch filter with a large
range of values for the stop-band bandwidth around -3 dB. This characteristic enables Eq. (6.8)
to provide a highly selective notch filtering to extract specific frequencies of the corrected
EEG. In this fashion, the amount of energy filtered by the notch filter could be selectively
tapped by setting proper values of J and L in Eq. (6.8) which permits to vary the bandwidth
around -3 dB and, thereby, the degree of attenuation provided by the filter.
Another way we devised to implement a highly selective notch filtering was the usage of Eq.
(6.12) combined with a power spectrum threshold to indicate the amount of energy to be
extracted in that specific frequency. For instance, in case of the gradient artefact residuals, we
assumed that the spectral energy associated with the gradient artefact activity lay above the
set power spectrum threshold, and the energy underneath this threshold ought to be associated
with the neuronal EEG. Thus, the attenuation provided by the notch filter should be able to
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reduce the energy associated with the residual artefact frequencies until the set threshold. To
calculate the threshold, the power spectrum corresponding to a reference EEG excerpt
recorded inside the MRI scanner during non-scan periods (baseline EEG power spectrum)
might be used. In parallel, to find the correct attenuation of the filter, initially we have
searched for a value of minimal attenuation provided by Eq. (6.8) whereby the energy in a
specific frequency could be attenuated until the set threshold. This can be carried out by
varying the values of J and L, as mentioned above. Afterwards, our algorithm sought and
selected those frequencies in the region around the frequency bins that had spectral energy
above the threshold. Equation (6.8) was then applied to the corrected EEG after OMA, (êcorct)
to reduce the energy in those selected frequencies. This procedure was iteratively performed,
until the power spectrum of those selected frequencies was below the set threshold. To
estimate the power spectrum of êcorct in which HSN were to be applied, we have used the Fast
Fourier transformation Ek calculated by Eq. (6.14):
I

Ek =  eˆcorct ωI ( n −1)( k −1) ,

(6.9)

n =1

where I is the length of êcorct; and ωI = e − j 2 π I . Equation (6.9) was implemented using the
function fft of MATLAB. I was also used as the number of points of the FFT, and a
Hamming window of the same length was used to minimise the spectral leakage. The power
spectrum was calculated as:

Pk =

Ek ⋅ Ek
,
I

(6.10)

where Ek is the complex conjugate of Ek .
6.3.5 Optimised exponential average (OEA)
Because of the occurrence of residual artefacts associated with the broadening of the gradient
artefact spectral lines as indicated in Eq. (6.2), the corrected EEG may not have a power
spectrum that is inversely proportional to the frequency (1/f) after gradient artefact correction,
as is typically observed for the neuronal EEG (Gutberlet, 2010; Mandelkow et al., 2006).
Although a conventional low-pass (LP) filter is able to attenuate residual artefact frequencies
that are above its cut-off frequency, it does not predict any decrease of the EEG power
spectrum as 1/f. Thus, the LP filter must be applied with cut-off frequency right in the region
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of the spectrum in which those deviations above 1/f occur, and tend to be in the EEG gamma
band and above (Spencer, 2015). In parallel, frequencies of the corrected EEG higher than the
filter cut-off frequency are strongly attenuated because they lie in the transition and stop-band
of the LP filter. As such, we have investigated and made use of the exponential average filter
as a low-pass filter to approximate the EEG power spectrum to 1/f. An exponential average
filter can be described by the following equation (Braun, 2011):

yn = − ayn −1 + (1 − a ) xn ,

(6.11)

where a = (1 − 1 C ) , and C is a constant. Application of the z-transformation in Eq. (6.11)
results in:

H EA ( z ) =

Y ( z)
1− a
=
.
X ( z ) 1 − az −1

(6.12)

Like in Eq. (4.19), we have performed the convolution between a unit pulse, δ , with the
magnitude response H EA (ω) :

H 2 (ω) = δ(ω0 ) ∗ H EA (ω) .

(6.13)

The central frequency response ω0 in Eq. (6.13) has now been set at ω0 = 0, in such a way that
it provides the low-pass filter response depicted in Fig. 6.1a (blue trace) which is a wellknown characteristic of an exponential average. The magnitude response of an FIR LP filter
cut-off frequency about 70 Hz (21-coefficient – dark trace; 56-coefficient – red trace; and 91coefficient – green trace) implemented using the MATLAB function FIR1 are depicted in
Fig. 6.1a as well for comparison purposes. In Fig 6.1b, it can be observed that by iteratively
applying Eq. (6.13), as described in Eq. (6.14) and its cascade implementation (Eq. (6.15)):
J

K
H OEA ( z ) = 1 − 1 − ( H 2 ( z ) )  ,



L

H LO ( z ) = ( H OEA ( z ) ) ,

(6.14)

(6.15)

the low-pass characteristics of Eq. (6.13) can be changed, permitting to increase or decrease
the low-pass filter attenuation along the pass-band, transition band, and stop-band (Fig. 6.1b).
Thereby, by using proper values of C, K, J, and L in the optimised exponential average (OEA)
filtering approach indicated in Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15), residual artefacts along the EEG gamma
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band and above might be more selectively filtered according to different responses obtained
for OEA, rather than the FIR LP filter that only attenuates frequencies around and over the
filter cut-off frequency (Fig. 6.1a). This characteristic of OEA, therefore, could be used to
produce larger attenuation of residual artefacts in intermediary frequencies together with
smaller attenuation at higher frequencies than the FIR LP filter, approximating the EEG
power spectrum to 1/f. It is noteworthy that Eqs. (6.14) and (6.15) does not produce any
distortion effects in the phase of the signal either.
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Figure 6.1: Magnitude response of: (a) H 2 (ω) (Eq. (6.13)) – blue trace, and an FIR LP filter (21-coefficient –
dark trace; 56-coefficient – red trace; and 91-coefficient – green trace); b) H LO ( z ) (Eq. (6.15)), taking into
account some values of K, J, and L, and C = 10000.

6.4 Comparative analysis, quantitative assessment, and clinical evaluation
of the gradient artefact correction
6.4.1 Comparative analysis
As a measure of relative efficacy, we compared our results with those obtained by application
of the MATLAB-based plug-in FMRI Artefact Slice Template Removal (FASTR, Center for
Functional MRI of the Brain, Oxford, UK). FASTR is a part of the FMRIB toolbox (Version
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2.00) of the open source toolbox EEGLab (Version 14.1.1b) (Delorme and Makeig, 2004).
Initially, this algorithm performs the artefact template subtraction according to the AAS
method. To this end, the epoch length to construct the artefact template was set at 2500 ms
(TR) which matched the used volume-start marker in the EEG data. A sliding average with
window size of 61 epochs and an interpolation factor equal to 4 were used. The reason for
using 61 epochs was a minimum of 60 averages that is generally required to attenuate brain
signals effectively in the artefact template, corresponding to a scaling of the standard
deviation by approximately 0.13 (Spencer, 2015, Mullinger et al., 2008c). Besides the average
artefact template subtraction, FASTR performs the correction of residual artefacts based upon
an optimal basis set (OBS) using principal component analysis (PCA). In short, PCA is used
to carry out the identification of small temporal variations in the artefact of different artefact
waveforms. These variations allow the calculation of the optimal basis set that is then fitted to
and subtracted from the corrected EEG. Next, low-pass (LP) filtering with recommended cutoff frequency at < 70 Hz and adaptive noise cancelling (ANC) should be performed to
improve the correction of the residual artefacts (Niazy et al., 2005). Both our methodology
and FASTR were applied in EEG excerpts of 4 minutes-length.
6.4.2 Quantitative assessment
The resulting restored EEG signals, eˆ n , from application of the gradient artefact correction
according to our methodology and the FASTR method were used to estimate the evaluation
metrics of artefact attenuation and EEG preservation. The gradient artefact attenuation was
assessed by calculation of the attenuation in the frequency bins associated with TR-slice up to
500 Hz. To this end, a bandwidth of ± 1 Hz around the fundamental of each frequency bin
was taken into consideration (Niazy et al., 2005). In turn, assessment of the EEG preservation
was carried out by the quantification of the EEG power spectrum in a certain bandwidth: delta
(0.5 – 4 Hz), theta (4 – 8 Hz), alpha (8 – 14 Hz), beta (14 – 30 Hz), gamma (30 – 100 Hz),
high-frequency-1 – Hf1 (100 – 200 Hz), and high-frequency-2 – Hf2 (200 – 500 Hz).
6.4.3 Clinical evaluation of the gradient artefact correction
To perform a clinical evaluation, the time course restored EEG signals eˆ n , were brought to a
clinical EEG expert for visual inspection. The expert was requested to identify the occurrence
of epileptiform activity in eˆ n , thus providing a clinical indication of the quality of signal used
in these studies (Bénar et al., 2003).
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6.5 Results
Figure 6.2a shows an exemplary excerpt of the recorded scalp potential corrupted by the
gradient artefact, electrode position T7. An exemplary of the power spectrum of the recorded
scalp potential, electrode position T7, is depicted in Fig. 6.2b. Figure 6.3 depicts the gradient
artefact correction in the scalp potential, electrode position T7, performed according to our
methodology and the FASTR plug-in in the following scenarios: AAS alone; combination of
AAS and OBS (AAS+OBS); OMA (for TR: M = 12500, p = 6, J = 2 x 109, and L = 1; and for
TR-slice: M = 310, J = 2 x 105, and L = 1). As can be seen in Fig. 6.3a, the correction
provided by AAS was not effective in suppressing the artefact, and a substantial amount of
residual artefacts is observed in the corrected EEG, rather than the correction provided by the
combination AAS+OBS and by OMA.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Exemplary excerpt of the time course recorded scalp potential, electrode position T7; (b)
exemplary power spectrum of the scalp potential, electrode position T7.

In Figs. 6.3b and 6.3c, a cleaner EEG was also obtained by OMA, whereas some residuals can
be observed for the signals corrected by AAS and AAS+OBS. The residuals shown in Fig.
6.3c are related to broadening of the spectral lines associated with TR-slice (Eq. (6.2)).
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EEG excerpt 1 – corresponding to Fig. 6.2a
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Figure 6.3: (a) Exemplary excerpt of the time course recorded scalp potential, electrode position T7; (b)
exemplary power spectrum of the scalp potential, electrode position T7.

Because OMA is able to better account for the suppression of the artefact activity associated
with TR-slice, it has been capable of better attenuating such residuals. This can also be
observed in Fig. 6.4 in which the EEG excerpt corresponds to the electrode position FC5. In
the time course EEG as well as in the power spectrum, a larger amount of residuals can be
observed in the signals corrected by AAS and AAS+OBS, rather than OMA.
As some spectral lines associated with TR-slice have showed up larger broadening, a small
amount of residual artefacts still remained in EEG corrected by OMA, as observed in Fig.
6.4a and 6.4d. To reddress these residual artefacts, thereby, we applied OMA along with the
highly selective notch filtering (OMA+HSN) and with both HSN and the optimised
exponential average (OMA+HSN+OEA), resulting in the corrected EEG signals of Fig. 6.5a
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(light green and brown trace, respectively). For this case scenario, OEA was set as: C = 10000,
K = 1.7, J = 0.2, and L = 10000.
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Figure 6.4: Corrected EEG (electrode position FC5) within some scenarios: (a) AAS, AAS combined with OBS
(AAS+OBS), and OMA; (b) power spectrum of the signal corrected by AAS; (c) power spectrum of the signal
corrected by AAS+OBS; (d) power spectrum of the signal corrected by OMA.
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It can be observed that those residuals shown in Fig. 6.4a and 6.4d have been strongly
attenuated. In Fig. 6.5a, the residual correction obtained by application of adaptive noise
cancelling (ANC) and low-pass (LP) filtering in the signal corrected by AAS+OBS of Fig.
6.4a is shown as well. LP filtering was set with two values of cut-off frequency for
comparison purposes: 250 Hz and 70 Hz (recommended in the FASTR plug-in).
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Figure 6.5: Corrected EEG (electrode position FC5) within some scenarios: (a) AAS+OBS+ANC+LP filtering
(FASTR), OMA+HSN, and OMA+HSN+OEA; (b) power spectrum of the signals corrected by FASTR (LP
filtering cut-off 250 Hz – pink) and by FASTR (LP filtering cut-off 70 Hz – dark yellow); (c) power spectrum of
the signals corrected by OMA (dark green), OMA+HSN (light green), and OMA+HSN+OEA (brown trace).

By using ANC and LP filtering cut-off 250 Hz, some residual artefacts can still be observed
in the corrected signal; whereas for the correction by ANC and LP filtering cut-off 70 Hz, the
residuals have been strongly attenuated, but at the expense of some signal degradation in the
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gamma band (30 – 100 Hz) and above. This can be clearly observed in the power spectra
depicted in Fig. 6.5b. Rather, the signals corrected by the combination OMA+HSN and
OMA+HSN+OEA have been better preserved, especially at higher frequencies.
In Fig. 6.6, EEG excerpts of the electrode positions CP1 and C4 were used to illustrate the
influence of alterations that continuously occur in the artefact waveform morphology due to
subject head movements over the performance of the gradient artefact correction. In case of
Fig. 6.6, OMA was set for TR: M = 12500, p = 6, J = 2 x 109, L = 1; and for TR-slice:
M = 310, J = 2 x 104, and L = 1). As depicted in Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b, the correction of AAS
was affected by the occurrence of head movements in such a way that the artefact-corrected
signal possesses a “step” around the times 544 s and 864 s, respectively, as indicated. The
signal corrected by the combination AAS+OBS does not show up such a step, as with the
correction provided by OMA alone. Figure 6.6c depicts the EEG correction under the
occurrence of transients in the recorded potential due to an abrupt head movement around
1904 s (Fig. 6.6d). The influence of these transients was propagated along the time course
corrected EEG matching all averaging epochs used to estimate the artefact template by AAS,
which were in the same framework where the movement occurred. These movement influence
can be observed at time intervals regularly spaced equal to the repetition time TR (= 2.5 s) in
Fig 6.6c. Neither the combination AAS+OBS nor AAS+OBS+ANC+LP (FASTR) were
capable of attenuating these residual artefacts, as indicated.
On the contrary, we observed that most of the entire length of the EEG corrected by OMA
was not corrupted by the influence of abrupt head motions which have been noticed only
nearby and locally in the region of the signal in which the abrupt movement occurred (around
± 20 s the site of the abrupt movement occurrence). Thus, the performance of OMA is shown
to be less susceptible to alterations in the morphology of the artefact waveform than AAS
(Ferreira et al., 2016), in addition to being more robust in limiting the region of influence of
abrupt head motions than AAS and FASTR.
Last, we can also observe in Fig. 6.6c that FASTR has been able to attenuate the residual
artefact contribution associated with the broadening of spectral lines, but at the expense of
suppression of higher-frequencies alike (as indicated in Fig. 6.5). Rather, such residuals are
not seen in the corrected EEG by OMA alone depicted in Fig. 6.6c.
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Figure 6.6: Performance of the gradient artefact correction under the occurrence of alterations of the artefact
waveform due to abrupt movements of the subject head. (a) Corrected EEG (electrode position CP1) within
some scenarios: AAS, AAS combined with OBS (AAS+OBS), and OMA; (b) corrected EEG (electrode position
C4) within some scenarios: AAS, AAS combined with OBS (AAS+OBS), and OMA. In (a) and (b), the
influence of the movement can be observed in the signal corrected by AAS; (c) corrected EEG (electrode
position CP1) within some scenarios: AAS, AAS combined with OBS (AAS+OBS), AAS+OBS+ANC+LP
filtering (cut-off frequency 70 Hz), and OMA. The influence of transients due to an abrupt head movement that
occurred around the time 1904 s – shown in (d) – has propagated and is observed in the signal corrected by AAS,
AAS+OBS, and AAS+OBS+ANC+LP filtering – shown in (c).
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6.5.1 Quantitative assessment
The evaluation metrics used to perform the quantitative assessment are shown in Tables 6.1
and 6.2, and in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8. In Table 6.1, the median attenuation in the artefact frequency
bins is shown for the methods AAS, AAS+OBS, FASTR (AAS+OBS+ANC+LP filtering
70 Hz cut off), OMA, and OMA+HSN+OEA. In turn, Table 6.2 contains the quantification of
the EEG power spectrum in certain spectral bands of the corrected EEG by using those
methods as well. To calculate the values shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, OMA was set with
M = 12500, p = 6, J = 2 x 109, and L = 1 for TR; and M = 310, J = 2 x 105, and L = 1 for TRslice. All 31 EEG channels were used to perform the calculations.
Table 6.1: Median attenuation in the artefact frequency bins, taking into account all 31 EEG channels.
Frequency
Bin (Hz)
16.13
32.26
48.39
64.52
80.65
96.77
112.90
129.03
145.16
161.29
177.42
193.55
209.68
225.81
241.94
258.06
274.19
290.32
306.45
322.58
338.71
354.84
370.97
387.10
403.23
419.35
435.48
451.61
467.74
483.87
500.00

AAS
Attenuation
(dB)
50.7352
76.8044
94.9217
82.4702
100.7179
94.0843
86.0906
96.3771
106.0348
114.1487
116.2986
116.4265
116.1064
112.9144
114.4375
115.0146
115.9931
114.5683
110.5731
106.1828
98.2242
94.2745
91.9462
94.8896
109.6036
112.3900
108.6084
103.7853
105.4005
111.1620
113.2789

AAS+OBS
Attenuation
(dB)
50.7283
76.9261
96.2663
83.7273
104.0741
97.8854
91.4230
100.9330
111.7487
119.3433
128.0128
130.1584
130.2667
121.2780
123.2277
129.0782
127.1585
119.5524
114.8271
111.2197
105.6046
98.4832
96.7020
100.7345
112.2031
118.6223
112.8974
107.2856
109.4738
115.7936
121.7474

FASTR
Attenuation
(dB)
63.6740
111.2301
158.3823
134.0989
157.6734
195.9507
200.1521
210.6327
226.8173
242.5342
249.5689
253.1660
256.5099
248.1759
249.2439
254.9462
252.1766
242.6050
237.6550
229.1634
225.3679
216.8488
217.9331
214.7092
223.2496
224.9659
227.4562
216.2013
213.0502
218.4599
223.1719

OMA
Attenuation
(dB)
51.1389
78.2699
98.5108
91.5779
108.2884
103.4230
96.1344
108.5335
120.2622
126.5353
133.1763
138.6117
137.5850
134.5860
137.0389
140.9926
138.7349
137.8445
133.7534
133.1626
129.1293
125.7343
125.0865
132.1282
140.6863
150.0005
149.7288
141.9930
142.9066
147.2665
153.5717

OMA+HSN+OEA
Attenuation
(dB)
52.3798
82.3502
104.9412
107.8699
118.0990
113.4788
107.0718
120.4659
132.8102
139.5446
146.7330
152.6805
152.1181
149.5532
152.4031
156.7328
154.8287
154.2659
150.4931
150.2039
146.4487
143.3237
142.9363
150.2195
159.0148
168.5576
168.5000
160.9733
162.0913
166.6407
173.1344
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Table 6.2: Median power spectrum estimated for some EEG frequency bands, taking into account all 31 EEG
channels.
Frequency
Band
Delta (0.5 – 4 Hz)
Theta (4 – 8 Hz)
Alpha(8 – 14 Hz)
Beta(14 – 30 Hz)
Gamma(30 – 100 Hz)
Hf1 (100 – 200 Hz)
Hf2 (200 – 500 Hz)

(a)

AAS

AAS+OBS

FASTR

OMA

Power (μV2)

Power (μV2)

Power (μV2)

Power (μV2)

OMA+HSN+OEA
Power (μV2)

5.3499 × 107
3.8436 × 107
2.4026 × 107
7.4765 × 106
4.1938 × 106
1.9946 × 106
1.3419 × 106

5.3533 × 107
3.8424 × 107
2.3981 × 107
7.4632 × 106
4.0426 × 106
1.1293 × 106
5.3085 × 105

6.4765 × 107
4.4484 × 107
2.2765 × 107
3.2984 × 106
5.5634 × 105
4.3840 × 101
1.1887 × 100

5.7578 × 107
4.1298 × 107
2.5215 × 107
7.3867 × 106
2.6371 × 106
9.1838 × 105
2.6505 × 105

5.7578 × 107
4.1225 × 107
2.4583 × 107
5.9815 × 106
1.1153 × 106
2.3111 × 105
4.5629 × 104
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51 averaging epochs
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Figure 6.7: Attenuation in the frequency bins by application of (a) FASTR and (b) our methodology for an EEG
excerpt picked up from the EEG electrode O2, taking into account different number of AAS averaging epochs
and values of J and L (L equals 1 where not indicated) for OMA. Variation of the number of AAS averaging
epochs is shown to have no significant influence on the degree of attenuation by the FASTR method within a
certain frequency bin. Rather, variation of the parameters J and L used within the OMA approach are shown to
significantly influence on the attenuation by our methodology within a certain frequency bin, especially at higher
frequencies.
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Figure 6.8: Spectral power within the frequency bands of the corrected EEG by (a) FASTR and (b) our
methodology for an EEG excerpt picked up from the channel O2 (corresponding to Fig. 6.7), taking into account
different number of AAS averaging epochs and values of J and L (L equals 1 where not indicated) for OMA.
High-frequency spectral power has been better preserved in the corrected EEG by using our methodology.

As shown in Table 6.1, the attenuation in the artefact frequency bins by the combination
AAS+OBS was higher than that by AAS alone, as expected. As depicted in Fig. 6.4, however,
OMA alone might be used to achieve higher attenuation than AAS alone and AAS+OBS. The
highest attenuation in the frequency bins was achieved by the usage of FASTR. However, as
observed in Table 6.2, FASTR did not yield greater preservation of spectral power in higherfrequency bands of the corrected EEG, rather than the usage of OMA+HSN+OEA. Therefore,
even though FASTR can achieve higher attenuation of the artefact around the frequency bins,
it produces larger washing out of higher-frequency components in the corrected EEG. In
parallel, it can be noticed that FASTR produces enlargement of spectral energy in the delta
and theta frequency bands in comparison with the EEG signal corrected by AAS alone and
AAS+OBS. This appears to be a result of a slight signal distortion that might have been
introduced in the corrected EEG after application of ANC and LP filtering. Such an effect has
not been observed in the corrected EEG by OMA+HSN+OEA in comparison with the EEG
corrected by OMA alone.
In Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, the attenuation in the frequency bins associated with TR-slice as well as
the spectral power quantification is shown, respectively, for an exemplary EEG electrode, O2.
For these figures, some number of averaging epochs for the AAS method as well as some
values of J and L (L equals 1 where not indicated) for the OMA method were taken into
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account. It can be observed in Fig. 6.7 that the use of proper values of J and L enlarges the
attenuation in a certain frequency bin, mainly at higher frequencies. Rather, variation of the
number of AAS averaging epochs appears not to produce significant variation of the
attenuation produced by FASTR in a certain frequency bin. A similar behaviour can be
noticed for the spectral power of the corrected EEG (Fig. 6.8), where variation of the number
of averaging epochs does not significantly change the power in a certain EEG bandwidth,
rather than our methodology. In parallel, better preservation of the EEG signal especially at
higher frequencies can also be achieved by using our methodology than FASTR. In case of
FASTR, slightly better preservation of the spectral power might be observed only in the delta
and theta frequency bands, as also indicated in Table 6.2. Thus, Tables 6.1 and 6.2 and Figs.
6.7 and 6.8 suggest that a better balance for the trade-off artefact attenuation versus
preservation of the corrected EEG can be achieved by our methodology than FASTR,
especially at higher frequencies.
6.5.2 Identification of epileptiform activity and clinical evaluation
Identification and annotation of epileptic spike occurrences in the time course corrected EEG
by the proposed methodology as well as by the FASTR (AAS+OBS+ANC+LP filtering 70 Hz)
were requested to the EEG expert. According to the visual inspection carried out by the EEG
expert, it has been possible to successfully identify the occurrence of epileptiform activity in
the corrected EEG provided by both methodologies, as depicted in Fig. 6.9 for EEG excerpts
picked up from some exemplary EEG electrodes. Therefore, our methodology has shown to
achieve identification of epileptiform activity in the corrected EEG data comparable to that
obtained by the application of the FASTR method.
Under the occurrence of abrupt head movements, some spike-waves appeared to be affected
by the movement influence which caused some degree of distortion of such waves. In some
cases, the movement influence seemed to reinforce or weaken signal regions with suspicious
epileptiform activity which might partially compromise its correct identification. Rather than
in the signal corrected by FASTR, this effect was observed in a shorter length of the signal
corrected by our methodology, in which the movement influence could be noticed. Thus, it
might represent an important characteristic associated with the use of our methodology in this
scenario since the occurrence of abrupt head movements cannot be prevented in epileptic
patients.
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Figure 6.9: EEG excerpts containing epileptiform activity picked up from some exemplary EEG electrodes
corrected by (a) FASTR and (b) our methodology.

Moreover, inasmuch as the occurrence of epileptiform activity as well as the movement
artefact influence can be strengthened in higher fields of the MRI scanner, the use of a
gradient artefact correction method more robust to abrupt head movements might represent an
additional advantage in order to produce epileptiform activity more distinguishable in the
corrected EEG signal (Eichele et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015; Bénar et al., 2003; Gotman and
Pittau, 2011; Hauf et al., 2012).

6.6 Discussion
As observed in Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, the comb-filtering provided by the template subtraction
by AAS might not be able to effectively attenuate the gradient artefact, in such a way that a
large amount of residual artefacts were left behind in the corrected EEG. In addition to being
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affected by jitter problems (Braun, 1975; Mandelkow et al., 2006), the performance of AAS
has strong dependency upon movements of the subject head, so that broadening of the
gradient artefact spectral lines caused by micro-moments (Eq. (6.2)) may compromise the
effectiveness of such a gradient artefact correction method. Thus, it is necessary to use
additional processing approaches like principal component analysis, adaptive noise cancelling
(ANC), independent component analysis, spatial filtering, and low-pass (LP) filtering in order
to achieve the suppression of such residuals (Niazy et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2000; Eichele et
al., 2010; Becker et al., 2005). These approaches, however, may also provoke unwanted
removal of components of interest in the EEG signal, as can be noticed in Fig. 6.5 and Table
6.2. As for the use of the optimal basis set (OBS) based upon principal component analysis
(Niazy et al., 2005), it may not produce effective suppression of the residual artefacts after
AAS, as observed in Figs. 6.3 – 6.6 and Table 6.1.
In turn, the comb-filtering provided by the optimised moving-average (OMA) method is
shown to be capable of providing a gradient artefact correction with higher attenuation within
the artefact frequency bins than AAS alone or AAS+OBS (Table 6.1), thus provoking a
smaller occurrence of residuals (Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5). Thereby, OMA is able to better
address the broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines around the frequency bins (as
indicated in Eq. (6.2)), outperforming AAS and AAS+OBS in attenuating the artefact activity
associated with TR-slice. In this way, the use of proper values of J and L in Eqs. (6.3) and
(6.5) permits to increase the attenuation in higher-frequency artefact bins, but with less
degradation of the EEG signal when compared with FASTR (Tables 6.1 and 6.2 and Figs. 6.7
and 6.8).
As also shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, variation of the values of J and L is more effective in
enlarging the attenuation provided by our methodology, rather than the variation the number
of AAS averaging epochs for the FASTR method, but producing better preservation along the
EEG frequency bandwidth, especially at higher frequencies. FASTR appears to slightly
provide better preservation of the spectral power in the corrected EEG only in the delta and
theta frequency bands, as indicated in Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.8. However, the spectral power in
these EEG frequency bins is shown to be enlarged in comparison with the EEG corrected by
AAS and AAS+OBS, which also appears to be associated with some distortion caused by
ANC and LP filtering. OMA is also less prone to be affected by jitter problems because it is
implemented to perform the artefact correction sample-by-sample, instead of estimation and
subtraction of an average artefact template (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005; Spencer,
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2015; Ferreira et al., 2016). Those characteristics, thereby, indicate that our methodology
could be used to achieve a better balance than AAS, AAS+OBS, and FASTR for the trade-off
amount of artefact attenuation versus preservation of the corrected EEG, especially at higher
frequencies.
When the dynamic stabilisation in the MRI scanner cannot be switched off, which has been
the scenario under study in this work, TR-slice may no longer be an integer of the EEG
sampling interval. Thereby, the construction of the average artefact template by AAS should
be performed by using either a template with length TR or irregular epochs of length TR-slice
(Allen et al., 2000; Spencer, 2015). However, the quality of the corrected EEG may be
compromised in this scenario (Fig. 6.3a), thus being less effective than the template
subtraction using regular epochs with TR-slice length (Mandelkow et al., 2010). Moreover,
according to Mandelkow et al. (2010), subsequent application of the template subtraction for
both TR and TR-slice is not able to solve this problem because the use of two averaging steps
also degrades the quality of the corrected EEG which is dominated by the noise contribution
from the averaged EEG signal. Rather, OMA could be applied in two steps without
compromising the quality of the corrected EEG, as indicated by the results presented in Figs.
6.3 – 6.6 and Tables 6.1 and 6.2. Thereby, the application of OMA for TR-slice (jointly with
the application for TR) could be used to obtain additional attenuation of the artefact activity
associated with TR-slice, as indicated in Figs. 6.4 and 6.7 and Table 6.1.
As for the residual artefacts associated with broadening of spectral lines in the corrected EEG
after OMA depicted in Fig. 6.4d, the highly selective notch (HSN) filtering and the optimised
exponential average (OEA) are shown to effectively attenuate such residuals. As depicted in
Figs. 6.1 and 6.5c, HSN and OEA can be used to provide more selective attenuation for
residual artefacts in the gamma band (30 – 100 Hz) and in higher-frequency EEG bands than
the usage of ANC and LP filtering. The balance for the trade-off between amount of artefact
suppression and EEG signal preservation is a challenge during gradient artefact correction
because suppression of the artefact can also provoke removal of components of the neuronal
EEG (Ritter et al., 2007). Thus, the usage of more selective filtering approaches like HSN and
OEA can lead to a better balance for such a trade-off. In case of conventional LP filtering, it is
not effective in attenuating residual artefacts below the filter cut-off frequency on one hand.
On the other hand, higher-frequency components of the neuronal EEG above the cut-off
frequency may be undesirably removed (Fig. 6.5b and Table 6.2). The use of OEA can help to
overcome this problem because this approach is able to produce residual artefact attenuation
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more effectively in the gamma band and at higher frequencies than ANC and LP filtering
(Fig. 6.5c and Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
In turn, when the power spectrum of the signal corrected by OMA+HSN is compared with the
power spectrum of the signal corrected by OMA alone (Fig. 6.5c), it can be noticed that HSN
filtering does not cause any attenuation of signal frequencies other than those above the set
threshold assumed to be associated with artefact residuals. Regarding ANC, it may provoke
large attenuation of residual artefacts in the gamma band, but at the expense of removal of
EEG activity as well (Fig. 6.5b and Tables 6.1 and 6.2). All those characteristics help to
explain the better preservation of EEG frequencies in the signal corrected by
OMA+HSN+OEA in comparison with AAS+OBS+ANC+LP filtering (FASTR). Furthermore,
OMA, HSN, and OEA have simple and data-driven implementation, not requiring any
accurate information about triggers and other MRI events, as may be the case for data
originally acquired for clinical (rather than research) purposes. In addition, our methodology
shows to be much less computationally demanding than FASTR, requiring less time to
process the gradient artefact correction and residual artefacts attenuation. Such a characteristic
could be ascribed to the computational efficiency of Eqs. (4.2), (5.12), and (6.12) upon which
the implementation of OMA, HSN, and OEA is based (Ferreira et al., 2018).
As depicted in Fig. 6.6, alterations of the artefact waveform due to head movements are also
more prone to affect the performance of AAS or AAS+OBS than OMA. Because of those
alterations, an average artefact template cannot characterise individual occurrences of the
artefact waveform. The use of a sliding average window implementation whereby the
probability of movement influence within a particular averaging window may be decreased
has been proposed to minimise this problem (Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005; Niazy et
al., 2005; Freyer et al., 2009). However, the correct choice of the number of averaging epochs
poses difficulties to implementation of this approach since few windows can result in removal
of neuronal EEG components of interest, whereas the use of many windows can lead to a
substantial amount of residual artefacts in the corrected EEG after AAS. As a result, the
influence of head movements may appear in the corrected EEG by AAS, requiring the use of
OBS to minimise it, as observed in the corrected signals of Figs. 6.6a and 6.6b. Rather, OMA
alone has been capable of attenuating such an influence.
As depicted in Fig. 6.6c, in case of the occurrence of transients due to abrupt head movements,
it has profoundly affected the template estimate, so that the movement influence propagated
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and appears along the corrected EEG in the regions corresponding to all epochs used for
template averaging within the framework where the movement occurred. In this scenario, the
use of AAS together with OBS, ANC, and LP filtering cannot account for the movement
influence either (Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Moosmann et al., 2009; Spencer, 2015). In case of
OMA, we observed that the influence of abrupt movements over the gradient artefact
correction provided by OMA has locally lain around the region in which the movement
occurred. Thereby, in this scenario OMA is also shown to outperform the use of the sliding
average window because it is capable of limiting the movement influence within a shorter
region of the time course corrected EEG more effectively. Therefore, our method appears to
possess improved robustness than AAS and FASTR in a scenario of occurrence of abrupt
movements of the subject head. This characteristic could be used to facilitate the application
of co-registered EEG-fMRI in studies that involve epileptic patients as well as children and
during sleep, in which the occurrence of abrupt movements cannot be prevented (Sun and
Hinrichs, 2009; Eichele et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015). Even though the information provided
by using a camera tracking system within an algorithm that makes use of AAS and FASTR
has been recently demonstrated to be useful to infer the amount of movement of the subject
head and suppress the movement artefact (Maziero et al., 2016), this method is not directly
designed to gradient artefact correction, rather than the methodology proposed here. In
addition, this approach is not yet widely available for clinicians and investigators, nor is datadriven.
6.6.1 Limitations and future work
We observed that both AAS by sliding averaging window and OMA may suffer from ringing.
A way we found to minimise the occurrence of ringing with OMA was its application in scalp
potential excerpts with length equal to M × n / fs, where M corresponds to TR, n is a real
integer, and fs is the EEG sampling frequency. In case of the sliding averaging window by
AAS, the ringing effect is supposed to always occur because the calculation of the average
template for epochs in the ends of the excerpt may be compromised by an insufficient number
of averaging epochs.
From a signal processing perspective, the occurrence of abrupt movements over a certain
order of amplitude is likened to the linear superposition of an impulse signal in the scalp
potential signal. In this way, the comb-filtering provided by the gradient artefact correction
would succeed in attenuating the gradient artefact under the occurrence of abrupt head
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movements case such a comb-filter had an impulse response with decreased settling time and
shorter duration of decaying peaks (Ferreira et al., 2018). Thereby, the propagation of the
movement influence along the corrected EEG might be minimised. In future work, this fact
should be better investigated and might be used to bring further improvements in the gradient
artefact correction under the occurrence of abrupt head movements. This is further discussed
in Chapter 8. Also in future work, the results presented here should be generalised for EEG
data recorded in more subjects and MRI scanners from different vendors in order to obtain a
broader evaluation of the proposed methodology.
A characteristic of our methodology that still requires further investigation is the possibility of
identifying high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) associated with the onset of epileptic activity.
Fast HFOs ripples in the onset region of epileptic seizures are mostly present in the frequency
range of 100 – 500 Hz (Gotman, 2010). As indicated in Table 6.2, such a bandwidth has been
shown to be better preserved in the EEG corrected by our methodology than FASTR. Thereby,
even though the presence of HFOs has not been confirmed by the expert in the EEG data
under analysis in this work, they might be observed in other corrected data according to our
methodology. Rather, those HFOs are prone to be suppressed in the signal corrected by
FASTR because it does not allow access of EEG frequencies above the LP filtering cut-off
frequency. Currently, HFOs have received increased attention but still requires the use of
customised MRI sequences that are generally not available to all clinicians and investigators
either (Freyer et al., 2009; Anami et al., 2003). Hence, our methodology might be exploited as
a simpler alternative to access HFOs. Besides, our methodology should be applied and
evaluated in other clinical studies, such as in those involving event related potentials (ERPs)
and evoked potentials (EPs).

6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have evaluated and demonstrated the relative efficacy of using the iterative
application of moving-average and exponential average filters for attenuation of the gradient
artefact and related residuals in the EEG signal recorded during co-registered EEG-fMRI. In
this fashion, the results obtained by our methodology were compared with those obtained
after application of the AAS and FASTR method. According to the outcomes presented in this
chapter, the comb-filtering provided by the optimised moving-average (OMA) could be used
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to effectively account for the periodic nature of the artefact associated with both MRI
parameters TR and TR-slice. In addition, OMA has been shown to better address the
broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines associated with the slice-time (TR-slice) than
the average artefact subtraction (AAS) method as well as AAS combined with the optimal
basis set (OBS). Moreover, OMA is shown to be less affected by alterations in the gradient
artefact waveform over time caused by subject head movements. This contributes to locally
limiting the influence of abrupt head movements within a shorter region of the time course
corrected EEG than using a sliding average window according to the AAS implementation. In
turn, the highly selective notch (HSN) filtering and the optimised exponential average (OEA)
are demonstrated to be capable of attenuating residual artefacts more selectively along the
power spectrum of the corrected EEG than using ANC and conventional LP filtering. Thereby,
HSN and OEA could contribute to increase the residual artefacts attenuation in the EEG
gamma band and above, and simultaneously to provide better preservation of the EEG,
especially at higher frequencies. Therefore, all those characteristics could enable the proposed
methodology to provide better preservation of clinically relevant high-frequency EEG
features than the often-used AAS and the FASTR correction method. Last, the clinical visual
inspection performed here indicated that the proposed methodology could be used in studies
involving identification of epileptiform activity in the time course EEG corrected for the
gradient artefact.
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CHAPTER 7

A Study of Attenuation of Residual Artefacts after
Gradient Artefact Correction using a Non-Linear Filter
based upon Differentiation between Consecutive Samples*

7.1 Abstract
This chapter presents a study about the residual artefacts resulting from the application of the
gradient artefact correction methods. Those residual artefacts arise in the corrected EEG due
to some factors, especially because of the broadening of the artefact spectral lines caused by
tiny head movements, and may occupy a large bandwidth in the power spectrum of the
corrected EEG. To investigate the extent of this bandwidth, we made use of the uncertainties
related to the average template calculated by AAS to mathematically describe the residual
artefacts in function of such uncertainties. In parallel, the larger signal slopes associated with
the gradient artefact and residual artefacts were used as a parameter of a non-linear filtering
approach termed signal slope adaption (SSD) to detect and attenuate the residual artefact
activity. SSD is shown to perform a selective low-pass filtering of residual artefact samples,
in such a way that it might be used to provide an indication of the usable bandwidth that is
associated with the neuronal EEG. As such, this approach has been used to confirm the
correctness of application of the optimised exponential average filtering presented in Chapter
6. In addition, we show that SSD could also be employed in other signal processing
applications, such as the QRS detection in the ECG signal.

*

This chapter was partly based on the papers:

Ferreira, J.L., Cluitmans, P.J.M., and Aarts, R.M. (2012). Gradient artefact correction in the EEG signal recorded
within the fMRI scanner. Proc. BIOSIGNALS 2012 Conf.: 110-117.
Ferreira, J.L., Cluitmans, P.J.M., and Aarts, R.M. (2013a). Non-linear filter for gradient artefact correction
during simultaneous EEG-fMRI. Signal Processing Research 2: 55-63.
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7.2 Introduction
Co-registered EEG-fMRI has been considered a powerful tool to solve numerous questions in
neuroscientific studies because of its promising capability to provide new insights into brain
function. Albeit such a technique was firstly applied in the field of epilepsy (Warach et al.,
1996; Seeck et al., 1998), the use of co-registered EEG-fMRI in several other studies has been
reported in the literature over the past years (Villringer et al., 2010; Laufs et al., 2008).
However, enhancements of the quality of EEG signal recorded during EEG-fMRI are still
required in some applications, especially regarding the occurrence and suppression of
artefacts induced in the EEG data by the varying magnetic fields of the MRI scanner. This is
referred to as the gradient or imaging acquisition artefact (Allen et al., 2000; Mulert and
Hegerl, 2009; Ritter et al., 2010).
As described in Section 2.4.1, the gradient artefact is induced in the potential recorded in the
human scalp (scalp potential) by the rapid varying magnetic field gradients used for spatial
encoding of the magnetic resonance signal, and radiofrequency pulses (RF) utilised for spin
excitation. This artefact can be visualised in the recorded scalp potential as a repetitive
waveform approximately stationary with period corresponding to repetition time (TR) or the
time between the acquisition of two subsequent slices (TR-slice) in the MRI sequence (Anami
et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2010). The amplitudes of the gradient artefact can be several orders
higher than that of the neuronal EEG signal. In addition, the repetitive feature of the gradient
artefact can be observed as discrete harmonic artefact frequency intervals, or “frequency bins”,
whose fundamental frequency occurs at multiples of the inverse of the artefact waveform
period (Allen et al., 2000; Anami et al., 2003).
To minimise the induction effects, a number of solutions have been proposed to attenuate the
gradient artefact at the source (Mullinger et al., 2011; Mullinger et al., 2014; Chowdhury et
al., 2014). Nonetheless, as these techniques do not achieve effective suppression of the
artefact, dedicated post-processing correction methods have to be applied to obtain an
adequate correction of the gradient artefact. To this end, frequency-domain as well as timedomain techniques has been proposed, such as filtering in frequency-domain, average
template-based approaches in frequency-domain, and average template-based approaches in
the time-domain (for more details, see Table 3.2).
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the average artefact subtraction (AAS) methodology has been
deemed the most established post-processing computational methodology for gradient artefact
correction. It consists of an average template-based approach in the time-domain that relies on
the assumption of stationarity of the gradient artefact waveform as well as on the assumption
of the gradient artefact and the EEG signal to be not correlated. According to the AAS
implementation, an average artefact waveform template is calculated and then subtracted from
the recorded scalp potential, allowing estimation of the corrected EEG (Allen et al., 2000).
Although substantial attenuation of artefact activity is achieved by AAS, imprecise artefact
template estimation due to variations of the artefact waveform morphology over time leads to
remaining residual artefacts in the corrected EEG. Thus, additional correction techniques
should be employed in order to suppress the residual artefacts and obtain a good quality for
the corrected EEG, such as adaptive noise cancelling (ANC) and low-pass (LP) filtering with
a cut-off frequency around 50 – 80 Hz. The use of such techniques, however, may also lead to
suppression of frequency components of interest of the neuronal EEG around and over 80 Hz
(Mullinger et al., 2014; Mandelkow et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2000; Spencer, 2015).
Statistical variations in the artefact waveform morphology have been mainly ascribed to the
following reasons: the occurrence of subject head movements; and jitter problems related to
inaccurate sampling of the artefact waveform. Albeit the effects of head motions can be
usually attenuated by immobilising the subject within the MRI scanner, an average artefact
template cannot characterise individual occurrences of the artefact waveform because of small
drifts inserted in artefact waveform by head movements (Spencer, 2015; Yan et al., 2009). In
attempt to minimise this problem, Allen et al. (2000) and Becker et al. (2005) proposed the
use of a sliding average window implementation whereby the artefact template may be
individually calculated for a particular occurrence of the artefact waveform. However, the
correct choice of the number of averaging epochs poses difficulties to implementation of this
approach since a low number of windows can result in removal of the neuronal EEG, whereas
the use of many windows can lead to remaining residual artefacts after AAS. Moreover, as
remarked by Spencer (2015), small head micro-movements cannot be cancelled out when
using head vacuum cushions even with the most cooperative subjects. Those tiny movements
provoke random variations in the amplitude of the gradient artefact components, which
conceptually are likened to a random amplitude modulation. As a consequence, spectral
components of the gradient artefact are broadened, especially in higher-frequency spectral
bins, as described in Section 2.4.3.
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In turn, to obtain a more precise sampling of the artefact waveform thus minimising jitter
problems, synchronisation between the EEG sampling rate and MRI clock acquisition has
been proposed by Anami et al. (2003) and Mandelkow et al. (2006). As demonstrated by these
authors, this procedure can lead to substantial attenuation of residual artefacts and increase the
usable bandwidth of the corrected EEG up to around 150 Hz. In parallel, some works have
proposed to carry out post-processing correction of the timing error associated with the jitter
problems (Negishi et al., 2004; Gonçalves et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2012; de Munck et al.,
2013). However, it is generally difficult to access a bandwidth of the neuronal EEG over
80 Hz, so that estimation of an optimal artefact template is still object of study (Spencer,
2015). Approaches like principal component analysis (Niazy et al., 2005), independent
component analysis (Mantini et al., 2007), and spatial filtering (Brookes et al., 2008) have
proven to be quite useful to account for the statistical uncertainty associated with average
templates as well. Nevertheless, undesirable suppression of components of interest of the
neuronal EEG cannot be fully avoided by application of such approaches, especially regarding
higher-frequencies in the EEG gamma band (30 – 100 Hz) and above.
In the previous chapters of this thesis, we have described the optimised moving-average
(OMA) filtering as a novel gradient artefact correction approach that is capable of better
attenuating the gradient artefact than AAS and simultaneously achieves better preservation of
the EEG signal. Like AAS, nonetheless, OMA also relies on the assumption of stationary
nature of the artefact waveform, so that some residual artefacts associated with broadening of
artefact spectral lines caused by tiny subject head movements may still remain in the
corrected EEG after OMA application (see Chapter 6). In the current chapter, we present a
study we have undertaken to investigate the statistical variations of the gradient artefact
waveform and their implications in the occurrence of residual artefacts along the power
spectrum of the corrected EEG. To this end, we have made use of mathematical models to
describe the residual artefacts after application of the AAS method as well as the information
of variability contained in larger signal slopes that characterise the gradient artefact activity.
As a result, a non-linear filter approach named signal slope adaption (SSD) was designed to
investigate and attenuate the residual artefact activity, as described in Section 3.3. The use of
such an approach is shown to perform a selective low-pass filtering in residual artefact
samples which possesses higher signal slopes than those of the EEG signal. SSD is also
shown to enable the identification of the usable bandwidth in the corrected EEG related to the
neuronal EEG, as shown and discussed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5.
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7.3 Methods
7.3.1 EEG and fMRI data
To implement and evaluate the proposed approach, we used three different types of EEG data
sets recorded simultaneously with fMRI data. The reason to use these data sets was to assess
and have a broader idea about to what extent the results obtained by using the proposed
approach could be validated and applicable for different data sets and scanners from different
vendors. Both MRI experimental setup and scanners provided by different vendors can
change the morphology (shape and amplitude) of the gradient artefact waveform. In parallel,
the MRI parameters TR and TR-slice that are fundamental for application of gradient artefact
correction approaches like the AAS method vary according to type of scanner, and can
influence on jitter problems and on the reproducibility of the gradient artefact waveform in
consequence. Thus, it is important that performance measures are evaluated for individual
data sets (Ritter et al., 2007). EEG data sets 1, 2, and 3 were recorded in MRI scanners
provided by two different vendors, and different setups for the MRI parameters were utilised:
i) EEG data set 1: data set 1 was acquired by using a 3 T Discovery MR750 Scanner (GE,
Waukesha, USA). A volunteer was scanned using a functional echo-planar imaging sequence
(EPI) with 28 transversal slices and volume repetition time (TR) equal to 2000 ms. fMRI data
acquisition was continuously performed, and TR was approximately adjusted as a multiple of
the slice-time (TR-slice). The MRI clock and the EEG sampling frequency have been
synchronised for a period corresponding to seven times the slice-time (TR-slice), equal to
500 ms. Thereby, TR-slice did not match a multiple of the sampling-frequency.
ii) EEG data set 2: acquisition of the EEG data set 2 was carried out using a 3 T Achieva
Scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands). A second volunteer was scanned using a functional
echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI) with 40 transversal slices and volume repetition time
(TR) equal to 2000 ms. fMRI data acquisition was continuously performed, and TR was
adjusted as a multiple of the slice-time (TR-slice). The MRI clock and the EEG sampling
frequency have been synchronised, so that the slice-time (TR-slice equal to 50 ms) was set as
a multiple of the EEG sampling frequency.
EEG data sets 1 and 2 were recorded using a 64 channels MRI-compatible BrainAmp MR
plus amplifiers (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The volunteers wore an MRIcompatible EEG cap (BrainCap MR from EASYCAP GmbH). The cap was mounted with
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sintered Ag-AgCl electrodes arranged according to the standard 10-5 system, and included
one additional electrode placed on the subject back to record the ECG signal. The sampling
rate of the EEG system was 5000 Hz.
iii) EEG data set 3: the scalp potential recordings corresponding to the data set 3 were
collected simultaneously with the fMRI data for a research focused on epilepsy and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (van Liempt et al., 2011). The data were recorded using a
3 T Achieva Scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands) from one subject. fMRI was
continuously performed using a functional echo-planar imaging sequence with 33 transversal
slices (thickness 3 mm, TE 30 ms, TR 2500 ms). An MRI-compatible 64 channel
polysomnograph (MRI 64, MicroMed, Treviso, Italy) was used to collect one ECG channel,
two EOG channels, one EMG channel, and 60 EEG channels. A cap containing 64 Ag-AgCl
electrodes was positioned in accordance with the standard 10-20 system. The sampling rate of
the EEG system was 2048 Hz. The MRI clock and the EEG sampling frequency have been
synchronised for the volume repetition time (TR). TR was not adjusted as a multiple of TRslice. Thereby, TR-slice did not match a multiple of the sampling frequency.
All the recordings were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and made
with the approval of the local ethics committee and informed consent by the subjects.
7.3.2 Implementation of the average artefact subtraction methodology in this chapter
As mentioned in Sections 3.3 and 4.2, the basic idea behind the implementation of the average
artefact subtraction (AAS) method consists of a coherent detection process whereby an
average template of the gradient artefact waveform is subtracted from the scalp potential
recordings in order to produce the corrected EEG (Allen et al., 2000):
eˆn = sn −

1
N

N −1

s

n − iM

,

(7.1)

i= 0

where ên and sn are, respectively, the corrected EEG after template subtraction and the scalp
potential signal; and the average artefact template, ĝ n , matches the second term of the right
hand side of Eq. (7.1) – corresponding to Eq. (4.7). Thereby, to construct the average artefact
template ĝ n , the scalp potential s must be divided into N epochs of length M corresponding
to the gradient artefact waveform period, thus matching the MRI repetition time (TR) or the
slice-time (TR-slice). To identify the beginning of the MRI scan period, a marker is usually
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employed either by using recording information provided by the scanner or by using a
gradient identification method. In most of recording setups utilised nowadays, a phaselocking synchronisation hardware system assures the EEG system sampling frequency and the
MRI scanner acquisition clock are exactly synchronised. Hence, TR (or TR-slice) is set as a
multiple of the EEG system sampling interval in the recorded sn , before estimating and
subtracting ĝ n (see Fig. 3.6). In case of misalignment between the EEG sampling rate and the
MRI clock, however, interpolation and extrapolation within the average epochs should be
performed before application of AAS (Allen et al., 2000, Ritter et al., 2007).
In this chapter, the AAS method has been performed using a home-built implementation in
accordance with described above, and applied to estimate and subtract the artefact template
associated with TR-slice, M = TR-slice. For estimation of TR-slice according to the time basis
of the EEG sampling system, we firstly made use of a peak detection method whereby the
onset of each slice could be identified. Accordingly, TR-slice was estimated by evaluation of
the time interval between two subsequent peaks observed in sn . Next, sn was divided into
epochs of length equal to TR-slice or TR-slice ± Δt, where Δt corresponds to the sample
variation because of the timing jitter. To perform the template averaging, epochs containing a
TR-slice ± Δt number of samples were extrapolated or interpolated to compensate the timemisalignment. The number of segments considered for average was N = 32 epochs.
To calculate the samples of ĝ n , their respective variances, and the corrected EEG, ên , we
have used a mathematical approach adapted from Bishop (2006), Kay (1993), and Press et al.
(1992). Its implementation was based upon the idea of minimum-variance unbiased
estimation (Kay, 1993), in such a way that the mean of a random variable can be estimated by
making using of its minimum variance. Thus, by minimizing the variance of a random
variable with respect with an inicial estimate of the mean, it allows to finding the best
estimate for the mean. By making use of this idea, samples from different epochs into which
the scalp potential was divided and had the same corresponding position p within the
averaging epoch could be related to an initial choice for the template averaged sample, μ p
(= ĝ p ), by the following cost function:
N −1

Ψ p ( μ p ) =  ( sn − kN − μ p ) 2 ,
k =0

(7.2)
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where n runs over the samples of s ; N is the number of averaging epochs. Rewriting Eq. (7.2)
into a matrix format:
(7.3)

Ψ p ( μp ) = KT ⋅ K .

K is a vector with N × 1 components, K p = sn − kN − μ p . Minimisation of Eq. (7.3) for every
position p allows estimating the variance associated with each sample ĝ p . Finally, the
samples of ê result from the matrix Z:
(7.4)

Z = K ⋅KT ,

whose main diagonal elements correspond to the square of each sample eˆn .
7.3.3 Estimation of the residual artefacts
Taking into account Eq. (7.1), it can be rewritten according to the averaging epochs
considered for template calculation (Mandelkow et al., 2010):
eˆi = ei + g i −

= ei + g i −

1
N

1
N

N −1

 (e

k

+ gk )

k= 0

N −1

e

k

−

k= 0

1
N

N −1

g

k

,

(7.5)

k= 0

where eˆi is the estimate of the actual EEG in epoch i; ei and gi are the actual EEG and the
gradient artefact in epoch i; and ek and g k are the actual EEG and the gradient artefact in the
averaging epoch sk . The amplitude of averaged EEG epochs in the third term of the right side
of Eq. (7.5) equals 1

N times the EEG RMS, in such a way that it is cancelled out by

averaging (Braun, 1975; Gonçalves et al., 2007). Thus, the estimate of the average gradient
artefact gˆ i in epoch i corresponds to:
gˆ i =

1
N

N −1

(g ).
k

(7.6)

k= 0

In an optimal scenario in which the gradient artefact waveform is perfectly reproducible in
each epoch, the estimate gˆ i equals to gi (= g k ), and thus eˆi matches the actual EEG, ei .
However, under realistic scanning conditions, changes in EEG recording geometry by subject
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motion together with inconsistent scalp potential sampling due to systematic shift (jitter)
between EEG system sampling and the MRI clock results in alterations in the artefact
waveform. This generates a component of uncertainty, ui , in the estimate gˆ i that must be
inserted in Eq. (7.6):
gˆ i =

1
N

N −1

(g

k

+ uk ) =

k= 0

1
N

N −1

g
k= 0

k

+

1
N

N −1

u

k

= g i + ui .

(7.7)

k= 0

According to Eq. (7.7), the residual artefacts after AAS are contained in the uncertainty ui .
As mentioned by Mandelkow et al. (2010), Taylor expansion can be used to describe g k .
Thus, ui can be estimated as:

 ui =

1
N

N −1



  g ′ ( k ∆t ) +
k= 0



i


g i′′(k ∆t ) 2 g i′′′(k ∆t )3
+
+⋯ .
2!
3!


(7.8)

Therefore, the uncertainty ui depends on the first and higher derivatives of the gradient
artefact, the jitter (Δt), and the k number of epochs considered for averaging. As such, the

analysis of those contributions to the artefact template uncertainty as indicated in Eq. (7.8)
can help to understand the occurrence of residual artefacts in eˆi after subtraction of gˆ i from si ,
and be used to minimise or attenuate them. In this respect, the effect of k in reducing the
residual artefacts has been addressed by proposing a sliding-weighted moving-average
window approach whose optimal implementation could be, in principle, experimentally
performed by comparing the effects of different values of k (Becker et al., 2005; Freyer et al.,
2009; Mandelkow et al., 2010). On the other hand, reduction of the impact of ∆t in the
uncertainty ui could be achieved by using synchronisation of EEG system sampling
frequency and the fMRI acquisition clock (Anami et al., 2003; Mandelkow et al., 2006), as
well as timing error correction (Negishi et al., 2004; Gonçalves et al., 2007). In turn, to
address the influence of the signal derivative on reduction of the residual artefacts, we have
devised and exploited the signal slope adaption approach, described as follows.
7.3.4 Signal slope adaption (SSD) approach implementation
The analysis of the signal slope represented by the difference in amplitude between
consecutive samples can be employed to detect undesirable frequency components and
artefacts in digital signals (Scherg, 1982; Barlow, 1983; Cluitmans et al., 1993; van de Velde
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et al., 1998). In this respect, the signal slope associated with steep signal magnitudes has been
shown to be useful for detection of the muscle and other artefacts in the EEG signal (van de
Velde et al., 1998). Accordingly, the larger slopes associated with the steep activity of the
gradient artefact have been used to identify whether or not the EEG samples are artefact-free.
To perform such identification, a slope threshold (thrs) must be estimated so that if the signal
slope associated with a certain sample exceeds thrs, it is then identified containing artefact
interference. The value of thrs is set by an evaluation of the range of the slope of control
signals without serious artefact contamination, and can be estimated considering the
probability distribution of the slope parameter (Cluitmans et al, 1993; van de Velde et al.,
1998). Likewise, observation of the EEG recorded within the MRI scanner reveals that steep
slopes and transient signal magnitudes in the order of millivolts per millisecond can be
ascribed to the gradient artefact and its residuals (Eichele et al., 2010; Koskinen and
Vartiainen, 2009; Niazy et al., 2005). Initially, we have investigated probability distributions
of the slope parameter associated with the actual EEG and scalp potential excerpts s , picked
up from the same EEG electrode of one specific subject (Ferreira et al., 2012).
As actual EEG we used excerpts recorded inside the MRI scanner during non-scan periods
(the reference EEG, eref ). In addition, we have analysed probability distributions of the slope
parameter of the respective corrected EEG excerpts ê , after AAS. Agreeing with Cluitmans et
al.

(1993),

we

observed

that

the

signal

slope

parameter

–

first

derivative:

D(x) = ( x 2 − x1 , x 3 − x 2 ,⋯ , x n − x n −1 ) , associated with s and ê possesses significant changes
in the statistical distribution of the slope parameter in comparison with eref (control signal), as
can be observed in Fig. 7.1. Moreover, the statistical distribution of values of the signal slope
of ê ( D (ê) ) and s ( D (s) ) lie above the threshold calculated for eref :
thrs = μD (eref ) + 3σ D (eref ) .

(7.9)

On the other hand, the probability distribution of the slope parameter D (eref ) estimated for
eref closely resembles Gaussian distributions (Fig. 7.1). Thus, the confidence interval

associated with μD ( eref ) + 3σ D ( eref ) encompasses approximately 99.5% of the distribution
(Papoulis and Pillai, 2002; Cluitmans et al., 1993). By observing these distributions, it could
be assumed that the signal slope corresponding to the corrected EEG should have a
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distribution closer to the normal distribution as well, in accordance with the signal slope
distribution observed for eref .
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Figure 7.1: (a) Histogram of the signal slope D (s) for a representative 3.0 s-length scalp potential excerpt, s ,
electrode Oz, and corresponding fitted Gaussian distribution; (b) histogram of the signal slope D (eref ) for a
3.0 s-length reference EEG excerpt, e ref , picked up from the same EEG electrode (Oz), and corresponding fitted
Gaussian distribution. Those excerpts were picked up from the recordings of one subject of the EEG data set 3.

Based on this assumption, we have devised an adaptive method whereby it could be possible
to approximate ê to e by making using of a signal slope parameter. According to our
approach, a sample eˆn of the corrected EEG was mathematically modelled by the sum of the
actual EEG plus the uncertainty ui associated with each artefact template sample gˆ i weighted
by a certain filter parameter aˆn , as follows:

eˆn = sn − ( gˆ i + aˆn − an ui ) = en + g n − ( gˆ i + aˆn − an ui ) ≈ en + aˆn − an ui .

(7.10)

As indicated in Eq. (7.10), once the parameter aˆn is adjusted as closely as to the real value of
the adaptive filter an , the uncertainty ui would be attenuated, and the value of eˆn would tend
to approximate to that of the actual EEG, en :
lim eˆn ≈ en .

ân → an

(7.11)

As described in Eq. (7.8), the value of the uncertainty ui is proportional to the first and higher
derivatives associated with the gradient artefact. Thus, as parameter aˆn in Eq. (7.10), we
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proposed to investigate the signal slope characterised by the maximum absolute value, d n , of
the difference between consecutive samples of the signal ê , D (ê) :
dn = max D(eˆ ) ,

(7.12)

where n matches the subscript of the maximum slope within D (ê) . Using this equation, the
two consecutive samples eˆn and eˆn+1 associated with d n were adapted as follows:
eˆadapt,n = eˆn − Ln ,
eˆadapt,n+1 = eˆn+1 + Ln ,

(7.13)

where

Ln = λ × dn .

(7.14)

λ is the adaption factor (0 < λ < 1) to be applied to the parameter d n . In Eq. (7.13), the sign of
Ln was set positive when eˆn > eˆn+1 , and vice-versa. The signal ê in Eq. (7.12) was then
replaced by the modified signal eˆ adapt which contains the adapted samples eˆadapt, n and eˆadapt,n+1 .
Equations (7.12), (7.13), and (7.14) were iteratively recalculated until d n ≤ thrs. The
decreasing value of d n calculated at each iteration assured the convergence of Eq. (7.13) (see
Fig. 7.16). Figure 7.2 depicts the flowchart-scheme of the procedure described in Eqs.
(7.12) – (7.14), herein called signal slope adaption (SSD). As shown in this figure, the
samples of ê are not adapted case the value of d n in the first iteration is smaller than thrs.
In parallel, it can be experimentally shown that the decreasing values of d n imply on
decreasing of the first derivative as well as the higher derivatives in Eq. (7.8), and their impact
over the uncertainty ui in consequence. This effect can be, thereby, used to provoke the
attenuation of the uncertainty u in ê , agreeing with Eq. (7.8). To make an assessment of
preservation of the EEG signal after application of SSD, we used a procedure similar to that
described in the scheme of Fig. 3.11. To this end, in place of the gradient artefact correction
indicated in the scheme of Fig. 3.11, we used the SSD approach; and in place of s , we used
eˆ adapt . Next, the values of SNR and MSE were calculated, respectively, by using Eqs. (3.13)
and (3.14).
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Figure 7.2: Flowchart-scheme of the signal slope adaption (SSD) algorithm described in Eqs. (7.12) – (7.14).

It is noteworthy that by the sum and subtraction of Ln as indicated in Eq. (7.16), the SSD
approach does not change the expected value of ê :
1 n

 1 I −1

E ( eˆ adapt ) = E   ( eˆn − Ln )  + E   ( eˆn+1 + Ln ) 
I 0

I n

1 n 
 1 I −1 
 1 I −1 
 E ( eˆ adapt ) = E   eˆn  + Ln + E   eˆn  − Ln = E   eˆn  = E ( eˆ )
.
I 0 
 I n+1 
I 0 

(7.16)

7.4 Results
The methodology described above has been implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc.,
Natick, USA) environment. Representative scalp potential excerpts picked up from the EEG
data sets 1, 2, and 3, and the respective ê and ĝ resulting from the average template
subtraction by the AAS (N = 32 averaging epochs) implementation indicated in Eqs. (7.2) –
(7.4) are respectively depicted in Figs. 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5. As observed in Figs. 7.3b and 7.5b,
large residual artefacts arose in the corrected EEG after subtraction of the artefact template.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Representative scalp potential, s , recorded during fMRI acquisition, EEG data set 1, electrode
position Fp1; (b) corrected EEG, ê , after application of AAS; (c) set of 32 epochs (thinner traces) into which s
was divided (TR-slice = 357 samples), used for calculation of the artefact template (thicker blue trace). Residual
artefacts after AAS can be noticed in ê .
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Figure 7.4: (a) Representative scalp potential, s , recorded during fMRI acquisition, EEG data set 2, electrode
position Fz; (b) corrected EEG, ê , after application of AAS; (c) set of 32 epochs (thinner traces) into which s
was divided (TR-slice = 250 samples), used for calculation of the artefact template (thicker blue trace). Because
of the high reproducibility of the artefact waveform (averaging epochs), the residual artefacts were strongly
attenuated in ê .
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Figure 7.5: (a) Representative scalp potential, s , recorded during fMRI acquisition, EEG data set 3, electrode
position F6; (b) corrected EEG, ê , after application of AAS; (c) set of 32 epochs (thinner traces) into which s
was divided (TR-slice = 155 samples), used for calculation of the artefact template (thicker blue trace). A
substantial amount of residual artefacts arose in ê because of the lower reproducibility of the artefact waveform.

Like the signal slope distribution associated with the scalp potential contaminated with the
gradient artefact (Fig. 7.1a), the occurrence of such residuals causes significant changes in the
statistical distribution of the slope parameter in comparison with eref , as can be observed in
the histograms of Figs. 7.6a and 7.6c. Those residuals also occurred in Fig. 7.4b, but they
have been strongly attenuated because of the high reproducibility of the averaging epochs (Fig.
7.4b). Thus, the statistical distribution of the slope parameter of the signal of Fig. 7.4b is
shown to be approximated to a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 7.6b), as noticed for eref in Fig.
7.1b.
The characteristics of the signal slope distributions observed in Fig. 7.6 are in accordance
with the spectral analysis depicted in Fig. 7.7. The power spectrum of the signal of Fig. 7.4b
lies closer to the power spectrum of the reference (baseline) EEG, in comparison with the
power spectral of the signals of Figs. 7.3b and 7.5b. The worst case scenario is of the signal of
Fig. 7.5 because of the lowest reproducibility of the artefact waveform.
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Figure 7.6: (a), (b), (c) Histogram of the signal slope for the signals of Figs. 7.3b, 7.4b, and 7.5b, and the
respective fitted Gaussian distributions.
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respective baseline (reference) EEG.

As usually performed in the literature, to attenuate the residual artefacts in the signals of Figs.
7.3b and 7.5b using low-pass (LP) filtering, the filter should be set up to suppress high-
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frequency activity associated with the residual artefacts, and simultaneously preserve the
neuronal EEG frequency activity of interest at most. In case of the occurrence of residual
artefact activity in a lower bandwidth, lower filter cut-off frequencies should be used, but at
the expense of suppression of EEG signal frequencies. This trade-off is illustrated in Figs.
7.8a and 7.8b which show the use of LP filtering to attenuate the residual artefacts in the
signal of Fig. 7.3b. The filter was set as a 55-coefficient FIR, and the cut-off frequency is
indicated in the figure.
When the cut-off frequency is equal to 250 Hz, the filter was not able to suppress the residual
artefact that remains below the cut-off frequency. A LP filter with cut-off frequency of
100 Hz achieved suppression of the residuals, but in this case, high-frequency activity
associated with the EEG signal has been removed as well. Figure 7.8c demonstrates how the
signal slope adaption (SSD) approach depicted in Fig. 7.2 might be used to obtain a better
balance for such a trade-off. This figure illustrates the SSD approach set for λ = 0.9 (Eq.
(7.14)). SSD was applied in the signal of Fig. 7.3b before LP filtering, cut-off frequency
250 Hz. Clearly, high-frequency artefact activity has been better preserved in the signal of this
figure, in comparison with the signal of Fig. 7.8b, but with more effective artefact attenuation
than shown in Fig. 7.8a. Those characteristics are also observed in Figs. 7.9 and 7.10.
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Figure 7.8: Top to bottom: scalp potential of Fig. 7.3a corrected by: (a) AAS with LP filtering, cut-off frequency
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frequency 250 Hz.
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Figure 7.9: (a), (b), (c) Histogram of the signal slope for the signals of Figs. 7.8a, 7.8b, and 7.8c, and the
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Fig. 7.3b after SSD (thick blue trace) with the power spectra depicted in Fig. 7.7a.
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Application of the SSD approach before the filter has achieved the attenuation of the residual
artefacts according to its slope characteristics. In this way, this approach selectively adapts
and attenuates the samples associated with the residual artefacts which have higher values of
signal slope. Thus, it is shown to preserve high-frequency activity of the EEG signal that have
signal slope lower than thrs, allowing the use of higher cut-off frequencies for the LP filter.
The use of SSD combined with the LP filter also makes the statistical distribution of the
signal slope closely approximate to the Gaussian curve, as shown in Fig. 7.9c. This effect is
roughly achieved by using LP filtering alone (Fig. 7.9c). In addition, by using SSD, the power
spectrum of the signal after AAS is approximated to the baseline EEG as well (Fig. 7.10d).
Those characteristics can also be observed when the LP filter and SSD are applied to the Fig.
7.5b, as depicted in Figs. 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13 (λ = 0.9). Whereas in the signal of Fig. 7.11b,
the LP filtering alone with cut-off frequency 100 Hz was unable to effectively suppress the
residuals artefacts. In the signal of Fig. 7.11c such residuals are shown to have been strongly
attenuated. Therefore, it demonstrates that SSD may help to attenuate the residual artefacts
after application of the AAS method and allow the enlargement of the usable bandwidth of the
corrected EEG.
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Figure 7.11: Top to bottom: scalp potential of Fig. 7.3c corrected by: (a) AAS with LP filtering, cut-off
frequency 250 Hz; (b) AAS with LP filtering, cut-off frequency 100 Hz; (c) AAS with SSD and LP filtering, cutoff frequency 250 Hz.
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7.4.1 Evaluation of the EEG signal preservation after SSD
The assessment of EEG preservation is indicated in Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 and Tables 7.1 and
7.2. To perform this assessment, EEG excerpts of some electrode positions corresponding to
the EEG data sets 1 and 3 were used, as indicated in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, with respective
lengths around 2.3 and 2.4 s.
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Figure 7.14: Median SNR, MSE, and number of iterations according to some values of λ (EEG data set 1).
Table 7.1: SNR and MSE for some EEG electrodes, taking into consideration the application of low-pass
filtering in eref,n and êref,n after SSD, and λ = 0.5 (EEG data set 1).
Measure

SNR

MSE
(µV2)

EEG
Electrode
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3
Fp1
F3
Oz
CPz
Fz
FC5
AF3

Filter cut-off frequency
No LP

250 Hz

150 Hz

120 Hz

100 Hz

70 Hz

0.9980
0.9888
0.9984
0.9904
0.9955
0.9956
0.9975
11.0545
6.6989
1.6737
1.3486
0.7047
6.6988
3.8609

0.9994
0.9961
0.9997
0.9969
0.9988
0.9992
0.9992
3.5832
2.2926
0.3093
0.4279
0.1830
1.2643
1.2757

0.9999
0.9993
0.9999
0.9992
0.9998
0.9999
0.9998
0.7017
0.3640
0.0595
0.1010
0.0273
0.1609
0.2480

0.9999
0.9997
1.0000
0.9995
0.9999
0.9999
0.9999
0.3735
0.1823
0.0399
0.0626
0.0137
0.0747
0.1437

1.0000
0.9998
1.0000
0.9996
0.9999
1.0000
0.9999
0.2577
0.1211
0.0340
0.0484
0.0092
0.0469
0.1084

1.0000
0.9999
1.0000
0.9997
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
0.1709
0.0762
0.0307
0.0373
0.0059
0.0271
0.0830
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Mean MSE

Mean SNR
0.9988 0.9994 0.9994
0.9972 0.9977 0.9978

17.9945

0.9918
9.1301
0.9797
2.8941

λ= 0.9

λ= 0.8

λ= 0.7

λ= 0.6

λ= 0.5

λ= 0.4

λ= 0.3

λ= 0.2

λ= 0.9

λ= 0.8
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Figure 7.15: Median SNR, MSE, and number of iterations according to some values of λ (EEG data set 3).
Table 7.2: SNR and MSE for some EEG electrodes, taking into consideration the application of low-pass
filtering in eref,n and êref,n after SSD, and λ = 0.5 (EEG data set 3).
Measure

SNR

MSE
(µV2)

EEG
Electrode
Fp1
F3
T6
Oz
Cp2
F6
POz
Fp1
F3
T6
Oz
Cp2
F6
POz

Filter cut-off frequency
No LP

250 Hz

150 Hz

120 Hz

100 Hz

70 Hz

0.9915
0.9849
0.9977
0.9937
0.9950
0.9960
0.9914
9.6593
6.8529
6.2173
5.8297
1.7420
7.5816
3.3693

0.9940
0.9890
0.9986
0.9959
0.9978
0.9971
0.9947
6.7739
4.9827
3.8127
3.8185
0.7609
5.4745
2.0671

0.9963
0.9925
0.9991
0.9973
0.9990
0.9980
0.9964
4.2229
3.4416
2.3200
2.4959
0.3353
3.7200
1.4166

0.9976
0.9957
0.9994
0.9982
0.9994
0.9986
0.9976
2.6916
1.9406
1.5332
1.6798
0.1951
2.6265
0.9554

0.9985
0.9976
0.9996
0.9988
0.9997
0.9991
0.9984
1.7754
1.0986
1.0967
1.1532
0.1148
1.7677
0.6334

0.9993
0.9991
0.9998
0.9995
0.9999
0.9996
0.9994
0.7699
0.4208
0.5522
0.4959
0.0350
0.6680
0.2568

As can be observed in Figs. 7.14 and 7.15, the SNR (Eq. (3.13)) and MSE (Eq. (3.14)) for the
EEG data set 1 are, respectively, closer to unity and zero than those values estimated for the
EEG data set 3. This appear to be associated with the higher sampling frequency of the EEG
excerpts belonging to the EEG data set 1 as well as with the lower values of the signal slope
parameter, d n . In parallel, for the data sets 1 and 2 the lower the value of λ, the closer the
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values of SNR and MSE are, respectively, to unity and zero as well (Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 and
Tables 7.1 and 7.2). Therefore, this indicates that the EEG after application of SSD is shown
to be better preserved for the EEG data set 1, especially by using lower values of λ. In
addition, for both data sets, it can be noticed that the EEG signal is better preserved at lowerfrequencies (lower LP filter cut-off frequencies), as indicated in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The
values of SNR and MSE in Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 and Tables 7.1 and 7.2 can also be used as an
indication of how the reference EEG used during this evaluation and its estimate are
converging or diverging from each other. In this way, SNR closer to unity and MSE closer to
zero evidence higher convergence of the reference EEG and its estimate after application of
SSD.
Regarding the number of iterations observed during the application of SSD, for either EEG
data sets this number is lower when λ = 0.7, on one hand. On the other hand, the higher
number of iterations occurs when λ is close to 1 or 0. Figure 7.16 illustrates the variation of
the signal slope parameter d n , according to the number of iterations of SSD (λ = 0.3). Even
though the initial value of d n in Fig. 7.16a (EEG data set 1) is lower than in Fig. 7.16b (EEG
data set 3), a higher number of iterations is observed in Fig. 7.16a. This could be explained by
the higher sampling frequency used for acquisition of the EEG data set 1 alike. Figure 7.16
also illustrates how d n decreases at each iteration, which assures the convergence of Eq.
(7.13).
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Figure 7.16: (a) Illustrative variation of the signal slope parameter d n , according to the number of iterations,
taking into account λ = 0.3 and the electrode position Fp1, EEG data set 1; (b) illustrative variation of the signal
slope parameter, d n , according to the number of iterations, taking into account λ = 0.3 and the electrode position
Fp1, EEG data set 3.
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7.5 Discussion
As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4, the average template subtraction by AAS can be likened to
a comb-filtering approach whose performance has high dependency on alterations that occur
in the morphology of the gradient artefact waveform over time. In this way, the occurrence of
residual artefacts after application of the AAS method is greatly dependent on the degree of
reproducibility of the gradient artefact waveforms used for construction of the average
artefact template. As can be observed in Figs. 7.4 and 7.7b, the more reproducible the artefact
waveform, the less is the occurrence of the residual artefacts. In this case scenario, the
histogram of the signal slope of the corrected signal is shown to be approximated to a
Gaussian distribution (Fig. 7.6b), as with the histogram of signal slope of the reference
(baseline) EEG (Fig. 7.1). This outcome agrees with the results of van de Velde et al. (1998)
who used signal slope distributions to indicate the presence of muscle artefacts in the EEG
signal. In parallel, in this scenario the power spectrum of the corrected EEG lies close to that
of the reference EEG as well, as shown in Fig. 7.7b. On the other hand, a low reproducibility
of the gradient artefact waveform may be encountered in EEG-fMRI experiments, which
generally leads to a large amount of residual artefacts in the time course corrected EEG and in
its spectrum above 80 Hz (Spencer, 2015), as can be observed in Figs. 7.3, 7.5, 7.7a, and 7.7c.
This, thereby, makes the histogram of the signal slope of the corrected EEG not resemble a
Gaussian distribution, as shown in Figs. 7.6a and 7.6c.
As remarked by Spencer (2015), it is generally difficulty to access neuronal EEG frequencies
above 80 Hz in the corrected EEG by AAS, because of the occurrence of the residual
artefacts. To attenuate such residuals, the use of conventional FIR low-pass (LP) filtering with
cut-off around 80 Hz is the usual practice suggested in the literature (Allen et al., 2000, Niazy
et al, 2005; Spencer, 2015). However, this is carried out at the expense of the removal of
spectral power above the filter cut-off, as depicted in Figs 7.10 and 7.13. Even though for the
corrected EEG signal of Fig. 7.8b, the use of a filter cut-off around 100 Hz has been shown to
substantially attenuate the residual artefacts, this is not the case for the corrected EEG signal
of Fig. 7.11b. This is due to some residual artefacts that remain around and below the filter
cut-off, thus distorting the corrected EEG. Hence, the filter cut-off should be reduced in order
to improve the artefact attenuation.
The occurrence of residual artefacts after AAS can be related to the contributions of the
inherent uncertainty associated with the averaging of artefact epochs, as indicated in Eq. (7.8).
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Thus, the average artefact template uncertainty is influenced by the timing error ∆t between
the EEG sampling frequency and the clock of MRI acquisition and the number k of epochs
used to calculate the average artefact. The influence of ∆t and k over the performance of AAS
has been addressed in a number of publications that demonstrated the importance of taking
into account these parameters in order to reduce the occurrence of residual artefacts (Becker
et al., 2005; Mandelkow et al., 2006; Freyer et al., 2009; Allen et al., 2000; Gonçalves et al.,
2007; Huang et al., 2012; de Munck et al., 2013).
In addition, the uncertainty associated with the averaging epochs is also a function of the first
and higher derivatives associated with the gradient artefact (Eq. (7.8)). Because of the steep
signal slopes of the gradient artefact in the order of 104 μV/ms, an imprecise sampling of si (t )
may result in strong variability of the artefact waveform across averaging epochs (Mullinger
et al., 2008b; Eichele et al., 2010), as depicted in Figs. 7.3 and 7.5. Thus, by devising the SSD
approach, described in Eqs. (7.12) – (7.14) and depicted in the flowchart-scheme of Fig. 7.2,
we propose to exploit the contribution to the artefact template uncertainty associated with the
higher derivatives of the gradient artefact and related residuals after AAS. Accordingly, SSD
has been implemented based upon the first derivative characterised as the difference between
consecutive samples of the digital signal, and modelled as the non-linear filter indicated in Eq.
(7.10), whereby the estimation of the true EEG could be approximated to its true value by
manipulation or adaptation of the signal slope defined as the parameter d n (Eq. (7.12))
(Ferreira et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2013a).
The use of SSD after AAS application and its combination with LP filtering is shown to be
capable of substantially attenuating the residual artefacts together with better preservation of
high-frequency activity in the corrected EEG in comparison with LP filtering alone after AAS
(Figs. 7.8, 7.10, 7.11, and 7.13). This fact could be explained by SSD to selectively adapt the
samples associated with the artefact residuals which have higher signal slopes than the
threshold, thrs, set for the reference EEG (Eq. (7.9)). According to SSD implementation,
higher signal slopes have been assumed to be related to the artefact activity which, therefore,
is demonstrated to be selectively attenuated in samples whose value of d n is higher than thrs.
As a result, high-frequency activity in the corrected EEG signal is well preserved in samples
whose signal slope was lower than thrs. Thus, it permits the use of higher LP cut-off
frequencies for the LP filter, and preservation of higher frequency activity in the corrected
EEG in consequence (Figs. 7.14 and 7.15 and Tables 7.1 and 7.2).
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Therefore, these results indicate that the SSD approach might contribute to obtain a better
balance for the trade-off between artefact attenuation and EEG signal preservation, especially
at high-frequencies. The use of SSD together with LP filtering is also shown to make the
signal slope distribution of the corrected EEG closely resemble the Gaussian curve, as
observed for the reference EEG (Figs. 7.1, 7.9, and 7.12). As such, these characteristics
demonstrate the feasibility of using the signal slope parameter to investigate the attenuation of
residual artefacts in the gradient artefact-corrected EEG, in accordance with the model for the
uncertainty component associated with the artefact template described in Eq. (7.8).
An important remark regarding the power spectrum of the neuronal (baseline) EEG is that it
typically decays proportionally to the inverse of the frequency (1/f), as observed in Figs. 7.7,
7.10, and 7.13 (Gutberlet, 2010). As can be noticed in Figs. 7.10a and 7.13a, the occurrence of
residual artefacts over the baseline EEG power spectrum distorts the power spectrum of the
corrected EEG after AAS, so that it may not show 1/f decay. As mentioned in Chapter 6, this
fact can be ascribed to the residual artefacts which are associated with broadening of the
artefact spectral lines caused by micro-movements of the subject head. The use of the SSD
approach is shown to be capable of making the power spectrum of the corrected EEG
approximate the baseline EEG power spectrum (Figs. 7.10d and 7.13d), thus enabling the
identification of the usable bandwidth in the corrected EEG related to the neuronal EEG. This
fact also evidences the correctness and importance of using a kind of filter like the optimised
exponential average (OEA) to attenuate eventual residual artefact energy that remains over
the baseline EEG, and are associated with the broadening of spectral lines caused by tiny head
movements of the subject (Eq. (6.2)). As shown in Chapter 6, this effect may not be
accounted for by the comb-filtering provided by AAS or OMA alone which rely on the
assumption of stationary nature of the gradient artefact waveform.
Last, we did verify that the SSD approach indicated in Eqs. (7.12) – (7.14) could be extended
to other signal processing applications, such as the detection of steep wave activity in other
biological signals. In Ferreira et al. (2013d), we show a case study where SSD is employed
for ECG peak identification. In this fashion, the idea behind this QRS detector was to employ
SSD for selectively identification of the larger signal slopes associated with the samples of the
QRS complexes. As an additional suggestion for future work, SSD might be applied and
evaluated for detection and attenuation of other types of artefact in biological signals, such as
the muscle artefact is the EEG (van de Velde et al., 1998).
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7.5.1 Limitations and future work
A limitation observed during the use of the SSD approach is that Eqs. (7.12) – (7.14)
represent a statistical detection and estimation approach, in such a way that the uncertainty
associated with the average value estimated by Eq. (7.14) may lead to deviations in the
estimation of the values of the adapted EEG, eˆ adapt , especially when large values of residual
artefacts occurs in ê. In this scenario, large deviations in eˆ adapt were observed mainly when
larger values of d n occurred as well as lower EEG sampling frequencies were used (Fig. 7.16).
In some preliminary studies we have undertaken (Ferreira et al., 2013b; Ferreira et al., 2013c;
Ferreira et al., 2014b), investigation has been performed regarding the use of SSD to reduce
the effect of broadening of artefact spectral lines before performing the attenuation of the
harmonic components of the gradient artefact. However, these outcomes should be deeper
addressed and assessed in future work.
Although the assumption of the presence of artefactual activity in EEG samples with larger
values of d n has been attested by van de Velde et al. (1998) and Cluitmans et al. (1993), and
is clearly confirmed by Figs. 7.6, 7.9, and 7.12, some artefactual activity might be associated
with EEG samples with smaller values of d n as well. In this scenario, therefore, the SSD
approach would not be able to attenuate the artefact activity associated with these samples.
Thereby, the presence of artefactual activity in samples with d n smaller than the threshold
(thrs), as well as to what extent it impacts on the SSD performance should be better assessed
in future work as well.
Another limitation of SSD is concerned with its number of iterations and processing time.
Large values of d n and large sampling frequencies can imply in a large number of iterations
which may lead SSD to take a few minutes to process. In addition, the methodology proposed
in this chapter has been evaluated for short length EEG exerpts with around 11000 samples at
the most. For longer EEG exerpts, therefore, the processing time of our methodology could
further be increased. Thus, some kind of optimisation procedure should also be implemented
in future work in order to reduce the number of iterations and processing time of the SSD
approach.
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7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have exploited the influence of the signal derivative as a contribution to the
uncertainty associated with the average artefact template, and investigated how it could be
used to describe the residual artefacts that arise in the gradient artefact-corrected EEG. To this
end, we have designed the SSD approach which makes use of the signal slope as a non-linear
filter parameter to detect and attenuate the residual artefact activity. According to our results,
the SSD approach is shown to selectively attenuate the artefactual activity in samples
containing residual artefacts after template subtraction by AAS. In parallel, the proposed
approach is demonstrated to attenuate spectral energy associated with residual artefacts that
lay above the baseline EEG power spectrum, so that it has permitted the use of higher LP
filter cut-off frequencies. As SSD is also shown to be capable of approximating the power
spectrum of the corrected EEG to the power spectrum of the baseline EEG, which decays
proportionally to the inverse of the frequency, this evidences the importance of using the OEA
filter presented in Chapter 6 for attenuation of residual artefacts owing to broadening of
artefact spectral lines caused by subject head motions. Last, the results shown in this chapter
confirm the feasibility of using the slope parameter characterised as the difference between
consecutive samples of the digital signal to describe and detect artefacts and steep wave
activity in biological signals.
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CHAPTER 8

Gradient Artefact Suppression under the Occurrence of
Abrupt Subject Head Movements*

8.1 Abstract
In this chapter, we present some considerations that might be useful to improve the EEG
gradient artefact correction under the occurrence of abrupt movements of the subject head in
the MRI scanner. In this scenario, the morphology of the gradient artefact can be profoundly
altered over time, so that it may make it difficult to obtain a good EEG quality by using
gradient artefact correction methods that rely on the stationary nature of the artefact
waveform. Initially, we present a study in which we have investigated the use of cubic splines
to model transients continuously inserted in the recorded scalp potential by abrupt head
movements. By utilising cubic splines to model those transients and their subsequent
subtraction from the recorded scalp potential, a more homogeneous artefact waveform can be
obtained in the modified scalp potential and the gradient artefact correction is improved, as a
consequence. Secondly, we suggest some filtering strategies that might help to improve the
quality of the artefact-corrected EEG under the occurrence of abrupt head movements. Such
procedures are shown to be useful for reducing the occurrence of residual artefacts after
application of the gradient artefact correction, and thereby might be employed to obtain a
better quality for the EEG signal in clinically realistic situations.

*

This chapter was partly based on the papers:

Ferreira, J.L., Cluitmans, P.J.M., and Aarts, R.M. (2014b). Removal of gradient artefacts during transient head
movements for continuous EEG-fMRI. Proc. BIOSIGNALS 2014b Conf.: 213-220.
Ferreira, J.L., Wu, Y., Besseling, R.M.H., Lamerichs, R., and Aarts, R.M (2016). Gradient artefact correction
and evaluation of the EEG recorded simultaneously with fMRI data using optimised moving-average. J. Med.
Eng. 2016: article ID 9614323, 1-17.
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8.2 Introduction
Albeit combination of EEG-fMRI constitutes a promising tool for mapping of the brain
activity as well as for cognitive studies and research, the occurrence of artefacts in the EEG
signal still represents a challenge to be overcome in order to consolidate and broaden the
range of applications of this technique. This is the case for the gradient or imaging acquisition
artefact which is induced in the electroencephalogram by the rapidly varying magnetic field
gradients and RF pulses of the MRI equipment (Ritter et al., 2010). The gradient artefact has
amplitudes that can be much larger than those of the neuronal EEG. It possesses a
characteristic waveform which is approximately the differential waveform of the magnetic
fields that originate the artefact (Allen et al., 2000; Anami et al., 2003; Ritter et al., 2010; de
Munck et al., 2013).
As described in Chapter 3, several correction methods have been proposed in the literature to
attenuate the gradient artefact, such as the often-used average artefact subtraction (AAS)
methodology proposed by Allen et al. (2000). However, improvements and the proposal of
novel correction methodologies have been required, mainly to improve the access of higherfrequencies of the neuronal EEG in the gamma band and above (Spencer, 2015), as
highlighted in the previous chapters. Another scenario that requires the enhancement of the
gradient artefact correction is when large motions of the subject head occur within the MRI
scanner. As remarked by Yan et al. (2009), the movement artefact induced in the recorded
scalp potential by large head motions may compromise the effectiveness of the gradient
artefact correction methods that rely on the stationary nature of the gradient artefact waveform
due to the alterations and transients that affects the artefact morphology over time. In this
scenario, the averaging template process by AAS may result in an inaccurate estimation of the
artefact template, so that a large amount of residual artefacts owing to the movement
influence may be left behind in the corrected EEG. In some cases of occurrence of large
motions of the subject head, the corrected EEG signal may be corrupted beyond recovery
(Spencer, 2015; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Mullinger et al., 2011; Eichele et al., 2010).
The use of a sliding average window has been proposed as an AAS variant in attempt to
mitigate this problem, decreasing the probability of movement within a particular window
(Allen et al., 2000; Becker et al., 2005; Freyer et al., 2009). Nevertheless, in addition to
increasing the risk of subtraction of a clinical event of interest from the EEG signal, the
windows which coincide with the movement continue locally altered by using this approach
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(Yan et al., 2009). To circumvent this problem, Moosmann et al. (2009) propose a correction
procedure that uses information related to head movement parameters obtained from an fMRI
realignment algorithm to improve the accuracy of the artefact template. Likewise, Sun and
Hinrichs (2009) described a method whereby the epochs used for template averaging are
selected by weighting factors that account for the influence of the head position and
movement on the artefact shape.
However, the performance of those approaches is compromised when multiple movements
occur close together, in such a way that an insufficient number of averaging waveforms can
be used to create the average artefact template. In addition, under the occurrence of signal
transients slowly and continuously caused by abrupt head movements, application of those
approaches might not result in a good quality for the artefact-corrected EEG either (Spencer,
2015). Thus, improvement of the existing correction methods as well as the proposal of novel
correction approaches that take the occurrence of abrupt head motions into account is highly
required, especially in studies in which those movements cannot be prevented, such as those
involving children, epileptic patients, and during sleep (Moosmann et al., 2009; Spencer,
2015).
Instead of using an artefact average template, we have proposed in this thesis the usage of a
novel methodology to correct the gradient artefact by using the optimised moving-average
method described in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. As mentioned in Chapter 5, the OMA filtering is
performed sample-by-sample rather than estimation of an average artefact template that is
carried out using averaging epochs. In parallel, OMA could be used to further limit the region
of influence of signal transients continuously inserted by abrupt head movements when
compared with the use of a sliding average window, as reported in Chapter 6. In the current
chapter, we present some considerations about those characteristics of the OMA approach,
and demonstrate how some related filtering strategies might be useful to enhance the quality
of the corrected EEG signal under the occurrence of abrupt head movements, as discussed in
Section 8.4. In parallel, we propose a novel procedure to improve the correction of the
gradient artefact affected by the occurrence of signal transients continuously inserted by
abrupt head movements. To this end, we have made use of cubic splines curves to model such
signal transients. Those cubic splines have been then used to modify and approximate the
shape of the scalp potential to homogeneous data. According to our results, this approach can
be used to reduce the signal transients influence over the gradient artefact correction, thus
improving the quality of the restored EEG signal, as reported in the following section.
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8.3 A study of gradient artefact correction under the occurrence of signal
transients continuously inserted by abrupt head movements
8.3.1 EEG and fMRI data
The scalp potential recordings were collected simultaneously with the fMRI data for a
research focused on epilepsy and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (van Liempt et al.,
2011). The data were recorded using a 3 T Achieva Scanner (Philips, Best, The Netherlands)
from one subject. fMRI was continuously performed using a functional echo-planar imaging
sequence with 33 transversal slices (thickness 3 mm, TE 30 ms, TR 2500 ms). An MRIcompatible 64 channel polysomnograph (MRI 64, MicroMed, Treviso, Italy) was used to
collect one ECG channel, two EOG channels, one EMG channel, and 60 EEG channels. A cap
containing 64 Ag-AgCl electrodes was positioned in accordance with the standard 10-20
system. The sampling rate of the EEG system was 2048 Hz. The MRI clock and the EEG
sampling interval have been synchronised for the volume repetition time (TR), so that
TR = 5120 samples. The dynamic stabilisation in the MRI equipment has not been switched
off, in such a way that TR was not adjusted as a multiple of the slice-time (TR-slice) and,
thereby, TR-slice did not match a multiple of the sampling interval. The recordings were
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and made with the approval of the
local ethics committee and informed consent by the subject.

8.3.2 Approach implementation
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, the occurrence of large changes in the head position may
result in a component or variant of the movement artefact that can be characterised as signal
transients that are continuously and slowly added in the recorded scalp potential, sn :
sn = en + g n + mtr, n ,

(8.1)

where en and g n are the actual EEG and the gradient artefact, respectively; and mtr,n represents
the signal transients inserted by the abrupt head movements. Larger changes of the head
position over a certain amplitude may even result in faster signal transients, so that mtr,n can
be likened to the linear superposition of an impulse signal, δ tr,n , in the recorded scalp
potential:
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sn = en + g n + δ tr, n .

(8.2)

Those signal transients may compromise the performance of gradient artefact methods that
rely on the stationary nature of the artefact waveform, as mentioned earlier. To enhance the
gradient artefact correction in excerpts of sn containing the component mtr,n and/or δ tr,n , we
proposed the algorithm indicated in the scheme of Fig. 8.1:

1. Peak detection and
TR-slice estimation
Scalp
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s
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signal peaks in
the scalp potential

2. Signal transients modelling
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3. Gradient artefact
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Epochs averaging
and cubic spline
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+

sh

Σ

Application
of OMA or
AAS

ecorct
+
+

Σ

Restored
EEG

ê

4. Signal transients
model reincorporation

Figure 8.1: Scheme of the proposed methodology for gradient artefact correction under the occurrence of signal
transients continuously caused by abrupt head movements.

Each step of the methodology indicated in the scheme above was implemented and applied in
the EEG data in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA) environment.
8.3.3.1 Peak detection and TR-slice estimation
Implementation of the algorithm illustrated in Fig. 8.1 required the initial detection of the
typical gradient artefact peaks that are observed in the recorded scalp potential. Such
detection was necessary for implementation of the signal transients modelling (step 2 of Fig.
8.1). Localisation of those peaks was also important for estimation of the slice-time (TR-slice).
Because the EEG excerpts under analysis were contaminated with transients, making it
difficult the correct localisation of the peaks, we have used the ECG signal recorded
simultaneously with the EEG channels to perform the peak detection. For the data under
analysis, the value of TR-slice was estimated at 155 ± 1 samples (first 32 slices) and 178 + 1
samples (last slice). The length of the scalp potential excerpt to be processed was set as
60 × 5120 samples, corresponding to 60 times the volume repetition time TR.
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8.3.3.2 Signal transients modelling and subtraction
To model the signal transients, the scalp potential excerpt was divided into epochs of length
equal to the time between the gradient artefacts peaks corresponding to the onset of each TRslice observed in the scalp potential excerpt. Next, we have taken into account to average all
samples of each epoch separately. Making the assumption that the gradient artefact waveform
over TR-slice was stationary (i.e. it has been considered a slowly varying process from epoch
to epoch) and had zero mean, that average only would run over values associated with the
actual EEG signal and the signal transients. Hence, the resulting average points associated
with each epoch would correspond to the mean variation of the signal transients and lowfrequency components related to the actual EEG signal, from epoch to epoch. Figure 8.2a
illustrates the implementation of such a procedure. The exemplary scalp potential excerpt
shown in this figure was picked up from the electrode position F8.
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Figure 8.2: (a) Illustrative Scalp potential excerpt (blue trace) and resulting values from epoch averaging (red
points); (b) resulting values from epoch averaging (red points) fitted by a cubic spline curve (blue trace).

The average values were plotted in the middle of each epoch (red points). Such points were
plotted in Fig. 8.2b as well, together with a cubic spline curve which was used to fit those
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points in a time continuous sense. Cubic splines have shown to be very useful to fit a smooth
continuous curve to discrete data as well as especially attractive because they make use of
piecewise polynomials with low-order to interpolate the data (Wolberg and Alfy, 1999).
Moreover, the data can be modelled by respecting constraints of smoothness and
monotonicity. Thereby, the use of cubic spline fitting has been often proposed in a number of
signal processing algorithms reported in the literature. For instance, empirical mode
decomposition (Huang et al., 1998) makes use of cubic spline curves to estimate the upper
and lower envelope before estimating the intrinsic mode functions. Koskinen and Vartiainen
(2009) have also devised a cubic spline-based approach to improve the artefact template
estimation during application of the AAS method.
According to the procedure shown in Fig. 8.2, because the cubic spline curve was fitted to the
mean point of each epoch average, it also corresponds to the mean variation of the signal
transients and low-frequency components associated with the actual EEG signal from epoch
to epoch. Thus, the frequency activity associated with the gradient artefact and the neuronal
EEG high-frequency components are contained in the signal resulting from the subtraction of
the spline from the scalp potential. Such characteristics can be observed in the power spectra
depicted in Fig. 8.3.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Power spectrum of the fitted spline curve; (b) power spectrum of the signal resulting from the
subtraction of the spline curve from the scalp potential. The gradient artefact frequencies are contained in (b).
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Thereby, although transients continuously inserted in the scalp potential caused by abrupt
head movements may possess high-frequency components, they can be characterised as lowfrequency activity in comparison with the gradient artefact frequency components. Hence, the
models of Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) were changed to Eq. (8.3):

s = m p + sh ,

(8.3)

where mp is the fitted spline which corresponds to the sum of the signal transients m tr (or

δtr ) and the low-frequency components of e; and sh corresponds to the sum of the gradient
artefact g and the high-frequency components of e. Therefore, according to Fig. 8.3 and Eq.
(8.3), the gradient artefact correction should be applied solely in the signal sh which is the
component of the recorded scalp potential that, in fact, contains the artefact activity. Thus,
there is no need to apply the gradient artefact correction in the component mp , so that the
inaccuracies introduced by the signal transients caused by the subject head movements during
the application of the gradient artefact approach could be minimised.
To fit the cubic spline curve shown in Fig. 8.2, we have used the piecewise cubic Hermite
interpolation method (Kreyszig, 2011; Fritsch and Carlson, 1980). According to the Hermite
interpolation setup, given two points (xi, yi) and (xi+1, yi+1), they are linked by the cubic
interpolating polynomial Hi (x) with the following constraints:
Hi ( xi ) = yi ,
H i ( xi +1 ) = yi +1 ,
H'i ( xi ) = y'i ,
H'i ( xi +1 ) = y'i +1 .

Hi (x) is described as (xi ≤ x ≤ xi+1):
H i ( x) = ai + bi ( x − xi ) + ci ( x − xi )2

+ di ( x − xi )2 ( x − xi +1 ) ,

(8.4)

where the coefficients ai , bi , ci , and d i are calculated by taking into account the values of xi ,

xi +1 , yi , yi +1 , and certain slopes y'i and y'i +1 at the two segment endpoints. These slopes are
chosen in such a way that the shape and monotonicity within the data are respected. Finally,
the piecewise interpolant is found by joining the I local cubic interpolants:
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I

H ( x) =  H i ( x) .

(8.5)

i =1

In MATLAB, we have implemented the cubic Hermite interpolation method using the routine
‘pchip’.
8.3.3.3 Gradient artefact correction
As gradient artefact correction methodologies, we used the OMA approach (M = 5120, p = 6,
J = 60000, and L = 1 for TR; M = 155 ± 1, J = 20000, and L = 1 for TR-slice) described in
Section 6.3.3, as well as our home-built AAS implementation described in Section 7.3.2, in
order to perform a comparative evaluation of the obtained results. The AAS methodology was
set using N = 60 and M = 5120, combined with LP filter cut-off 70 Hz. Both gradient artefact
correction methodologies were applied in the component sh of Eq. (8.3), resulting in the
artefact-corrected EEG, ecorct.
8.3.3.4 Signal transients model reincorporation
Because the fitted spline model contains low-frequency components associated with the
neuronal EEG signal, the signal mp could not be left out of the estimation of the restored EEG,

ê, but it has been reincorporated, as follows:
eˆ = ecorct + mp .

(8.6)

Therefore, the methodology is specifically proposed to improve the gradient artefact
correction in the scalp potential, s. Thus, the baseline associated with the signal transients still
remains in the restored EEG, ê.

8.3.3 Results
Figure 8.4 illustrates the application of the step 2 of the proposed methodology in the scalp
potential excerpt of Fig. 8.2. In this excerpt (reproduced in Fig. 8.4a), the beginning of the
signal transient occurred around 188.5 s. Figure 8.4b shows the signal component sh
indicated in Eq. (8.3), resulting from the subtraction of the fitted spline from the scalp
potential excerpt. It can be noticed that sh possesses a more homogeneous shape (i.e. data
without large transients caused by abrupt head movements) in comparison with the signal of
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Fig. 8.4a. Thus, this procedure can facilitate the reduction of the influence of the signal
transients over the gradient artefact correction, as shown in the next example.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Scalp potential excerpt of Fig. 8.2a; (b) signal component

sh (Eq. (8.3)), resulting from the

subtraction of the fitted spline curve depicted in Fig. 8.2b from the scalp potential excerpt of (a). The signal

sh

possesses an approximated homogeneous data shape in comparison with the scalp potential excerpt.

In Fig. 8.5a, a larger scalp potential excerpt 60 × 5120 samples (about 150 s) containing the
excerpt of Fig. 8.4a is shown. A stronger signal transient due to some abrupt head movement
of the subject head is also noticed about the time 165 s. The corresponding fitted spline, mp ,
is shown in Fig. 8.5b. In turn, Fig. 8.5c shows the signal sh resulting from the subtraction
between the signals of Figs 8.5a and 8.5b. Like observed in Fig. 8.4b, the signal of Fig. 8.5c
has a more homogeneous shape in comparison with the original scalp potential excerpt
depicted in the signal of Fig. 8.5a.
Figure 8.6 depicts the restored EEG, ê , resulting from the application of the proposed
methodology in the signal sh of 8.5c. For comparison purposes, OMA and AAS were directly
applied in the scalp potential excerpt of Fig. 8.5a as well. As observed in Figs. 8.6a and 8.6c,
without using the proposed methodology, the quality of the corrected EEG is afflicted by the
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movement influence, which can be noticed at time intervals regularly spaced around TR
(= 2.5 s).
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Figure 8.5: (a) Scalp potential excerpt containing transients due to abrupt head movements starting at around
165 s (electrode position F8); (b) fitted spline curve, mp ; (c) signal component sh resulting from subtraction
between (a) and (b).

Whereas AAS is shown to produce smaller ripple (Fig. 8.6c) associated with the movement
influence around the site of movement occurrence than OMA, the region of movement
influence over the correction produced by OMA is narrower (Fig. 8.6a) than that observed for
the AAS correction. In the latter case, the region of movement influence is shown to be spread
out along all averaging epochs used to estimate the artefact template. A similar behaviour has
been observed for the scalp potential excerpt of Fig. 6.8d (see Section 6.5 and 6.6).
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Figure 8.6: (a) OMA directly applied in the signal of Fig. 8.5a; (b) OMA applied in the signal of Fig. 8.5a
according to the methodology proposed in Fig. 8.1; (c) AAS+LP filter directly applied in the signal of Fig. 8.5a;
(d) AAS+LP filter applied in the signal of Fig. 8.5a according to the methodology proposed in Fig. 8.1. The
movement influence noticed in (a) and (c) has been drastically reduced in (b) and (d) by using the proposed
methodology.

Rather, by using our methodology depicted in Fig. 8.1, the region of movement influence has
been drastically narrowed in the restored EEG by the gradient artefact correction provided by
either OMA or AAS, as can be noticed in Figs. 8.6b and 8.6d. Therefore, this indicates that
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the proposed methodology could be used to reduce the influence of the signal transients
caused by abrupt movements of the subject head over the gradient artefact correction
performance, thus improving the quality of the restored EEG in this scenario.
8.3.4 Discussion
A number of approaches have been suggested in the literature for suppression of the gradient
artefact from the EEG data recorded within the MRI scanner during the occurrence of subject
head movements (Moosmann et al., 2009; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Spencer, 2015).
Nevertheless, improvement of such approaches and development of further correction
techniques are still required to enhance the quality of the EEG restoration in this scenario,
especially in case of signal transients continuously caused by the abrupt head motions, as
described in Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2). In this fashion, we have proposed the methodology depicted
in Fig. 8.1, whereby a cubic spline is used to model those signal transients, as illustrated in
Fig. 8.2.
To estimate the interpolants of the cubic spline (Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5)), we have used the
average point of epochs with length corresponding to TR-slice (Fig. 8.2). This procedure also
represents a moving-average filtering process over a number of samples equal to TR-slice
which suppresses high-frequency components from the scalp potential, including those related
to the gradient artefact activity. Hence, the fitted cubic spline is shown to contain lowfrequency components associated with the EEG signal and the signal transients itself, as
depicted in Fig. 8.3. This effect is quite similar to that used during implementation of the
optimised moving-average for gradient artefact correction (see Section 5.3.4) (Ferreira et al.,
2014a). As depicted in Fig. 8.4, the subtraction of the cubic splines model enables the
modified scalp potential excerpt to obtain a more homogeneous shape. This characteristic
improves the performance of the gradient artefact correction method by its application in the
signal sh , instead of in the scalp potential (Fig. 8.6). Thus, the application of the proposed
methodology of Fig. 8.1 reduces the influence of those signal transients on the gradient
artefact correction, which permits to obtain a better quality for the restored EEG produced by
either OMA or AAS, as demonstrated in Figs. 8.6b and 8.6d. Therefore, the subtraction and
reincorporation of the spline model from the scalp potential data, according to the scheme of
Fig. 8.1, act as an artifice to preserve the signal transients and EEG low-frequency signal
components from an unnecessary processing by the gradient artefact correction method. Thus,
introduction of inaccuracies and alterations in the artefact waveform by the signal transients
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can be reduced because the gradient artefact correction can be solely applied in the
component sh .
The use of cubic spline fitting takes advantage of is its flexibility of implementation, so that
eventual outliers which might be obscured in the epoch averaging process (step 2 of Fig. 8.1)
could be inserted in the fitting curve as well, depending on the need, to obtain a better
representation of the signal transients. This characteristic shall be better evaluated in future
work. It is also worthy of note that instead of using cubic splines, application of a high-pass
filter in the scalp potential excerpt was shown not to be adequate during implementation of
the proposed methodology. When using a high-pass filtering, the higher the cut-off frequency
of the filter, the more is the amount of gradient artefact frequency activity which might
remain in the signal mp . As such, the gradient correction method should be applied in mp as
well. On the other hand, a low filter cut-off frequency might provoke insertion of highfrequency components associated with the transients in the signal sh , in such a way that those
inaccuracies owing to alterations in the artefact morphology could continue compromising the
performance of the gradient artefact correction and the quality of the restored EEG (Yan et al.,
2009; Spencer, 2015).
Another advantage observed within application of the methodology described in Fig. 8.1 is
that it is data-driven, not requiring additional information associated with head movements
quantified by using sensors, cameras, or derived from the subsequent (f)MRI scans
(Moosmann et al., 2009; Sun and Hinrichs, 2009; Maziero et al., 2016). Recently, Maziero et
al. have proposed the use of a camera tracking system in order to infer the amount of
movement produced by the subject head, and thus utilise this information within an algorithm
to suppress the movement artefact. Although this approach has shown to be quite promising,
it is not yet available for all investigators, in addition to not being data-driven. Besides, this
method is not directly designed to gradient artefact correction, but to correct the movement
artefact. Rather, according to the approach proposed in this chapter, the head movementrelated information has been directly inferred from the scalp potential data, as well as has
been designed to improve the gradient artefact correction during the occurrence of large signal
transients continuously inserted in the scalp potential data by abrupt head movements.
Therefore, all these characteristics indicate that the cubic spline modelling as proposed in Fig.
8.1 could be employed to improve the quality of the restored EEG in this scenario.
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8.3.5 Conclusions
In Section 8.3, we have proposed a novel method to improve the gradient artefact correction
under the occurrence of signal transients continuously inserted in the scalp potential by abrupt
subject head movements during co-registered EEG-fMRI. The proposed approach makes use
of a cubic spline to model such signal transients which are then subtracted from the scalp
potential before performing the application of the gradient artefact correction. This procedure
is shown to change the shape of the scalp potential, in such a way that the gradient artefact
waveforms along the modified scalp potential excerpt become more homogeneous. Thus, the
influence of the signal transients over the gradient artefact correction could be minimised,
especially when the stationary nature of the artefact waveform is assumed by the gradient
artefact correction method, such as OMA and AAS. Therefore, our methodology is shown to
be a promising tool to obtain an improved quality for the restored EEG within the scenario of
alterations of the gradient artefact morphology produced by signal transients continuously
inserted in the scalp potential recordings by abrupt head movements.

8.4 Other filtering strategies that might help to improve the gradient
artefact correction under the occurrence of abrupt head movements
8.4.1 Linear superposition of an impulse signal
As discussed in Section 6.6, when the occurrence of the movement artefact is likened to the
linear addition of an impulse signal δ tr,n in the scalp potential excerpt (Eq. (8.2)), the combfiltering provided by gradient artefact correction should possess an impulse response with
decreased settling time and shorter duration of decaying peaks, otherwise residual artefacts
due to δ tr,n influence may be left behind in the artefact-corrected EEG. This characteristic can
be observed in the impulse responses of H TDA and H C (Ferreira et al., 2018). A larger settling
time is noticed for H TDA than for H C which correspond to the template subtraction by AAS
and the optimised moving-average (OMA) filtering, respectively. As a consequence, the
movement influence is shown to spread out in a larger length of the corrected EEG by AAS
than corrected by OMA (see Figs. 6.8c, 8.6a, and 8.6c). On the other hand, H C shows larger
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decaying peaks around the time of the occurrence of the impulse. Thus, a stronger movement
influence is observed in the region of movement influence (see Fig. 8.6a).
The impulse response, thereby, could be used to indicate how the comb-filtering related to the
gradient artefact correction is about to cause more or less ripple, or to be more or less
effective in limiting the region of movement influence in time course corrected EEG. As
suggested in Section 6.6, the design of comb-filtering with impulse response with decreased
settling time and shorter duration of decaying peaks might result in minimisation of the
propagation of the movement influence along the corrected EEG (Vaseghi, 2000; Proakis and
Manolakis, 1996). This fact should be better exploited and investigated in future work, and
might be used to bring further improvements in the gradient artefact correction under the
occurrence of abrupt head movements. This strategy might even be combined with the cubic
splines fitting and subtraction proposed in Section 8.3 in attempt to further improve the
gradient artefact correction in this scenario.
8.4.2 Sliding average window vs. optimised moving-average
Subtraction of a mean arterfact template calculated over 2m+1 sliding averaging window
epochs could be described according to Eq. (8.7):

eˆi = si −

m
m
1
1
sk = ei + gi −
( ek + g k ) .


2m +1 k =− m
2m +1 k =− m

= etrue,i + g i −

m
m
1
1
etrue, k −
gk ,


2m +1 k =− m
2m +1 k =− m

(8.7)

where eˆi is the estimate of the actual (neuronal) EEG in the epoch si ; sk represents the
epochs of the scalp potential considered for averaging; ei and gi are the actual EEG and the
gradient artefact in the epoch si ; and ek and g k are the actual EEG and the gradient artefact
in the epoch sk . When the neuronal EEG signal and the gradient artefact are assumed to be
uncorrelated, the amplitude of the averaged EEG epochs in the third term of the right hand
side of Eq. (8.7) equals 1

2m+1 times the EEG RMS, in such a way that it is cancelled out

by averaging. And the estimate of the average gradient artefact gˆ i in epoch i corresponds to:
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m
1
gk .

2m +1 k =− m

(8.8)

In an optimal scenario in which the gradient artefact waveform is perfectly reproducible in
each epoch, the estimate gˆ i equals to gi (= g k ), and thus eˆi matches the actual EEG, ei .
However, under realistic scanning conditions, changes in the scalp potential recordings
geometry by subject motion together with inconsistent scalp potential sampling due to
systematic jitter between EEG system sampling frequency and the MRI clock results in
alterations in the artefact waveform. This generates a component of uncertainty in the
estimate gˆ i that must be inserted in Eq. (8.8):
 gˆ i =

m
m
1
1
uk .
( g m + uk ) = g i +


2m +1 k =− m
2 m+1 k =− m

(8.9)

Thus, eˆi in Eq. (8.7) could be expressed as the sum of the actual EEG, ei , with the
uncertainty ui :

eˆi = ei +

m
1
um = ei + ui .

2m+1 k =− m

(8.10)

Therefore, the residual artefact that remains in the corrected EEG after AAS is associated with
a component of uncertainty that represents the average of the particular uncertainties of
samples belonging to the 2m+1 averaging epochs taken into account for calculation of the
artefact template. Hence, the influence of small drifts and subject head movements that occurs
in scalp potential samples of 2m+1 epochs (ranging from sn− mM to sn+mM ) has an impact over
the uncertainty ui (Yan et al., 2009).
On the other hand, as described in Eq. (5.2), the artefact is estimated sample-by-sample
through the moving-averaging filter when the optimised moving-average (OMA) is applied:

1
M

=

1
M

M −1

s

n−k

k= 0

M −1

e

n−k

k= 0

=

+

1
M

1
M

M −1

 (e

n−k

+ g n−k ) .

k= 0

M −1

g
k= 0

n−k

= eˆn +

1
M

M −1

g
k= 0

n−k

.

(8.11)
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If an optimal scenario is assumed, the gradient artefact waveform is exactly stationary, and
the term corresponding to the artefact in Eq. (8.11) can be cancelled out by integration, as
indicated in Eq. (5.3). Under realistic conditions, however, the influence of subject head
motions and jitter generates a component of uncertainty in Eq. (8.11):

1
M
1
M

M −1

s

n−k

= eˆn +

k= 0

M −1

s

n−k

= eˆn +

k= 0

1
M

1
M

M −1

 (g

n−k

+ un − k )

k=0

M −1

g

n−k

+

k=0

1
M

M −1

u

n−k

.

(8.12)

k=0

Thereby, since the uncertainty component has been taken into consideration in Eq. (8.12), the
term corresponding to the gradient artefact can precisely be cancelled out by integration.
Backward application of the moving-average in Eq. (8.12) results in Eq. (8.13):

1
M

M −1

1

M −1

 M  s
k= 0



= ecomp,1, n +

k= 0


1
 =M
 n+k
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1
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1
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2

 (M − k )u

n+k

= ecomp,1, n + ucomp, j , n .

(8.13)

k = − M +1

And, thus, the uncertainty ucomp, j ,n corresponds to:

ucomp, j ,n =

1

(M )

2

un − M +1 + 2un − M +2 + ⋯ + ( M − 1)un −1 + ( M ) un + ( M − 1)un +1 ⋯

.

(8.14)

⋯ + ( M − 1)un+1 + 2un+M − 2 + un+M −1 ]

Therefore, in case of the OMA filter (Eq. (5.12)), the uncertainty is influenced by jitter and
subject head movements that occur in the samples of the scalp potential raging from sn − M +1 to
sn+M −1 . This characteristic allows reducing the impact of small drifts and head movements by
using OMA in comparison with AAS because the uncertainty associated with the corrected
EEG by OMA is influenced by samples located in a shorter length of signal than the EEG
corrected by the AAS sliding average window (see Sections 5.5, 5.6, 6.5, and 6.6).
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8.4.3 Change in shape and amplitude of the gradient artefact
As mentioned in Section 2.4.3, when the subject makes a small change in position during
acquisition of a certain volume N1, the gradient artefact morphology changes over time
(Spencer, 2015):
en + g 2 ,n , if n < n1

,
sn = 
e + g , if n > n
2 ,n
1
 n

(8.15)

where en corresponds to the EEG component in the scalp potential, sn ; and g1,n and g 2 ,n
correspond, respectively, to the gradient artefact before and after the position change of the
subject head at the time sample n1 within the volume N1.
Spencer (2015) used the model of Eq. (8.16) to characterise the effect of those changes in
shape and amplitude of the gradient artefact over the average artefact construction:

gˆ n =

N −1

1  N1 −1
  g1,k +  g 2,k  ,
N  k =0
k = N1


(8.16)

which can be rewritten as:

 N 
gˆ n = g1,k +  1 − 1  Δg n ,
N 


(8.17)

where Δg n constitutes the difference between g 2,k and g1,k caused by the small change in the
head position. According to Eq. (8.17), gˆ n depends on the size of the movement and its
temporal incidence, and does not solely reflect the gradient artefact before and after the
occurrence of the movement. The residual artefacts due to the movement influence in the
corrected EEG are thus proportional to Δg n (Spencer, 2015), and is about to be propagated to
all epochs used for template construction.
In case of the optimised moving-average filtering, the change in the position of the subject
head at the time sample n1 within the volume N1 is not reflected in all N epochs used for
template averaging, but locally around the region of the change Δg n . This characteristic can
be explained by the OMA filtering being not implemented by construction of an average
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template, but sample-by-sample instead. Thus, the movement influence caused by the change

Δg n in g1,k after the sample n1 (resulting in g 2,k ) might also be limited in a narrower region in
the corrected EEG by OMA than by AAS. However, we observed that AAS can produce
smaller ripple associated with the movement influence than OMA around the region of
change Δg n as well, like observed for larger signal transients continuously inserted in the
scalp potential (see Section 8.4.1).
Moosmann et al. (2009) have demonstrated the effectiveness of using the information related
to head movement parameters obtained from an fMRI realignment algorithm to minimise the
influence of abrupt head movements due to a small position change of the subject, as
described in Eq. (8.17). As remarked by Spencer (2015), however, this approach may not be
effective when multiple movements occur close together in the recorded scalp potential as
well as when signal transients are slowly and continuously caused by abrupt head movements.
To simulate the influence due to a small change in position of the subject, Spencer (2015)
proposed to generate a basis set of models to characterise the variations in the gradient
artefact waveform in this scenario. Such models are then fitted and subtracted from the
artefact-corrected EEG by AAS. This approach, however, has not yet been systematically
evaluated, in such a way that the degree of preservation of the EEG signal together with the
evaluation of artefact reduction remains unknown. In future work, we intend to apply such
approaches in our data in order to obtain a better comparison with the filtering strategies
discussed here.

8.5 Final discussion and concluding remarks
The occurrence of abrupt head movements in the scalp potential recordings during coregistered EEG-fMRI may profoundly compromise the performance of the gradient artefact
correction. Especially in children, epilepsy patients, and sleeping subjects, the occurrence of
such movements might not be prevented, thus affecting the quality of the corrected EEG due
to the artefact residuals associated with the change of the subject head position. In this
chapter, we have presented some strategies that might be useful for improving the quality of
the corrected EEG in this scenario. As reported in Section 8.3, the use of cubic splines to
model the transients continuously inserted in the scalp potential by abrupt subject head
motions is shown to be effective and quite promising for minimising the impact of such
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transients over the quality of the restored EEG. By using cubic splines, the modified scalp
potential could be approximated to homogeneous data shape, in such a way as to reduce
alterations of the artefact waveform morphology, thus improving the performance of either
OMA or AAS.
As for the filtering strategies discussed in Section 8.4, they might be particularly useful for
reducing the impact of the movement influence on the gradient artefact-corrected EEG as well
as for limiting the region of the movement influence. In this fashion, when small movements
of the subject head occur, the OMA filtering is shown to outperform the AAS sliding
averaging window implementation because our approach is more effective in attenuating the
impact of the movement influence in the corrected EEG. Likewise, when the movement
artefact is likened to the superposition of an impulse signal in the scalp potential, OMA
outperforms the AAS sliding average window by limiting the region of movement influence
in the corrected EEG, although AAS is shown to produce smaller ripple in the corrected EEG
due to the movement influence. As head movement-related information obtained from the
MRI equipment or provided by camera tracking systems have not been available in the
current work, approaches that make use of this kind of information have not been applied with
our data analysis. In future work, we intend to perform this application in order to improve the
comparative analysis between such approaches and the filtering strategies proposed in this
chapter.
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CHAPTER 9

Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we proposed the optimised moving-average (OMA) filtering to suppress the
gradient artefact from EEG recorded during co-registration of EEG and fMRI. OMA is a
comb-filtering approach that allows shaping a magnitude response other than that provided by
the often-used average artefact subtraction (AAS) method. In addition, OMA can be
combined with other iterative filtering-based approaches that allow attenuation of the residual
artefacts in the artefact-corrected EEG signal. In Section 9.1, we discuss the efficacy of our
proposed methodology by using OMA in comparison with AAS and the FMRI artefact slice
template removal (FASTR) methods, based on the results obtained and presented in previous
chapters of this thesis. For this, we take into account the evaluation metrics used for artefact
attenuation, preservation of the EEG signal, and the quality of EEG signal clinically indicated
by visual inspection of the EEG expert. Section 9.2 provides a discussion of the measure
proposed here to evaluate the quality of the gradient artefact-corrected EEG. Limitations and
future perspectives of this work are described in Sections 9.3 and the overall conclusions are
presented in Section 9.4.

9.1 Performance and relative efficacy of the gradient artefact correction
methods
Since the advent of co-registered EEG-fMRI a couple of decades ago, the suppression of the
gradient artefact and the improvement of the quality of the EEG signal recording during coregistered EEG-fMRI have been substantial challenges. Different solutions have been
proposed in the literature, ranging from methods that aim to attenuate the artefact as it appears
to post-processing methods that correct the artefact in the scalp potential after the recording.
Among the post-processing methods, the AAS solution is the most established and often-used
approach. As such, it has formed the basis for most of the other correction methodologies
making use of subtraction in time-domain, as described in Chapter 3. From a signal
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processing and filter theory perspective, the AAS implementation corresponds to the timedomain averaging filter ( H TDA ) described in Chapter 4, which itself consists of a combfiltering approach based on a coherent detection process (Braun, 1975). Thereby, it is possible
to construct and subtract an estimate of the gradient artefact, gˆ (t ) , which can be characterised
as an approximately repetitive waveform in the time course, from the scalp potential, s (t ) .
As can be observed examining the magnitude response of the comb-filtering representative of
AAS shown in Chapter 4, the width of the comb-filter stop-bands integrated within AAS is
larger when a small number of averages, N, is used, and is narrowed for a larger number of
averages. This characteristic affects the performance of AAS because few averages can result
in removal of the neuronal EEG after template subtraction, whereas a larger number of
averages can lead to remaining residual artefacts after AAS. It is also particularly important
when broadening of the gradient artefact spectral lines due to tiny movements of the subject
head is observed in the scalp potential spectrum around the artefact frequency bins associated
with TR-slice. The current implementation of the AAS approach only provides the same
width for all comb-filtering stop-bands. Thus, it cannot account for by the broadening of the
artefact spectral lines around the higher-frequency artefact bins without simultaneously
causing unnecessary attenuation in the lower-frequency artefact bins (Spencer, 2015).
An AAS implementation using a sliding averaging window as well as the construction of an
optimal basis set (OBS) using principal component analysis has been proposed to account for
the occurrence of movement artefacts caused by small changes in head position of the subject,
and its impact on gradient artefact suppression (Allen et al., 2000; Niazy et al., 2005; Freyer
et al., 2009). The sliding averaging window has been widely used and is commercially
available in the AAS implemented in the software Brain Vision Analyzer 2. In turn, the OBS
algorithm together with the sliding averaging window has been implemented in the often-used
MATLAB-based plug-in FASTR. Both Brain Vision Analyzer 2 and FASTR have been used
in Chapters 5 and 6 for the comparative analysis.
As demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6, the artefact-corrected EEG using a sliding averaging
window and OBS may be not effective in attenuating residual artefacts associated with head
movements either. The AAS by sliding averaging window is shown to be susceptible to
imprecise artefact template estimation due to variations of the artefact waveform morphology
over time caused by small changes in the position of the subject’s head. Even when a small
number of averages epochs are used, the sliding averaging window may be not effective. By
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using OBS jointly to AAS by sliding averaging window, the artefact template imprecision
caused by small changes in the head position can be corrected. However, residual artefacts
associated with head motions are still observed in the time course and power spectrum of the
corrected EEG. Therefore, residual artefacts associated with broadened spectral lines caused
by the tiny endogenous movements of the subject head may not be accounted for by the AAS
sliding average window nor by the combination AAS and OBS (Spencer, 2015). It is therefore
necessary to make use of a conventional low-pass (LP) filtering with cut-off at 70 Hz and
adaptive noise cancelling (ANC) in order to suppress such residuals; in turn, frequencies
above the filter cut-off frequency are inadvertently removed from the EEG signals, as
mentioned in Chapters 1 – 3 and shown in Chapter 6.
The OMA filtering strategy as proposed in Chapter 4 entails a comb-filtering approach ( H C
and H L ) that allows larger attenuation in higher-frequency stop-bands rather than the evenly
broadened stop-bands provided by AAS. This characteristic explains why the OMA approach
is more effective in accounting for the broadening of spectral lines associated with the slice
repetition time (TR-slice) than AAS or the combination AAS+OBS. This could be observed
in Chapters 5 and 6, where the residual artefacts are shown to be least apparent in the power
spectra and the corresponding time course of the EEG signal corrected by OMA. In addition,
OMA was shown to better attenuate the harmonic artefact activity associated with TR-slice
than the AAS approach, while best preserving EEG signal components. As such, the OMA
approach exhibits the most favourable trade-off between artefact suppression and preservation
of the neuronal EEG and, in particular, clinically relevant high-frequency EEG features can
potentially be better preserved.
In a scenario where the dynamic stabilisation cannot be switched off, and thus TR cannot be
set as a multiple of TR-slice, OMA is also shown to be effective in attenuating the gradient
artefact. Therefore, as shown in Chapter 6, our approach could be applied in two subsequent
steps without compromising the quality of the corrected EEG. This is an important feature,
because OMA can be used to individually address the artefact activity associated with TR and
TR-slice and further attenuate the gradient artefact around their higher-frequency bins. In
contrast, application of two AAS averaging steps, one for TR and another for TR-slice, has
been proven to degrade the quality of the corrected EEG. In addition, the construction of the
AAS template should be performed by using either a template with length TR or irregular
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epochs of length TR-slice which has been demonstrated to be less effective than using regular
epochs with TR-slice length (Mandelkow et al., 2010).
Another advantage of using OMA is its performance regarding the use of data without
accurate information about MRI triggers and other events, as may be the case for data
originally acquired for clinical rather than research purposes. In this respect, the use of
volume-start and slice-start markers in the EEG data has not been necessary for
implementation of OMA. Furthermore, even though reduction of jitter by using hardware
synchronisation solutions has become increasingly available, OMA shows to be more robust
within a scenario of misalignment between EEG sampling interval and TR-slice, as
demonstrated in Chapter 5.
Still, some residual artefacts associated with broadening of the artefact spectral lines around
the artefact bins related to TR-slice may not be suppressed after applying OMA. We have
demonstrated that the use of the additional filters highly selective notch filtering (HSN) and
optimised exponential average (OEA) yields a better EEG signal preservation performance
compared to the use of LP filtering and ANC, especially at higher frequencies of the corrected
EEG. As shown in Chapter 6, HSN and OEA achieve more selective attenuation for residual
artefacts in the gamma band (30 – 100 Hz) and in higher-frequency EEG bands than ANC and
LP. The power spectrum of the neuronal (baseline) EEG typically decays proportionally to the
inverse of the frequency (1/f). The occurrence of spectral power activity above the baseline
EEG power spectrum, therefore, is an indication of corruption by residual artefacts after AAS
and OMA, suggesting that the expected power spectrum decay of 1/f is not present (Gutberlet,
2010; Mandelkow et al., 2006). This has been further confirmed in Chapter 7 by the use of the
signal slope adaption (SSD) approach which was shown to attenuate the residual artefact
activity and yield a corrected EEG power spectrum that obeyed 1/f-rule. This evidences the
importance of applying filters like OEA in the corrected EEG to attenuate remaining residuals
above the baseline EEG.
As mentioned above, OMA is also shown to be more effective in reducing the impact of small
head movements on the quality of the corrected EEG compared to AAS alone. As discussed
in Chapter 8, the comb-filtering integrated in OMA is performed sample-by-sample, rather
than by template subtraction as performed in AAS. Therefore, the impact of the movement is
spread along all the N epochs used for averaging and construction of the artefact template; the
larger the number of epochs used for averaging, the larger is the region of the corrected EEG
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affected by the movement influence. Rather, OMA is capable of limiting the influence of
movements to a shorter region, which results in better preservation of the EEG in case of
small head movements, as indicated by the values of SNR and MSE calculated in Chapter 5.
These results could be extended to a scenario concerned with a movement artefact variant

mtr,n , corresponding to the signal transients inserted in the scalp potential, si (t ) , by abrupt
head movements in general, as described in Chapter 8.
The impact of abrupt motion artefacts characterised by signal transients that are slowly and
continuously inserted in the scalp potential, which can be likened to the superposition of an
impulse signal δ tr,n in si (t ) , can exceed a larger region in the corrected EEG that depends on
the impulse response of the comb-filtering integrated to OMA and AAS (Ferreira et al., 2018).
Here, we noticed that the comb-filtering approach which provides an impulse response with
smaller settling time as well as smaller decaying peaks would yield a better EEG quality. As
observed and discussed in Chapters 6 and 8, the region of movement influence for AAS is
much larger than for OMA. This fact can therefore be ascribed to the impulse response of the
comb-filtering integrated to OMA and AAS.
Attenuation of the movement artefact in the EEG data where mtr,n and δ tr,n occur, has been
studied by Maziero et al. (2016). They proposed the use of the information provided by a
camera tracking system in combination with AAS and FASTR to suppress the movement
artefact. Although this approach has shown to be quite promising, it is not yet available for all
investigators and does not have a specific strategy for gradient artefact correction. Some
researchers have also proposed an improved AAS correction under influence of small changes
in shape and amplitude of the gradient artefact by using either head movement-related
parameters or weighting factors for the AAS averaging epochs (Moosmann et al., 2009; Sun
and Hinrichs, 2009). Most recently, Spencer (2015) proposed a novel method to account for
the influence of the movement artefact over the gradient artefact correction in a scenario of
small changes in position of the subject’ head. According to this method, a basis set of models
is produced to characterise the variations in the gradient artefact waveform, which is then
used to attenuate residual artefacts from the artefact-corrected EEG by AAS. The performance
of this method, however, has not yet been systematically evaluated and, therefore, the degree
of preservation of the EEG signal associated with the level of artefact reduction remains
unknown. In future work, we intend to compare performance of these approaches to the
strategies to minimise the impact of the movement artefact on the gradient artefact correction,
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as described and discussed in Chapter 8. The gradient artefact correction evaluation as
proposed in this thesis could be used in this scenario as well (see Section 9.2).
Concerning the computational effort, our methodology is shown to be less computationally
demanding than FASTR, requiring less time to process the gradient artefact correction and
residual artefacts attenuation. This can be explained by our methodology being based upon
iterative filtering methods that make use of the finite impulse response (FIR) filter, and thus
takes advantage of the computational efficiency of this equation. Hence, the time required to
compute the proposed approaches has shown to be quite low and comparable with the
processing time of the AAS sliding averaging window performed by the Brain Vision
Analyzer software which is also based upon the FIR moving-average filter.
The clinical evaluation performed by visual inspection of the EEG expert, as reported in
Chapter 6, provided a preliminary clinical indication of the quality of the corrected EEG
signals. According to the EEG expert, the occurrence of epileptiform activity has been
successfully identified in the corrected EEG signals by both our methodology and the FASTR
method. As our proposed methodology has been shown to be more robust to alterations of the
artefact waveform over time, it would therefore be the most promising tool for gradient
artefact correction in scenarios in which abrupt head movements cannot be prevented like in
studies involving epileptic patients and children.
As shown in Chapters 4 and 6, iterative filtering can be used to design the comb-filtering
approach integrated within the OMA approach as well as the HSN and OEA filters. Moreover,
according to some preliminary investigations undertaken in this work as well, iterative
filtering could also be used to design other types of filter such as high-pass and band-pass
filters approximated to the ideal case. In addition, mathematical functions other than the FIR
moving-average and the exponential average filters could also be used within such a filtering
design approach.
In conclusion, the methodology proposed in this thesis is robust, accurate, fast, and has the
additional advantage that it is fully data-driven. Hence, it does not require information
provided by sensors, cameras, or derived from the subsequent (f)MRI scans, nor accurate
information about MRI triggers and events, as mentioned above. OMA is therefore a useful
tool in case of processing data originally acquired for clinical purposes rather than research
purposes.
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9.2 Gradient artefact correction evaluation
As described in Chapter 3, one of the big challenges for the consistent and systematic gradient
artefact correction evaluation is posed by the stochastic nature of the EEG signal. Therefore,
systematic and consistent evaluation of the gradient artefact performance is seldom
encountered in the literature (Ritter et al., 2007; Ritter et al., 2010; Freyer et al., 2009).
The analysis of single events in the corrected EEG has shown to be effective for evaluation of
the gradient artefact correction by identification of epileptic spikes, ERPs and EPs, and EEG
rhythms present in the corrected EEG (Bénar et al., 2003; Niazy et al., 2005; Becker et al.,
2005). However, these characteristics cannot be used when the focus is the spontaneous EEG.
Caution should also be taken when quantifying the EEG power spectrum in certain spectral
bands to evaluate the correction procedure because the spectrum represents an average
measure of the frequencies contained in the time-domain signal. Residual artefacts and other
events such as epileptic spikes might therefore be masked in the power spectrum of the
corrected EEG, requiring the clinical assessment by an EEG expert to sufficiently assess the
quality of the corrected EEG as well as the correct identification of the epileptiform activity
(see Chapter 6). Likewise, the application of the gradient artefact correction in the reference
EEG, as it is usually implemented (Freyer et al., 2009; Ritter et al., 2007), has the
disadvantage of not accounting for the influence of the gradient artefact and other sources of
interference during co-registration of EEG and fMRI data. A similar problem is encountered
for the reference EEG recorded in phantoms or replaced by simulated data (Grouiller et al.,
2007; Mandelkow et al., 2010; Spencer, 2015). Furthermore, the stochastic nature and lack of
knowledge of the neuronal EEG make the comparison of the power spectrum of the artefactcorrected EEG with the spectrum of the reference EEG recorded inside and outside the
scanner imprecise. The use of such procedures might hence make it difficult to obtain a good
accuracy for the assessment of EEG preservation.
The assessment of EEG preservation as proposed in Chapter 3 effectively accounts for all the
characteristics described above. For instance, when the focus is the spontaneous EEG, entire
EEG excerpt lengths should be analysed as the characteristic of interest in order to obtain a
more precise evaluation of the EEG preservation. Our proposed assessment approach works
for larger EEG excerpts, allowing comparison in terms of the SNR and MSE and minimising
the imprecision effects associated with the stochastic nature of the EEG signal. The SNR as
calculated in Chapter 5 also permits the evaluation of frequency characteristics. As it is
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implemented in the time-domain, this approach readily facilitates the comparison of
frequency characteristics between reference EEG and corrected EEG excerpts, alleviating the
need for quantification of the spectral power. In addition, the analysis of single events in the
corrected EEG can also be effectively accounted for by our proposed approach.
Another contribution of the gradient artefact correction evaluation procedure adopted in this
work is that it could form the basis for a systematic methodology evaluation. In this way, after
choosing the component of interest to be assessed in the corrected EEG as well as the
reference signal to be used during the assessment procedure, our approach for EEG
preservation assessment proposed in Chapter 3 (or its combination with the visual inspection
of an EEG expert) would be utilised to perform the assessment of EEG preservation. Then
this analysis should be combined with the evaluation of the amount of artefact reduction, as
performed in Chapter 5.
A disadvantage associated with the procedure above is that a representative reference EEG
should always be available. Moreover, the measurement of the RMS and amplitude of the
artefact voltage over time can be compromised when large amplitude transients caused by
abrupt head movements are inserted in si (t ) . Despite these limitations, our approach is
suitable for a large majority of most clinical co-registered EEG-fMRI recordings performed
nowadays.

9.3 Limitations, considerations, and directions for future work
One of the limitations we observed during application of the OMA methodology relates to the
assumption of stationarity of the gradient artefact waveform. Like for the AAS method,
violations of this assumption might degrade the quality of the EEG signal, especially in case
of abrupt head motions. However, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 8, OMA could outperform
the AAS sliding window approach as well as the OBS approach by severely limiting the time
interval of the corrected EEG signal impacted by the artefact. Moreover, even though the
filtering strategies mentioned in Chapter 8 could be used to reduce the movement influence
and its impact on the gradient artefact-corrected EEG, further development and investigation
of additional methodologies to eliminate the movement influence are encouraged in future
work.
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Also like AAS, OMA has been shown to achieve better results when a phase-lock
synchronisation procedure between the EEG sampling frequency and the MRI acquisition
frequency is used. Moreover, both gradient artefact correction methods may suffer from
ringing. We aimed to minimise the occurrence of ringing with OMA by its application in
scalp potential excerpts with length equal to M × n / fs, where M corresponds to TR, and n is a
real integer. In case of the using AAS in a sliding averaging window implementation, the
ringing effect cannot be prevented as the calculation of the average template for epochs in the
ends of the excerpt may be compromised by an insufficient number of averaging epochs. The
choice of the frequency bin width during evaluation of the power spectrum artefact reduction
is another aspect that should be more elaborately investigated. Although the value of ± 1 Hz
used in Chapters 5 and 6 as well as in Niazy et al. (2005) could be used to perform the
assessment of artefact reduction around the frequency bins associated with TR-slice, it may
not represent a realistic bandwidth as the broadening of the spectral likes around these bins
might be much larger than that value, especially at higher frequencies.
Since better preservation of high-frequency activity in the corrected EEG in comparison to the
AAS and OBS method can be achieved using our methodology, we envisage that it can be
potentially exploited as a simpler alternative to access HFOs during co-registered EEG-fMRI
(Freyer et al., 2009; Anami et al., 2003). This, however, still requires further investigation, as
discussed in Chapter 6. Clinical application of our methodology in studies involving EPs and
ERPs is also awaited. As a further suggestion for future work, we would like to apply our
methodology in EEG data of a larger number of subjects recorded in a wider range of MRI
scanners to assess its generalisability. Also, the performance of our methodology in correction
of other types of periodic artefacts such as the artefact that affects the scalp potential during
electrical impedance tomography (Fabrizi et al., 2010) should be assessed.
Lastly, our EEG preservation assessment approach could also be used to evaluate the impact
of any other signal processing procedure. To this end, the blocks labelled with Gradient

artefact correction in Fig. 3.11 should be replaced by the signal processing procedure under
investigation, and the reference EEG replaced by the reference signal according to degree of
preservation of the characteristics of interest evaluated in the output signal, as has been
performed for the SSD approach in Chapter 7.
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9.4 Overall conclusions
To improve the performance of gradient artefact correction and maximise the quality of the
corrected EEG signal recorded during co-registered EEG-fMRI, this thesis reports on the
development of novel filtering techniques and the comparison of their performance with the
established AAS and the also often-used FASTR method.
We concluded that our filtering techniques achieve a superior artefact removal from the coregistered EEG signal, especially in a higher-frequency EEG bandwidth. This is a direct result
of the better attenuation provided by the OMA approach in higher-frequency artefact bins
than the average artefact template subtraction employed by AAS and the combination
AAS+OBS method. In parallel, the HSN and OEA filtering are shown to be more effective
than the usage of ANC and conventional LP filtering in simultaneously suppressing remaining
residual artefacts and preserving the EEG. Moreover, in addition to its lower computational
demand compared to FASTR and alleviation of the need for accurate information on MRI
trigger events, our methodology for gradient artefact correction is less sensitive to the
influence of abrupt movements of the subject’s head. This is an important characteristic in
studies in which these types of movement cannot be prevented like those involving epileptic
patients. We have shown that in a clinical setting, where an EEG expert performed visual
inspection of the corrected EEG signals, the epileptiform activity could be successfully
identified.
In addition, our strategy for the evaluation of EEG preservation after gradient artefact
correction is proven to be simple and effective in accounting for the stochastic nature of the
EEG signal. The evaluation of the gradient artefact correction methods, as proposed in this
work, could also be used as an outline for a systematic evaluation of any gradient artefact
correction method as well as artefact correction in general.
Last but not least, the novel filtering techniques presented in this work could eventually be
used in other signal processing applications as well. The iterative methodology of FIRmoving average-based methods was demonstrated to be useful for comb, notch, and low-pass
filtering design, with substantial flexibility. For instance, these types of filter are recurring and
ubiquitous in signal processing applications like harmonic analysis. In parallel, in addition to
its use to detect and attenuate residual artefacts after AAS, the SSD approach could be used
for detection of other kinds of artefact and steep wave activity, such as QRS complex
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detection in the ECG signal. Therefore, aside their ability to improve the quality of the EEG
data in studies that make use of neurophysiologic and cognitive mapping of the brain by coregistered EEG-fMRI, the filtering tools designed and proposed in thesis are potentially useful
in a wide variety of biomedical and other signal processing applications.
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